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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
THE PEDAGOGY OF YOUTH TEACHERS OF THE CUBAN LITERACY
CAMPAIGN
by
Yuleisy Mena
Florida International University, 2021
Miami, Florida
Professor Sarah Mathews, Major Professor

The Cuban Literacy Campaign of 1961 turned teenagers into teachers. This study
interviewed three former youth teachers and recorded their experiences through the oral
history lens and method. The study focused on the pedagogical components of their lived
experience, often overlooked by scholars who have mainly focused on the campaign’s
political and economic history from the top down. In turn, issues of identity surfaced that
helped explain the personal motivations for participating in the campaign and produced
counter-narratives in the process. The interviews compiled allowed a bottom up history to
be archived, highlighting the stories of people omitted from the literature, unlike those in
power. Previous literature on the campaign focused on people inside of Cuba, creating the
need for the current study to archive the experiences of Cubans or those living outside of
Cuba to provide a complete history of these events. Additionally, their oral histories are
valuable in that they provide insight into the rationale and implementation of the youth
teachers pedagogy and the dualities of revolutionary identity seen in the motivations for
their participation in the campaign and reflections 60 years later.
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The study’s major findings include: 1) pedagogical decisions were made following
identity that was embedded in the goals and motivations for participating in the campaign;
2) pedagogies beyond the government issued textbook were used going beyond a political
motivation for participation as a youth teacher, and finally, 3) participants expressed
feeling a conflicting identity when reflecting on their participation when asked their goals,
motivation, and pedagogical strategies such as modeling and scaffolding during that period
of 1961.
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I. CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
The Cuban educational system drastically changed for all citizens, following the
1959 Cuban Revolution, most specifically for the guajiros,1 or peasants (Cruz, Neto, &
Martinez, 2017). The 1961 Cuban government sent out thousands of teachers to all parts
of the country, creating new experiences for the youth involved in this massive literacy
campaign. Many of these youth teachers learned new pedagogical strategies in order to
educate Cuba’s poverty-stricken citizens. Their reflections and experiences are valuable in
understanding the historical phenomenon. As Cuba embarked on a successful literacy
campaign, this study looks at the unique pedagogical role of the youth teachers, their
contribution to the movement, as well as the unique exile point of view provided by
interviewing persons living outside of Cuba.
The 1953 Cuban National Census estimated a 42% illiteracy in Cuba’s rural
population and reported an eleven percent illiteracy rate in urban areas (Fagen, 1969, p. 4).
Shortly after the Revolution, Cuba conducted a new illiteracy report in 1960 and that report
would help transform the political and cultural life on the island nation. The government’s
response was massive, starting with the Literacy Campaign of 1961 to help transform
Cuba’s social and political culture (Guerra, 2010).

1 See Lilian Guerra’s, Visions of Power in Cuba: Revolution, Redemption, and Resistance, 1959-1971.
(2012): pp. 71, 72, 99. The word guajiro is commonly used in Cuba to describe a person living and
working in agrarian land yet this word has connotations that include people of low socioeconomic status.
During the revolution, the gap between city-dweller and farmer was used with the understanding that the
city people lived a higher standard of living and the society should become equal for the guajiro. Lilian
Guerra explains this in the images of the revolution that include a well dressed guajiro with a city-dweller
demonstrating the revolution’s ability to bridge the gap between rich and poor. Other images had the
guajiros represented as Christ-like figures born into humility.
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Fidel Castro’s political goals were immersed in the attempt to mobilize the country
towards a new way of thinking and acting through revolutionary education initiatives. The
Cuban Literacy Campaign was the mass mobilization movement that created the
opportunity for the new government. It is difficult to divorce politics from Cuban education
(Bradford 2014; Fagen, 1969). Both scholars Anita Casavantes Bradford (2014) and
Richard Fagen have researched aspects of the Cuban Literacy Campaign, revealing the
complicated ties between politics and the curriculum. We see the ties between politics and
education in how the Cuban government consistently worked together to create new
pedagogical materials seen in grammar books, such as Venceremos!, and influencing larger
policy decisions. Brazilian critical pedagogist Paolo Freire, himself an admirer of the
Cuban revolution, boldly states in Pedagogy of the Oppressed (1970) that education is a
political act. This means education is not neutral. Cuba’s cultural transformation through
education was the case demonstrating the external political forces that influenced the new
curriculum.
From the onset, Castro’s government radically changed the curriculum with new
educational literature and used the campaign to change Cuban society. One of the first
goals of his education plans was to eradicate the previous educational institutions and their
influence over schooling. The revolutionary government prohibited religious schools and
other faith-based institutions, which drastically changed Cuban culture. The Catholic
Church was no longer allowed to partake in curriculum decisions, which included the
values and knowledge learned by students in the classroom. Castro accused the Catholic
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Church of promoting capitalism and imperialism since Cuba’s former system under its
direction allegedly only educated elites properly (Shimoniak, 1969). In Fagen’s words
(1969), “domestic tyrants and foreign exploiters had imposed on Cuba an education system
that was sharply discriminatory towards the lower classes” (Fagen, 1969, p. 34).
How Castro Gained Political Clout
By 1958, Cuba was ready for a new charismatic leader to emerge. Guerra (2012)
calls Fulgencio Batista’s (Cuba’s dictator before Castro) last two years in power
“controlled chaos,” where he had the newspapers in his pocket as well as the wealthy (p.
39). For this reason, Fidel Castro initially gained popular support from Cuba’s citizenry
since many of the people regarded Batista as a dictator. Batista’s capitalistic economic
practices favored the wealthy and led to corruption of the press, and his government had
suspended the 1940 Constitution and free elections since 1952 (Guerra, 2012). In 1953,
Fidel Castro headed an armed insurrection2 storming the Moncada barracks in Santiago de
Cuba, against the existing Batista government. Castro’s act resulted in a tribunal. This act
would give him the fame needed to become Cub’s next leader.
From his early years, Castro employed a populist rhetoric that emphasized the value
of teachers. This was evident in his characterization of the Cuban teacher during his History
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See Gladys Marel García Pérez’s, Governance and Contestation: Insurrection, 1952-

1959 (2012): p. 425. The word insurrection describes the Moncada incident as an
assault but a quick assault, which failed. Garcia Perez uses the insurrection to describe
this 1953 attack. Other scholars such as Rafael de La Cova also calls the Moncada
assault an insurrection and his book The Moncada Attack: Birth of the Cuban Revolution
(2007), details how newspapers in Cuba specifically classified the assault as an
insurrection as well.
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Will Absolve Me speech, while on trial for the insurrection on the Moncada Barracks before
coming into power. Castro used his 1953 trial as a platform to speak against Batista’s
government and his new vision for Cuba (Fagen, 1969). During this speech, Castro
expresses how he believed Cuban teachers were the people most in love with their vocation
and should be paid no less than 200 pesos (Castro, 1993), which was a substantial wage at
the time. He understood the value of lifting the Cuban teachers’ character to spread a moral
message. He would use this same rhetoric to recruit teachers as volunteers for the Literacy
Campaign years later.
After1959, the new revolutionary3 leader utilized education as his most valuable
weapon in order to indoctrinate the Cuban people (Fagen, 1969). The literacy campaign
and all forms of daily life would have a revolutionary purpose for the citizens learning new
ideological tenants. Che Guevara, Castro’s top lieutenant, would be instrumental in the
education process and creating a new Cuban citizen beginning with the nation’s youth.
They began a literacy campaign, which aimed to reduce illiteracy and to spread a new
message to the Cuban people of a new consciousness to work for the collective (Serra,
2007). The campaign successful as it produced a significant decline in illiteracy. Cuba’s
illiteracy rate dropped from 23% at the beginning of the year 1961, to 3.9% by the time the
campaign was completed in December 1961 (Shimoniak, 1969, p. 418). Nonetheless,
See Pamphlet entitled “Palabras a los Intelectuales” (Words to Intellectuals), Havana, National Cultural
Council, 1961. Castro himself calls the changes his government brought to Cuba revolutionary, therefore in
trying to be accurate to the players involved in the Coup that occurred in 1953 against the Batista
government, this study calls Cuba’s cultural, political, and economic shift a Revolution. In this pamphlet of
Castro’s speech he says, “We have been agents of this Revolution, of the socioeconomic Revolution that is
taking place in Cuba. This economic and social revolution must inevitably produce a cultural revolution in
turn in our country”.
3
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controversy surrounds these numbers and attention to distinctions between the census’ data
of illiteracy in the rural versus urban areas should be noted (Jeffries, 1967).
According to scholar Shimoniak (1969), propaganda4 was a major component of
the campaign to reeducate the populace. The Cuban teacher was tasked with spreading a
political message to the entire island, achieved by the closing of the schools for eight
months in 1961 (Shimoniak, 1969). Cuban teachers used the grammar book Venceremos
to teach basic grammar to the illiterate population as well as the teacher handbook called
Alfabeticemos. Shimoniak describes the grammar book Venceremos!, created by the newly
formed revolutionary government, as a political textbook, which ties the campaign to the
ideological shifts present in the post-revolutionary era (Shimoniak, 1969). These political
textbooks encompassed various themes, which emphasized the struggle to create a new
Cuba that would compete with an imperialistic America, by creating a more equitable
society free of capitalism (Shimoniak, 1969). Richard Fagen, one of the first American
scholars to visit the island in the decade after the Revolution, remarks how the literacy
campaign textbooks, whose instructional manual was named Alfabeticemos (Let’s
Alphabetize) was “profoundly political in nature” (Fagen, 1969, p. 39).

4

According to Stanley Cunningham (2002), the word propaganda is ambiguous in various fields as many
scholars in its early historiography argue it must be psychologically based, but recent scholars question the
philosophy behind propaganda and the methodology used to disseminate such propaganda. I use the
concept it in social science terms that align with the Merriam-Webster definition of propaganda as “ideas,
facts, or allegations spread deliberately to further one's cause or to damage an opposing cause.”
Accessed August 17, 2020.
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Having adolescents involved in the Cuban literacy process, as teachers, not
students, was a feat of the campaign and distinguished it from the numerous worldwide
literacy campaigns before it. Accommodations were quickly made to train the youth
teachers and have them begin their new work for the revolution. Castro understood the
urgency of spreading new educational material to reeducate the population and attempt to
make literacy levels more egalitarian.
As a result of Castro’s urgency to go forth with the campaign, youth teachers were
trained for short periods and in Varadero Beach, a place formerly frequented by Cuban
elites. The Conrado Benitez Brigadistas, in particular, named after the young martyr killed
while teaching, trained only for seven days, then went off to teach the rural illiterate
population (Fagen, 1969). These young non-professional teachers received minimal
training for such a grand feat in education, requiring skills such as scaffolding they had
little time to acquire.
Purpose of the Study
The existing literature on the Cuban Literacy Campaign explains the political
components of the Campaign but leaves out the issue of pedagogy, used and created by
these youngsters to teach older sectors of the population. The purpose of the current study
is to use oral history to learn about the lived experiences of the teachers who were part of
the Cuban Literacy Campaign of 1961, and are now persons living outside of Cuba.
Pedagogical questions were asked within other semi-structured questions to understand the
understudied aspects of the Campaign and how these participants understood and used
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pedagogy. Additionally, the explanation for their goals and motivations were central to the
study. From the data gathered about their lived experiences, I discovered the role of the
curriculum as a political text within the Campaign, and how it shaped the lived experiences
of these participants during those short months of 1961.
Through oral histories, I recorded and analyzed the experiences and pedagogical
practices of these youth teachers. Additionally, the study is novel in providing information
given by persons living outside Cuba but not necessarily exiled.5

Research Questions
This study was guided by the following research questions:
1) What pedagogical practices did the teachers/students report using during the campaign?
2) What were the participants’ goals and motivations after signing up for the campaign?
3) How did the teachers perceptions of the Campaign compare with Cuban media
representations?
4) What do the participants currently think of the Cuban Literacy Campaign 60 years later?
The following terms are present throughout the dissertation and will provide an informed
contextualized assessment of the literacy campaign if the reader has knowledge of their
definitions prior to reading the findings. These terms are all highly politicized, which
makes it necessary for them to be more thoroughly explained in the context for which I am

5

Not all the participants identified with the term exile. Interviewing Cubans living outside of Cuba
allows for data about Cuban nationals still in Cuba, a nation, which restricts freedom of speech, might not
divulge for fear of reprisal. Those living outside of Cuba provided aspects of a counter-narrative to the
overwhelmingly positive public narrative of the campaign while still recognizing its virtues.
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using them, since the literacy campaign itself was at the center of political transformation
in Cuba.
_____________________________________________________________________
Definition of Terms:
Cuban Literacy Campaign: A literacy campaign that took place in Cuba in 1961. It
occurred from January 1, 1961, to December 22, 1961, and involved minors teaching the
uneducated urban and rural masses basic literacy skills such as reading and writing.
Pedagogy: the method and practice of teaching, especially as an academic subject or
theoretical concept.
Diaspora: Any group of people who have spread or become dispersed beyond their
traditional homeland or point of origin.

Youth teachers: Persons ages 13-17 who were recruited from Cuba’s secondary schools to
take part in teaching literacy skills to the illiterate Cuban populace in 1961 (Fagen, 1969).
Exiles: The participants of this study chose whether to call themselves exiles or simply
people living outside of Cuba and this study lets them identify themselves as such in the
transcript and interpretations based on this self-classification. The dictionary definition of
exile is a prolonged absence from one's native country or a place regarded as home,
endured by force of circumstances or voluntarily undergone for some purpose. Also: an
instance or period of this. The term exile is one wrought with controversy. Some people in

the Cuban community may consider all of those who leave the country as an exile wanting
to leave communism since the Cuban community in Miami calls itself “El Exilio,” the
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exile. I define an exile as a person who has had an ideological reason for leaving their
homeland and feels some level of prevention to return home, creating a new home in a
place outside of Cuba.

Indoctrination: the process of teaching a person or group to accept a set of beliefs
uncritically.
Conceptual Approach
Oral history is both a theory and a method of research (Abrams, 2016). Abrams
claims that oral history is a practice that has been turned into a theory (Abrams, 2016). In
the end both the theory and method always intersect (Thomson, 2007). Oral history
research is paramount to tell “bottom up” histories of what is missing in the literature.
Conceptually, oral history is best used to capture the past and to explain the phenomenon
of the Cuban Literacy Campaign because of oral history’s capacity to archive the record as
well as provide a personal perspective that can make individual memory and experience,
social memory (Abrams, 2016). Oral history is unique purposely being used to archive and
grapple with the past (Abrams, 2016). Using the constructionist view that all knowledge is
created which then formulates people’s realities (Sage, 2008), oral histories serve to
construct the history of a person’s experience on a personal level.
Oral history uses narrative and the interview process to examine lived experiences.
Within these lived experiences, participants provide multi-layered responses that
complicate the recorded history. Additionally, the power dynamics that Michael Frisch
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(1990) calls “shared authority” are taken into account because both the interviewer and the
participants create the narrative. Within this narrative, “intersubjectivity” plays a role
because of a power struggle between the narrator and interviewee that is happening within
that shared space known as the narrative. This power dynamic allows the voices of these
participants to contribute to the archive as part of omitted voices whose personal testimony
will be in the archive for posterity. This process allows adolescents to reflect sixty years
later and tell their stories as people living outside of Cuba who have been missing in the
record and tell the story on their terms.
Abrams (2016) claims oral history has become a crossover methodology. Abrams
states the qualitative researcher is a “close cousin” of the historian in their methodology
since both use the interview process. The distinction Abrams makes is that the qualitative
researcher, unlike the historian, does not seek to use oral history as a method to engage
with the past. I sought to bridge this gap by using oral history as a method in conducting
interviews with participants of the Cuban Literacy Campaign of 1961, a key historical
moment in the Cuban Revolution.

The research deals with the past, but it also combines with a focus on pedagogy and
current issues such as illiteracy. By engaging the past and linking with the present, I am
utilizing an interdisciplinary approach that attempts to combine the best aspects of oral
history with qualitative research. Oral history is a process that includes reflection on the
part of the participant visible in the oral histories gathered in this study. Abrams (2016)
states that the nature of oral history incites its use as interpretive theory where words,
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language, and syntax as well as the structuring of meaning make recorded oral history a
living historical document (Abrams, 2016).
In the process of oral history narrative and the interpretation of such narrative, one
cannot have one exist without the other. This requires attention to the act of meaningmaking, which is a unique component of oral history (Abrams, 2016). Michael Frisch
(1990), an authority in oral history methodology, explains that recorded oral history
requires a negotiation between the narrator and listener, which makes their shared authority
in the interview and post-interview process both complicated and exciting (Frisch, 1990).
Frisch reminds us that oral history can provide a more direct form of historical information,
free of interpretation, unlike when only documents may be involved (Frisch, 1990). Yow
explains how qualitative researchers are conscious of the effects the process of research
has to impact both the narrator and the interviewer (Yow, 2015).
As the Cuban population involved in this campaign ages, recording their memory
takes on an urgency. The transcription process was completed using the participants’ words
verbatim. In interpreting my data through the collection process of oral history, I consider
the cultural contexts as lived experiences and personal politics when participants
reconstruct history and make meaning of their own past lives.

Significance of the Study
The significance of this study is its ability to add layers to the understanding of the
Cuban Literacy Campaign by including the pedagogical details overlooked in the official
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history and to add counter-narratives by interviewing persons living outside of Cuba.
Additionally, this research used oral history to achieve an in-depth narrative of lived
experience of the youth teachers interviewed. The success of the Cuban Literacy Campaign
is rarely contested and the literature is predominantly monolithic, celebrating its virtues.
This study hopes to open the conversation to possibilities of understanding a more complex
literacy campaign participant who felt a sense of loyalty to new revolutionary ideals, yet
sympathized with non-revolutionary students and their desire to learn. Likewise, the
urgency to record the lived histories of these elderly people makes the study relevant and
time sensitive in significance. Their experiences and pedagogical information will enhance
archives on the Cuban experience in the Miami exile community.

Delimitations of the Study
The delimitations of this study include difficulties to access a group of people who
were involved in this teaching campaign during this time period and who are now living
outside of Cuba. Another limitation to the study is the time lag. These interviews were
conducted 60 years after the literacy campaign took place. This presented challenges to the
participants’ who were asked to recall specific pedagogical practices and other details to
share their recollections for the study. This issue of 60 years since the events and participant
specificity is also one of the study’s strengths because they are reflecting as adults who
think differently than the youth who participated in the campaign. These people’s histories
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must come from their lived experiences instead of the economic and political macro history
that infers their experiences, denying them a voice.
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II. CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter discusses the academic and non-academic literature about the Cuban
Literacy Campaign since the 1960s. The chapter reviews many categorizations and
themes that reflect the complicated nature of the Campaign how it has been interpreted.
Chapter Two begins by giving a brief review of the important works on oral history and
the idea of Cuba’s duplicitous historical narrative, making this study and counternarratives necessary to understand the Campaign. The Cuban Revolution is interpreted as
a success or a failure according to different camps that grapple with polarized ideas about
this specific period on the island nation. The ideas of using oral history and the Doble
Conciencia (Double Consciousness) of Cuban history initiates Chapter Two.
Then a brief description of the chronological history of the Campaign’s Literature
is presented by decade and hints at the themes discussed including political, economic,
and cultural perspectives. Most of these sources ignore pedagogical information in detail,
which is part of this study’s contribution to the literature. Finally, a distinction is made
between the academic literature published about the Campaign and non-academic sources
about Cuban education, which primarily encompass film and documentaries.

The Campaign
The Cuban Literacy Campaign was a mass mobilization movement introduced in
1961 by the new revolutionary Cuban government. All schools in Cuba were closed for
eight months during that year. Young students from ages 13-17 taught in both urban and
rural areas as the country prepared for a social and political transformation. The campaign
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had multiple branches of literacy workers. The Conrado Benitez Brigades made up
approximately 100,000 students that went to teach in the rural parts of Cuba. The Literacy
Workers made up 120,000 people who taught around where they lived such as students,
homemakers and workers, and lastly the Patria o Muerte Workers Brigade were 13,000
workers that were sent out during the final months of the campaign to the most remote
areas and (Prieto, 1981, p. 218).
In April 1959, organized literacy centers were established, specifically in urban
areas along with teacher recruitment centers in Cuba that began the idea of the literacy
campaign. Before 1961, fully developed plans to recruit workers and teach the illiterate
masses did not exist on the island. This literacy campaign, in contrast, reached a national
scale and included literacy teachers in both rural and urban areas on the island. By January
23rd 1960, enough workers had not been recruited and the decision to create the Conrado
Benitez brigades was established (Fagen, 1969, p. 42). They would learn their pedagogy
from these centers and the teachers who worked in them.
This achievement allowed the Campaign to reach international notoriety.
Consequently, international leaders like Paulo Freire and Canadian scholar Peter
McLaren, admirers of what was happening in Cuba, began giving recognition to the
Campaign outside of Cuba (McLaren, 2009). In a recent article, McLaren calls the Cuban
Literacy Campaign “undeniably among the world’s greatest educational accomplishments
of the 20th century” (MacLaren, 2009, p. 53). The existing literature consisted of
academic and non-academic works that predominantly sympathize with the goals and
motives behind the campaign, which staunchly challenged my family’s own narrative that
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socialist programs on the island were not for the people and merely propaganda tools.
From these opposing viewpoints, I deduced a gap existed in the literature and this study
could serve to reconcile such polarized perspectives.
This chapter serves as a guide to the most significant academic and non-academic
works dealing with the Cuban Literacy Campaign of 1961. These works primarily
describe the campaign as a political and cultural success. This portrayal lacks the
viewpoint from exiles. Cuba has a dual identity regarding the storytelling of its recent
history. The existing literature on the Cuban Literacy Campaign does not reflect this
duality but rather has a dominant narrative that has not been challenged since the 1960s.
This chapter helps expose the need for a balanced historical account of the events and the
perceptions of the campaign in both academic and non-academic literature and media.

Scholars began to write about the Cuban Literacy Campaign by the end of the
1960s. International scholars and Cubans themselves produced work that filled the
campaign with pedagogical accolades. These included Fagen and Abel Prieto, who was
appointed head of the literacy campaign in Pinar del Rio in 1961, was the head of the
Ministry of Education and since 2016 Minister of Culture in Cuba, being a very influential
person on the island (Fagen, 1969; Prieto, 1981). The 1980s and 1990s, more detailed
works reflected on some of the shortcomings of the campaign including the work of Supko
(1998). Overall, the tone of the literature as well as film documentaries of the campaign
produced in Cuba portrayed the literacy campaign as a success and a voluntary effort.
This study seeks to document the discrepancies between triumphalist narratives and
the oral histories constructed by participants sixty years after said events. Few academic
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sources acknowledge shortcomings of the campaign in a meaningful way. This contestation
seems natural as the narrative existing about revolutionary processes like the Campaign are
portrayed in polarized ways by those on the island and the Cuban-Exile community or those
living outside of Cuba, the participants of this study.

Oral History
Oral history scholarship has evolved to include various fields including education
(Yow, 2015). Historian and qualitative researcher, Valerie Yow (2015) explains how
multiple fields have embraced oral history and continue to contribute to the literature
dedicated to interpreting and understanding oral history. The narrator and the interviewer
are influenced by culture, and the researcher must be concerned with power relations that
stem from age, status, class, gender, knowledge, and ethnicity during the interview in order
to properly interpret the findings (Yow, 2015). I have an affinity to oral history because it
grapples with the reconstruction of the past unlike other frameworks and its methods allows
counter-narratives to emerge with the intent of archiving these lived experiences for the
future (Abrams, 2016).
One of oral history’s characteristics is its intersubjectivity present in the oral
history interview, where both the narrator and listener have roles to play. I, as the listener,
construct the interview through my questions (Abrams, 2016, p. 58). Because I am CubanAmerican and most importantly a teacher, like my narrators, intersubjectivity is always
present as both parties create subjective views. The narrators know that I am a teacher and
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will be aware of this fact when they answer and can understand the level of willingness
necessary to be in literacy campaign. I tread lightly on questions that challenge the
campaign and the accepted narrative regarding its positive impact (Abrams, 2016).
Cultural context is necessary in understanding these stories and oral history is a
valuable tool. Passerini (2002) explained how regular Italian citizens reacted to fascism
and understood why those that embraced it did so, due to their societal circumstances.
Additionally, she helps us understand how these people created their memories through
culture during such a politically volatile time in 1930s Italy. Lynn Abrams (2016)
challenges the oral historian to think about how the narrator has internalized the experience
and made meaning of the experience in their storytelling, to then consider this when
interpretation the oral history data in a larger context.
Oral history has been used to acquire eyewitness accounts about specific events for
centuries (Thomson, 2007). Oral history has not been monopolized by any particular
discipline and is specifically used to explain phenomena and people’s thoughts, feelings
and interpretations (Sage, 2008). The use of tape recorders allowed the recording of
testimonies easier, as portable recording machines became available post WWII (Yow,
2015). In the 1930s, Americans began to interview and record the lives of ordinary people,
through the New Deal Federal Writer’s Project (Abrams, 2016). By the 1940s, Western
scholars resurfaced the use of oral history that had been overshadowed by written sources
in the previous centuries (Thomson, 2007). Historian Allan Nevins created his monumental
Columbia University History Project which used tape recorders in capturing the oral
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histories of those around great men in what historians call Great Man history (Abrams,
2016). While the U.S. continued to be more traditionalist in who was added to record, the
U.K. and Scandinavia began to the record the lives of laborers (Abrams, 2016). Post-World
War II, oral history saw a renaissance to record the histories of not only the upper classes
but the regular worker in the form of a bottom-up history (Thomson, 2007). After three
decades, oral history became a methodological choice for researchers. It has been
integrated into research methods because of its interdisciplinary nature (Abrams, 2016).

Chronological History of the Academic Literature
The Cuban Literacy Campaign began to be documented in academic literature by
the late 1960s. Scholars like Richard Fagen (1969), Wasyl Shimoniak (1969) and Charles
Jeffries (1967). Jeffries recognized the illiteracy problem in Cuba and compared it to areas
in Asia and Africa, which faced disparities in literacy among their populations. His 1967
report documented how Cuba created their literacy campaign and had success dropping the
illiteracy rates. The work done on Cuba during the 1960s largely gave the campaign
accolades for its reported success in attaining basic literacy and described some of the
strategies used by the Cuban government. It presented the Cuban revolutionary government
as an innovative new government that took steps towards reform in the underdeveloped
world, using pioneering methods to rid the country of illiteracy (Jeffries 1967). Fagen
expressed his admiration for the Campaign and details the process of mobilization, while
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Shimoniak (1969) differed from the sympathetic trend towards a benign campaign by
recognizing propaganda as one of the major driving forces behind the Campaign.
A shift in the literature occurs in the 1970s, when the emphasis on the economic
components of the campaign dominated its interpretation by outside scholars and Cubans
themselves. Additionally, the campaign began to become part of comparative studies. The
economic lens was prevalent partly due to the sources that documented the Campaign, such
as reports from both UNESCO (1974) and the World Bank (1979). The political lens
continued to be present in the literature but the economic and structural changes in Cuba
were now considered along with the educational changes. Scholars like Kozol (1978)
compared the literacy campaign to other predecessors and starts integrating it into the
literature on Global Literacy Campaigns.
The 1980s saw a larger number of works on the literacy campaign, which began
the shift towards the cultural lens of the Campaign’s interpretation while continuing a
political and economic interpretation. The 1980s also saw the introduction of pedagogy
into the literature in a more substantial way. MacDonald (1985) published a comprehensive
study on the literacy campaign that went beyond a chapter in a book but encompassed all
aspects of the Campaign. The traditional political and economic lens of the Campaign
continued to exist in the work of Leiner (1987), which discussed the media blitz used for
mass mobilization. Leiner contributed to the narrative by being one of the first scholars to
delve into pedagogical practices more in depth.
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Finally the twenty-first century saw a multitude of works on the literacy campaign
that reflected on the legacy of the campaign, as well as offering multiple lenses such a
comparative studies, cultural components, and pedagogical, though limited, and political
and economic traditional interpretations of the campaign. Broader studies such as Lilian
Guerra’s Visions of Power in Cuba look at the literacy campaign and media influence
building on the early work of Shimoniak (1969) Anita Bradford Casavantes (2014)
includes a section of her book, The Revolution Is for the Children, on the campaign,
emphasizing why children were chosen to change the ideological foundation of Cuba early
in the 1960s. Mark Abendroth (2014) discusses how the literacy campaign can be looked
at as a symbol for global citizenship through literacy, expanding the interpretations of the
Campaign until today.
Some other work reflects on the Cuban educational system as exceptional and
credits the Cuban Literacy Campaign as its foundation. A study by Carnoy, Gove, and
Marshall (2007) explain Cuba’s unique educational advantage while Denise Blum (2011)
highlights Cuba’s pedagogical strategies as well as some deficiencies within the
educational system including staffing.
Thematic Overview of the Campaign
The main themes found among academic and non-academic works on the Cuban
Literacy Campaign include political interpretations, economic interpretations and cultural
interpretations. The political interpretations delve into the revolutionary nature of the
literacy campaign in exerting the power of the new government by reeducating the
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populace. These interpretations highlight how the Cuban government closed schools and
completely restructured Cuban society, giving it a socialist character as officially declared
by Castro in December 1961. This first decade of literature includes political themes that
spanned across different decades but are mostly what the work of the 1960s looked like.
These topics include important political leaders, policies, and conflicts such as sabotage by
counter-revolutionaries in the Escambray region of Cuba.
Economic interpretations of the Campaign were strongest in the 1970s when
scholarship focused on agrarian reform and its ties to the need for educational changes.
Scholars examining how the education of students led to a collective worker that benefitted
the state explained this connection between education and economics. Students and
workers helped promote economic incentives, thus mass mobilization efforts like the
literacy Campaign were needed to educate them in the importance of cooperative goals.
This period of scholarship included official reports that explained education in Cuba. The
literature does not ignore that economic changes were looming in the background of the
interpretations as to why the campaign could be used to mobilize the country to reeducate
a working populace. Cultural components of the campaign were always present in early
scholarship of the late 1960s and 1970s but they were rarely entire books using this
interpretive lens. These themes included ideas of social consciousness and equity alleged
to be part of the new revolutionary government’s ideals. Since the 1970s and more so after
the 1990s and 2000s, works have included pedagogical practices, gendered lenses, and the
influence of media and cultural ideologies.
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The Story We Know: Academic Literature of the Cuban Literacy Campaign, 19601980s.
The existing literature on the Cuban Literacy Campaign in earlier decades denies
any evidence of struggles within the emergence of a socialist educational system, later
confronted by Blum (2011) and Martinez-Fernandez (2014). The first few years of the
literature overwhelmingly defended the campaign and saw it as a mostly flawless and
successful social justice experiment. Evidence of this is seen through the work of Theodore
McDonald (1969) and Richard Fagen (1969), who both published academic books on the
campaign and its implementation in Cuba in 1961. The literature was still limited until the
1980s, as few works were entirely dedicated to the campaign.
Early post-revolution travelers to Cuba such as Richard Fagen started the academic
work about the literacy campaign. Fagen’s work is vital in understanding the lack of access
available to the outside world to witness the new radical social transformation that included
curricular changes. Many restrictions were placed on travel into Cuba by either Cuba itself
or the United States and its allies after the 1959 revolution, severing diplomatic tiesin 1961
(LeoGrande, 1998, p. 69). This reduced the possibility of journalistic and academic work,
including reporting on the revolutionary events and changes unless you were an authorized
individual by the Cuban government. The literature available at this time suffered because
of these restrictions on access.
By the 1980s, other scholars such as McDonald (1969) produced works that detail
the campaign and its logistics, further legitimizing it. Because of a lack of academic sources
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early on and a limited amount at present, this study also uses non-academic sources to
understand the political and cultural context of Cuba in the early years of the Revolution.
The “Doble Conciencia” of the Cuban Literacy Campaign
The Cuban exile community and Cubans in Cuba tend to have binary views of the
Revolution. This is the perception if people choose whether they are sympathetic to the
ideals of the revolution, however, within the two camps, more complex opinions and
perspectives are evident when talking to all types of Cubans. Denise Blum (2011) was the
first scholar to mention the reality of Cuba’s “double face” in all aspects of its educational
reform, and these views are more complicated as she discussed Cuban society’s two-faced
morality which she calls a doble conciencia (double consciousness) contributing to its
stability and preservation of its political system after being allowed access to the island’s
schools (Blum, 2011, p. 31). Lack of resources and access to Cuban sources early on did
not allow initial scholars to unmask the doble cara of the campaign as part of the
transformative Cuban educational system after 1959. Blum explains that a socio-emotional
and political fervor was taking place in Cuba for conciencia to occur (Blum, 2011, p. 35).
She meant that the early work of the literacy campaign and later educational work after
required an ideological shift that transcended pedagogical changes and required the pupil
to have a “new conciencia”, or consciousness (p. 41). Much of her book focuses on the
doble cara of Cuba, again explaining values and their struggle to impart socialist ideology
in a context where the social reality did not validate socialism and its promises. Cuban
parents were often left with a conundrum of teaching their children the values they learned,
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while not wanting them to suffer their same struggles under communism. The interviews
Blum conducted surprise the interviewers themselves, who cannot explain why they
believe they are better persons for having gone to an escuela del campo (rural school) but
do not want their children to cut sugarcane like they did in those same escuelas de campo
(p. 144). The economic realities of Cuba created what Blum calls the gap between the
“passion and the performance of the Cuban government” (p. 138).
Most recently, scholars like Martinez-Fernandez (2015) have used the information
made available 60 years after the revolution to write more comprehensive assessments,
while infusing vital data about the literacy campaign. Additionally, he explains the binary
circumstances of Cuban history. Martinez-Fernandez’s work details the political climate
pre-1959, the former Soviet influence of Cuba in the 1970s, and finally the Special Period
beginning in 1991, when the island was left economically vulnerable by its protector, the
former Soviet Union. The book sheds light on the intellectual exchange between Cuban
students and the Soviet Union as the 1970s was an era of growing Soviet influence,
including economic and educational sectors. Cuban students were not only Sovietized in
the curriculum but also studied in many countries that were part of the Soviet bloc.
Sovietization infused every part of Cuban society to the point that many children had
unique names like Aurica, the name of a Soviet washing machine (Martinez-Fernandez,
2014). Martinez-Fernandez gives statistical information about the number of participants
in the campaign, but points out that they are government statistics. Only Cuba has given
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statistical data about the campaign, which creates skepticism among critics of the
campaign.
The critical contributions of recent scholars like Blum (2011) and MartinezFernandez (2014) are attempts to show two Cubas: an insular Cuba and the one that floated
away into exile. In doing so, these authors complicate the existing narrative on Cuban
education, particularly Martinez-Fernandez who seeks to add the exile view much like this
dissertation.
Normative Narrative: Academic Works on the Cuban Literacy Campaign: 1959-1989
Cubans themselves were active in ensuring the literacy campaign’s international
recognition. Early work on the literacy campaign began in the late 1960s and 1970s.
Cubans put out some of the first academic work regarding the Cuban Literacy Campaign.
Max Figueroa, Abel Prieto, and Raúl Gutiérrez (1974) wrote a UNESCO report that placed
Cuba on a list of countries that had attempted a mass mobilization social experiment of
literacy and had been successful.
Additionally, the UNESCO report was meant to be widely-read giving the literacy
campaign more visibility by the 1970s. The report is detailed, mentioning the great
pedagogical heroes of Cuba like Félix Varela and José Martí, explaining how Martí
defended scientific learning in Cuba, a nation that also had to confront its economic
struggles as an underdeveloped country whose rich resources lie in agriculture (Figueroa,
Prieto, & Gutiérrez, 1974, p. 1). To remedy this underdevelopment, the UNESCO report
argued that education and agricultural work needed to be brought together. The authors
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explain that the escuela del campo was organized to incorporate students into agricultural
work (Figueroa, Prieto, & Gutiérrez, 1974, p. 17). The first escuela del campo was
implemented in the 1968-1969 school year and took many years to develop into a massive
system. Some of its main functions and ideologies were based on the ideologies of Marx
and Martí (Figueroa, Prieto, & Gutiérrez, 1974, p. 17). The ideas behind the schools
involved voluntary work to create a collective consciousness for students, combining study
and work, universal education, forming intellectual work habits, education to stimulate
socialist emulation, and creating a productive student (Figueroa, Prieto, & Gutiérrez, 1974,
p. 18-31).
The report’s authors reference mass mobilization and youth brigades in rural
volunteer work to create the “New Man” in the image of Che Guevara (Figueroa, Prieto,
& Gutiérrez, 1974, p. 5). The authors discuss the educational goals of the revolutionary
government, including the goal of universalizing education. They express concern over the
deficiencies still existing in the system after reaching universal educational goals and more.
These deficiencies included low retention rates in the first schools that opened between
1968-1973, as well as inadequate teacher training (p. 10). While these deficiencies existed,
new ideas were forged that bridged the countryside and the city (p. 11).
Some Cuban authors do criticize their own government’s shortcomings in most of
the existing literature of the Cuban Literature Campaign, especially in the UNESCO report,
but still emphasize the overall success of the campaign. This form of criticism is visible in
more current literature such as Blum’s (2011) work, which explains how Cuban officials
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criticize their own system for improvement. The UNESCO report discussed the
revolutionary curriculum extensively as well as its ideology of mixing education and labor
(Figueroa, Prieto, & Gutiérrez, 1974). The authors believe the escuelas del campo were a
valuable pedagogical and social innovation and see Cubans and themselves as educational
leaders, not just in Cuba but in the academic field (Figueroa, Prieto, & Gutiérrez, 1974).
The literacy campaign and escuelas del campo were part of larger goals such as the “battle”
for the 6 th grade designated by Cuban government and educational leaders. Finally, came
the battle for the 9 th grade, referencing the government’s attempts to have all adults in
Cuba reading at a 6 th grade level, and eventually a 9th grade level decades after the literacy
campaign. This served to continue evolving education in Cuba post-1961, perpetuating the
spirit of triumph and sacrifice of Cubans, and infusing improvement to become more than
a Third World country through education.
Similar to UNESCO, a World Bank report (1979) continues the trend of presenting
the Cuban educational reform information and that of the literacy campaign using a
political and economic lens. The World Bank report in the 1970s cited the declining
illiteracy rates in Cuba, compared an older census with post revolution data. The World
Bank: Economic and Educational Reform Report (1979) looks at the changes in Cuba from
1955-1974, underscoring structural changes in both the Cuban economy and social life that
served as the catalyst for the experimental schooling model that emerged post-1959
(Carnoy & Wertheim, 1975). The report analyzes the economics of Cuba to explain the
various reforms and educational experiments attempted in the decades after the Revolution.
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The period following Batista’s exile and Castro’s victory saw the educational system
implement reforms to aid the economic goals of the country, while infusing the collective
socialist consciousness through the rural schools (escuelas del campo) during the period of
Sovietization, in the 1970s. The book aims at causes and changes for the various reforms,
which occurred in Cuba, tying educational to political and economic goals.
The World Bank report claims that Cuban education must be understood within a
larger economic and ideological context emphasizing economics (Carnoy & Wertheim,
1975). The report discusses adult literacy, primary education, and schools in the
countryside, vocational schools, and university education. It also mentions social changes,
as the collective consciousness became important in Cuban society through work and
school (Carnoy & Wertheim, 1975, ii).
The report stated the revolutionary education system was tied to economic reform,
and the economy needed educated revolutionaries. One of the reforms in the educational
system was to emphasize equity through the education of rural schoolchildren and adults,
shifting attention away from the urban middle classes who mostly benefited from the
existing educational system before 1959 (Carnoy & Wertheim, 1975). One such example
of education-economic ties was the logistics of rural schooling and their funding. Rural
school students would have to cut sugarcane and engage in various other agricultural
activities to support themselves while attending the escuelas del campo, offsetting
educational costs (Carnoy & Wertheim, 1975). The revolutionary government used
education as a means to achieve the economic and social goals of the revolution. By 1966,
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students, teachers, and other personnel had been taken to new schools in rural regions and
part of their work was to partake in the agricultural production through INRA, National
Institute for Agrarian Reform (Carnoy & Wertheim, 1975).
The World Bank report continues explaining that distribution of land and resources
marked the prerevolutionary disparity between rural and urban areas, which would be an
essential message of unity for the revolution yet never fully realized (Carnoy & Wertheim,
1975). Additionally, it detailed how Cuba was different from other countries in that its rural
workers were largely not peasants but rather unionized wageworkers.
The World Bank Report acknowledged that literacy movements and the Cuban
Literacy Campaign did not happen in a vacuum. Leiner (1987) explains the campaign in
depth, including the media blitz used, which is rarely documented.
This blitz by the Cuban government spread the new ideas and the need for
volunteers for the campaign and its success. Hundreds of journalistic articles about the
campaign were printed in Cuban newspapers from August to September of 1961 (Arnove
& Graff, 1987). Leiner delves into pedagogy, claiming Cuba’s uniqueness was in part
pedagogical because youth teachers were taught basic teaching skills through teaching
booklets and the level of organization of the campaign itself.
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Developing the Narrative from Within for Outside Audiences: Publicizing the
Campaign, 1960s-1980s
Inside of Cuba, government leaders like Abel Prieto 6 were heavily involved in
the mobilization and logistics of the campaign, and they contributed their own stories to
the narrative of the Cuban Literacy Campaign. Prieto’s 1981 commemorative paper on the
campaign was published shortly after Kozol’s 1978 book and served to preserve the myth
of the campaign within Cuba and in academic circles outside of Cuba. Prieto, who had
directed the literacy campaign in Pinar Del Rio in 1961, contributed to the oral testimonies
given to Kozol about the campaign. He has served as the national director of primary
education, vice-minister of education, and director of adult education. Prieto’s article
discusses the tactics of the literacy campaign and the overall strategies used. Prieto states
that Fidel himself was the person who came up with the idea of the literacy campaign.
Castro often referred to education, including the History Will Absolve me Speech after the
1953 Moncada Barracks attack. The article was written in 1981, during the 20 th
anniversary of the campaign, and it should be considered a reflective piece (Castro, 1993).
Prieto (1981) details the logistics of the campaign and the idiosyncrasies of the decisionmaking process that eventually shaped the campaign including the temporary closing of
schools in April 1961 and discussion about the logistics of an illiteracy census. In addition
to locating the illiterate population, revolutionaries had to convince the uneducated to
receive instruction (Prieto, 1981).
6

Abel Prieto taught during the Literacy Campaign in Pinar del Rio and became a prominent leader in the
Ministry of Education and most recently in the Ministry of culture in 2016. He was also president of Casa
de las Américas and UNEAC.
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Shift to a Robust Literature: 1980s-Present
A Robust academic literature on Cuban education did not exist until the mid-1980s
Some official reports, such as those published by UNESCO and the World Bank, praised
Cuba’s rapid growth in literacy. MacDonald (1969) helped provide insight into the
revolutionary process and the role of education. He explored how the revolution was seen
through education, and how education in turn created revolutionaries. MacDonald created
one of the most comprehensive timelines in understanding post-1959 Cuban education,
integrating pedagogy, education, economics, and ideological goals of the campaign into
the literature. It allowed the public to begin to comprehend the rampant cultural changes
that occurred in Cuba through its larger institutions such as the Ministry of Education and
its reformed curriculum.
Some of the key information afforded to readers from MacDonald’s work is how
he separates Cuba’s functioning educational reform into three phases of the Cuban
educational system, namely mass education (1959-1962), education for economic
development (1961-1970), and ideological education (1970-present) (MacDonald, 1985,
p. 17). Both MacDonald and Fagen refer to Castro’s History Will Absolve Me speech as
the premise for the ideological conception of the transformation of Cuban education as well
as the moral character of the Cuban education system (Fagen, 1969, p. 18). The Cuban
teacher is celebrated in this speech as well as a demand for justice in Cuban society.
The academic work referencing the literacy campaign in the 1980s as well as the
1990s, including Kozol (1978), MacDonald (1985) and Leiner (1987), continued to
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privilege politics and economics as the main discourse surrounding the campaign. The
traditional political lens from which the campaign was interpreted recognized the impact
education had on politics and the economy, yet consciousness continued to be a blind spot
for scholars. Newspaper sources have been used as well as interviews to piece together and
corroborate scholarship on Cuban issues including the political landscape pre-and post1959 revolution.
As of the early 2000s, much academic work on Cuban education continued to exist
in a vacuum, seldom discussed in relation to the larger political and social components that
both influenced and reproduced it in Cuban society, not tied to a larger framework. Most
recent books treat Cuban education as a sporadic topic that is brought up in sections of
chapters done by other scholars researching cultural politics. Rarely are book-length
monographs based on the Cuban Literacy Campaign itself.

The literature about the Cuban Literacy Campaign has been largely limited in the
academic realm to chapters of a larger work or limited material compared to other Cuban
topics such as the Bay of Pigs invasion or Sovietization in Cuba. For example, the
Campaign may have one chapter dedicated to its creation, statistics, and results, whereas
entire books have been written on the Bay of Pigs Invasion. Blight and Kornbluh’s Politics
of Illusion: The Bay of Pigs Invasion Reexamined includes multiple chapters of detailed
accounts and documentation, such as transcripts from meetings regarding the invasion.
These types of details are less common in works about the literacy campaign.
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Non-traditional primary sources such as film, newspapers, and memoirs are vital to
better understand the literacy campaign. My study specifically targets teachers’ lived
experience in contrast to the top-down political lens typically used to examine this
movement. The history should be told from the perspective of those without power,
meaning the youth teachers who were not policy makers, and their stories regarding their
pedagogical decision-making are necessary as a source of evidence.
Cuban Leaders Address the Political Nature of the Literacy Campaign’s Teaching
Materials (1980)
Cuba was incentivized to create a mass mobilization program for education such as
the campaign to quickly reeducate the population for cultural transformation. Prieto
acknowledged the former political components of earlier literacy campaigns, in his
commemorative article about the literacy campaign (1981). He claims that Cuba’s success
in literacy came from its social motivation, which was the attempt to politicize the learner.
Prieto details the strategy of teaching people in their homes, which created intimacy
between teachers and students, literate and illiterate (Prieto, 1981).The last technique
involved in the campaign is something he calls social motivation, for which he comments,
“Some people may call this indoctrination, but we are proud to use it.” Prieto admits that
the primary book Venceremos! used by illiterates, not teachers, was also meant to politicize
the learner (Prieto, 1981, p. 220).
Prieto’s article emphasizes the political nature of the content, which participants of
this study acknowledge as well. Prieto includes sections of the literacy books used to teach
basic reading and grammar. The article includes a portion of Venceremos! (We Shall
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Conquer!) based on the INRA, the National Institute for Agrarian Reform, about
agriculture instead of using a section that is more overtly political, possibly not to reveal
the ideological nature of the grammar book in such as overt way. The section that discusses
the teacher manual is heavily political, urging literacy, to fight for the revolutionary cause
with ideas such as “when the riches of a nation are in the hands of another nation, a
revolution is needed for those riches” (Prieto, 1981, p. 217). Prieto takes this translation
from Richard Fagen and Paul Weiss’s translation of Alfabeticemos from 1963,
demonstrating how foreign and Cuban sympathizers used each other’s work about the
campaign. These messages suggest U.S. control of the Cuban economy, and they urge
Cubans to fight for their own resources. It highlights more domestic issues such as The
Abolition of Illiteracy, The Cooperative Farms, Health and many other topics (Prieto,
1981). Prieto explains how the teachers were instructed to “establish friendly relations with
the students, to show personal interest in their problems, to make the students understand
that this is the best time to learn reading and writing, to keep in mind that many of the
adults have physical, economic or family problems” (taken from Weiss and Fagen’s
translation of Alfabeticemos, Prieto, 1981, p. 219).

The Literacy Campaign Compared to Other Global Literacy Programs Pre-1959
and Post 1959
By the 1980s, broader works included the literacy campaign as part of the fabric of
larger literacy mobilizations recognized on a global scale. Leiner’s monograph, National
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Literacy Campaigns: Historical and Comparative Perspectives, states in the chapter about
the U.S.S.R. how the Bolshevik literacy movement bears an uncanny resemblance to
literacy movements in Cuba and Nicaragua. Cuba and Nicaragua followed the Soviet
model, as Cuba would use it and would influence literacy movements in Nicaragua,
including publishing millions of basic textbooks to accompany these movements (Arnove
& Graff, 1987). The Soviet Union also engaged in much experimentation in the school
system during the 1920s, similar to Cuba’s experimentation in the classroom swiftly after
1959. This notion of Cuban exceptionalism in education is validated by Cuba’s unique
pedagogical choice to use young teachers but the Cuban narrative of being better and more
successful establishes the perspective it has created for itself and the use of the campaign
as proof of Cuba’s competitiveness against the most influential Communist nation of all,
the Soviet Union.
Other authors also placed Cuban educational reforms within a larger context of
comparing Communist education in several countries. Shimoniak’s (1969) work mostly
deals with Soviet education but discusses Communist education in other nations. He
highlights Cuba, explaining how Castro’s tactics were based on the Soviet model. He
explains that, based on the experience of the Soviet Union, Castro understood that without
education, the restructuring of politics or political thought in Cuba could not occur.
Cultural Context of the Campaign in Recent Scholarship 1980s-Present
Prieto’s article on the Campaign points out that lessons used to learn grammar
embedded politics with the regular curriculum such as the Organization of American
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States, or O.A.E., lesson. This same organization expelled Cuba in 1962. Prieto mentions
that other literacy campaigns had also discussed political topics and then moved on to a
more structured lesson but that Cuba motivated the learner with hopes for a new society.
Anita Bradford Casavantes (2014) has also included the campaign in her research.
Bradford Casavantes (2014) has written on the role of children in Cuban media and in large
revolutionary projects such as the literacy campaign (Bradford Casavantes, 2014). She
explains, “Cuban political and religious leaders, social reformers, and civic activists also
recruited and trained children to assume a much celebrated role in a wide range of nationmaking projects. Children’s persistent visibility in the mass media and in public life
dramatically articulated Cubans’ frustrated aspirations to modern nationhood and propelled
the island toward a second nationalist revolution in 1959 ” (Bradford Casavantes, 2014, p.
2). The Cuban child many times has served as a vocero, or spokesperson, of national
consciousness. Both the revolutionary government and the exile community have used
Cuban children to support or discredit nation-making campaigns such as the 1961 Literacy
Campaign (Bradford Casavantes, p. 11).

The Cuban Literacy Campaign: A Diamond in the Rough
One of the most exciting notions to those promoting the narrative of Cuban
exceptionality because of education was the discourse of secrecy and triumph that
surrounded the early years of the campaign. The campaign in its first decade was not well
known because of the restricted access given to foreigners to enter the Communist island,
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hiding it from an international audience. These sentiments were expressed in the academic
work of scholars such as Jonathan Kozol (1978). Kozol was one of the first U.S. teachers
to visit Cuba in the first decade after the revolution. He examined the strategies, pedagogy,
and impacts of the Cuban Literacy Campaign of 1961. He explains in his first chapter how
he felt when he gained knowledge of the literacy campaign in Cuba; he believed he had
stumbled upon a secret of one of the most revolutionary movements in education. No one
knew the work being done in Cuba and its unique logistics. Kozol discusses some aspects
of pedagogy such as teaching strategy and the manuals; he includes brigadista interview
excerpts and discusses sabotage. He also makes it a point to discuss other literacy
movements around the world, demonstrating that what happened in Cuba did not exist in a
vacuum (Kozol, 1978). He has discussions with Abel Prieto. Prieto who explained that
Cuba had a successful literacy campaign because it called out injustice and offered people
a new way of life, not just to learn to read and write (Kozol, 1978). This is evident in the
chapters Kozol dedicates to the UNESCO report, which exposed that all its other funded
literacy campaigns in areas of the world such as Tanzania and Mali in the 1960s had failed,
while Cuba’s campaign succeeded (Kozol, 1978).
Freire, the famous Brazilian social justice leader, opens Kozol’s book by stating
that what Kozol writes is meant only for “those who feel already a certain degree of
commitment to the Cuban Revolution who still remain uncertain at this time.” It was not
for those who “consciously set out to falsify the truth.” Occasionally, Kozol offers his
analysis and counter arguments to not seem biased with statements such as “the anti-Castro
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critic can provide a glib response;” or “A mindless booster of the Cuban revolution might
propose the opposite answer: ‘This is the magic of a socialist revolution” (Kozol, 1978, p.
6-7). He reveals his sympathy towards the campaign by offering a counterargument to
negative opinions he anticipates from exiles or other against the revolution in parentheticals
in multiple sections of his book. This work offered a first glimpse of the narratives and
opinions outside of Cuba just a decade after the campaign, in contrast to those who
sympathized with the campaign. It also reveals that sympathizers possessed knowledge of
the opinions of Cubans outside of Cuba, voicing their negative views of revolutionaryled
initiatives such as the campaign. Kozol references Fagen’s earlier work in his book, as well
as creating a pro-revolution conversation within these texts. Additionally, the voices of
leaders in Cuba such as Abel Prieto are loudly heard as the Cubans celebrate and create a
narrative of sacrifice and success around the campaign and the dangers faced by those who
participated.
Castro’s Involvement in the Curriculum
An interesting portion of Prieto’s article is the reprint of the worksheet used as the
final test, which was a letter to Fidel Castro. At the very bottom, the 6 th line of instructions,
the worksheet asked students to write to Dr. Fidel Castro, not comrade Fidel. During a
campaign which discouraged highlighting educational differences between illiterates and
teachers. “Dr. Castro’s” prestigious title is included in the document sample as a form of
credit to the authors of the literacy books. However, Castro is credited with his credential
that underscores his educational level, which distinguishes him from the illiterate people
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he is claiming are all equal, including to himself (Prieto, 1981). Prieto does not remark on
Castro’s elite credentials.
Cuban Education Is Considered Unique Inside and Outside of Cuba
The Cuban Literacy Campaign had reached an international audience by the 1980s,
and scholars took notice of the characteristics that made Cuban education successful and
unique. Cubans themselves were arguably exceptional in how they approach education.
Carnoy, Gove, and Marshall (2007) in their work Cuba's Academic Advantage: Why
Students in Cuba Do Better in School, aimed to explain why students in Cuba learn more
than students in other Latin American countries. Their explanations include the state’s
supervision of schools for quality control and well-trained teachers. The authors used
teaching data from Cuba, Brazil, and Chile to prove that Cuba has an advantage in
education with superior teachers (Carnoy, Gove, & Marshall, 2007). They recorded 10-12
mathematics classrooms from all three countries to show why their findings demonstrated
that Cuba has an academic advantage (Carnoy, Gove, & Marshall, 2007). Although the
authors point out that all countries showed examples of strong teaching, they underscore
Brazil, which had few examples of bad teaching, but there were no examples of “bad
teaching” in Cuba. While Brazil had its own adult literacy movement under the direction
of Paolo Freire in the 1980s, Cuba’s legacy after the Literacy Campaign of 1961 was so
successful that no bad teaching was ever witnessed. The Cuban classroom demonstrated
consistency of proper teaching. They describe the Cuban educational system as
“participatory but very directed” (Carnoy, Gove, & Marshall, 2007, p. 114). In addition,
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teachers in Cuba stayed with the same students for about 3-4 years. The rest of the chapter
uses statistics to further document Cuba’s educational advantage, although the authors are
careful to note that their statistical information cannot be connected to student performance
because their samples are not large enough (Carnoy, Gove, & Marshall, 2007).
Cuba’s Academic Advantage also provides pedagogical information including the
amount of seatwork and group work conducted by students in all three countries. After a
statistical method7 was used to find significant differences between the classrooms of the
three countries, the authors concluded that Cuba’s schools were more efficient than those
of Brazil and Chile. They attributed this efficiency to less time spent on transitions and
interruptions in the Cuban classroom. The authors also argued that Brazilian and Chilean
classroom activities were less cognitively demanding than the Cuban ones (Carnoy, Gove,
& Marshall, 2007). They concluded that Cuban classrooms maintained a “productive
disposition” showing math to be useful, asked students to answer conceptual questions,
and had procedural fluency (Carnoy, Gove, & Marshall, 2007, p. 133). Cuban teachers also
engaged in both group and individual work in equal proportions throughout their lessons
(Carnoy, Gove, & Marshall, 2007). The authors recognize that the classroom’s procedure
is different but other factors such as home and community life also can affect the students’
achievements (Carnoy, Gove, & Marshall, 2007). In sum, the authors found that Cuban

7

Carnoy, Gove, and Marshall analyzed the three countries (Brazil, Chile, and Cuba) using a three-level
system of analysis to determine their results and interpretations. The first level of analysis took into account
the impact of the family, schooling impacts, and differences of social context between the countries. The
second level of analysis was conducted using variables such as school system organization and how it
relates to the organizational chain of community context and down the chain to classroom teaching and
learning. Finally, the third level of analysis was based on third grade classroom lessons across the three
countries.
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children learn at a higher level than their socioeconomic background, which is a basic
indicator used elsewhere (Carnoy, Gove, & Marshall, 2007). This book builds upon the
archive of outsider perspectives regarding the Cuban educational system and its
revolutionary changes, including the early literacy campaign and its programs.
Additionally, it reaffirms that Cuba’s pedagogical information is more widely available
today and written about than the pedagogical practices of the literacy campaign in 1961.
This study exposes some of the pedagogical tools used by youth in 1961 to teach the
population, which according to these scholars was the foundation of a strong and efficient
academic system in Cuba today.

Cuba’s Literacy Campaign’s Legacy Continues to Make Current Education
Exceptional
The first two decades of the 21st century have provided a contemporary variety of
works about Cuba, a few of which focus on the literacy campaign. However, many scholars
still reference the campaign and its legacy while dismissing education, politics, or other
issues that Cuba’s current educational system is facing.
Blum’s (2011) study focuses on the attitudes of Cuban students during the pivotal
ninth-grade year when they decide to further their traditional education or seek a vocational
route. The author met a former 1961 literacy worker who was a ninth grade teacher and
invited Blum to observe her classroom; Blum’s work grew from that encounter. She had to
obtain special permission from the Cuban government to conduct her research and faced
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certain obstacles to get permission to enter classrooms. This reinforces the notion that
access to Cuba is available but conditioned on the nature of your work and their approval.
Many Cubans accused Blum of being a CIA operative during her stay and her research was
met with suspicion (Blum, 2011).
Blum was surprised to hear from a Cuban official the criticism of their own
educational system that asked to “not leave us beaten up and on the floor” (Blum, 2011, p.
18). Blum notes that Cuba’s educational system reflects the changes to the society brought
about after the 1959 revolution, when the political system changed, as well as the shift of
the 1990s brought on by the Special Period, a time of economic challenges in Cuba, that
impacted schools as well (Blum, 2011).
Blum’s (2011) study documented how Cuban students internalized “conciencia” in
the classroom. Her research found that Cuban schools attempt to ingrain conciencia
through binary discourses, which are part of Cuban culture (Blum, 2011, p. 29). She calls
it a polarization of values. The polarization she discussed feeds into the binary narrative of
the positive portrayal of the literacy campaign by the Cuban government and Communist
sympathizers versus the exile community that has disdain for all things created by the
Cuban revolutionary government (Blum, 2011, 29). Blum claims the bonds between the
state and its people, teachers and students, are pivotal and necessary to sustain socialism in
Cuba (Blum, 2011, 31). Conciencia elevates the spiritual over the material and creates a
man/woman who is well versed in the countryside but also in other areas such as literature
and symbolism (Blum, 2011, p. 30). Cuban educators expected the populace to bridge the
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gap between urban and rural areas and to become renaissance men and women, well
equipped for both.

Current Literature Highlights Possible Deficiencies in the Education System
In more recent decades, the Cuban education system has suffered losses in funding
and teachers, which may be part of the apprehensive attitude towards new research. This
research may shed light on deficiencies in Cuba’s famous educational system, finally
breaking the discourse created by its education officials and propelled by international
sympathizers in the subsequent decades after the literacy campaign.
Non-Academic Sources
The literature that exists about this specific topic has been limited in the academic
realm, reducing the campaign to chapters of a larger work or limit material compared to
other Cuban topics. This creates the need for non-traditional sources such as film,
newspapers and newspapers to better understand the campaign. My study targets the
teachers’ experience in contrast to the top-down political lens used to examine this
movement, further validating the use of non-academic sources for which to examine and
interpret the campaign.
Normative Narrative: Non-Academic Sources of the Campaign: 1970s-Present
Non-academic sources were necessary in acquiring historical context about the
Cuban Literacy Campaign, and all of them give accolades to the literacy campaign.
Whether it is films produced by the revolutionary government or independent scholars, the
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Cuban Literacy Campaign continues to be revered as a triumphant endeavor and one
narrative exists regarding its implementation.
In 1978, the revolutionary government produced the film, El Brigadista (The
Teacher), which chronicle the campaign. Cubans wanted to ensure that the population, in
addition to the international community, did not forget the legacy of the literacy campaign.
This film, released the same year as Kozol’s Children of the Revolution, depicts the
sacrifice made by Cuban youth teachers during the campaign and the dangers they faced.
Sabotage is also referenced in other works such as Catherine Murphy’s documentary
Maestra (2011), Lilian Guerra’s Vision of Power in Cuba (2014), and other books and film
documenting the insurrection of the Escambray area in the 1960s. Sabotage is one of the
themes that highlights the Campaign and the participants beating the odds.
More nuanced approaches to the campaign can be seen in the work of documentary
filmmaker Catherine Murphy’s 2012 film Maestra (Teacher). The film was made in
collaboration with the Instituto Cubano de Artes e Industria Cinematográficas (Cuban
Institute of Cinematographic Arts and Industry), established by the Cuban government in
1959. Murphy (2012) begins her film with imagery that includes the brigadistas teaching
people how to read and write. The next scene is the year 1961, presented in large bold
numbers with an all-white background to highlight its importance. After the brief
introduction, the film displays statistics about the participants and takes a moment to
underscore that half of the 250,000 literacy workers were women. The title Maestra is
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shown, and Fidel then gives his History Will Absolve Me 1960 speech, considered as the
catalyst for the literacy campaign.
This documentary is important because it highlights women’s role and how the
Cuban Literacy Campaign was instrumental in including women in the revolutionary
process. It also challenges exile narratives that discredit anything associated with
revolutionary programs. The documentary exposes the vulnerabilities of the female
participants and heroics of their contributions in the midst of counter-revolutionary forces
against the campaign’s youth teachers while working in the countryside. An interview with
Murphy reveals that her grandmother was Cuban, and she wanted to go to Cuba to learn
about her family history. While in Cuba, she encountered stories that were different from
those told thorough exile history (Murphy, 2012).
The women who participated in Murphy’s film are White, Mestizo, and Black, and
their ages ranged from 13-17, when they participated in the campaign. She includes themes
of gender, equity, fear, sabotage, and redemption in the film, while accurately portraying
the historical context of the political and economic realities during the campaign that
framed the experiences of her participants. The women in the documentary all had different
experiences, including hearing about the campaign at their school and being recruited, as
well fear of leaving home and parents unwilling to sign consent forms due to their young
age. Although this documentary contributes to gender studies and offers a new lens in
viewing the literacy campaign, it does not challenge the mostly positive narrative of the
Cuban government and international community.
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The film also related stories of the youth teachers working alongside the rural
illiterate populations cutting sugarcane. One student, an elderly woman who learned to read
and write during the campaign, speaks on camera, explaining how her house was one of
the places where she used to learn. The film accurately portrays the various parts of the
literacy process from recruitment to living in the rural regions and literacy in the urban
areas. The logistics of the Campaign have been documented by most scholars writing about
the campaign, including the interviews they have conducted in their published works. It
includes the Bay of Pigs invasion, which occurred in April 1961 in the middle of the
campaign. Because of the alzados or counterrevolutionaries who engaged in sabotage,
conditions were dangerous for the brigadistas. One participant recounts how the
homeowner would ask her to conduct classes at night but to have the light on in a room
away from a window.
The documentary’s strengths are the visual images of past films recorded of
the brigadistas’ work with the rural population. The focus on the role of women and the
candid interviews of the women are the greatest strength of this documentary film. The
women also briefly mention some pedagogy, such as the process of beginning with vowels,
then consonants, to teach literacy. Since all work includes an agenda, Murphy achieved he
goal of portraying the positive experiences and achievements of the campaign, paving the
way for other scholars to present a more complicated portrayal.
Unlike Murphy’s documentary, Darana Serrano’s (2014) film Conducta (Conduct)
provides a glimpse into the life of troubled student, Chala, and hints at the economic and
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infrastructural issues in the existing Cuban educational system, which Blum (2011) also
identifies in her work. Chala develops a special bond with his teacher, who tries to protect
him and prevent him from going to la escuela de conducta or a school for troubled youth.
The movie uses the backdrop of the decaying Cuban economic system and infrastructure
to allow access into Chala’s troubled life. This film shows the shows the Cuban teacher as
a hero and pillar of the community who goes beyond the classroom to care for her students
and is respected in the neighborhood. His teacher Carmen provides the support Chala needs
to have discipline and love in his life. Yeni’s character is part of the revolutionary ideal of
making all Cubans educated, a project rooted in the literacy campaign and later the
“battles” for the 6th and 9th grade.
Two themes stand out from this film. The first theme is the elevated status of the Cuban
teacher in contemporary Cuban society. The UNESCO piece explains how Cuba’s 1961
Literacy Campaign was successful in recruiting youth and teacher professionals because it
gave them status and respect recognized by the rest of the nation. Conducta reflects this by
showing the teaching profession as a calling and life-altering process through the
administrators in Chala’s school, who are María’s former students.
Since the Special Period during the 1990s, when Cuba faced a profound economic
crisis, an ideological shift has occurred since revolutionary ideals were not enough to meet
agricultural quotas and keep the economy stable. The government disillusioned the people
and a new generation, at least some of them, questioned their strategies. Scholar Denise
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Blum supports this after visiting the island stating “the early 1990s shook whatever
goodwill the government still enjoyed among the young.” (Blum, 2011, p. 208).
The first years of the Revolution saw Cuban education drastically change in order
to create and new type of citizen and the literacy campaign was used to achieve this goal.
The written work regarding the campaign has increased since the 1980s and 1990s yet
many aspects of the Campaign have not been well documented in the literature, including
exile perspectives and those outside of Cuba. Moreover, Cuban academic work as well as
the work of international scholars such as Fagen and Kozol present the campaign almost
as flawless. This makes it necessary to present a more informed approach to the narratives
that have been told, such as students who were counter-revolutionary and taught by youth
teachers immersed in the national narrative that was disseminated about the campaign and
its humanistic goals.
This research needed to include non-academic sources to understand the details of
the Campaign related to the human experience of this event. In addition, non-academic
sources informed the different perceptions of the Campaign held by Cuba, such as in the
film El Brigadista, and newspapers. Oral histories were essential to provide another
perspective that highlighted the pedagogical contributions of these youth teachers and what
is was like to teach an older population while still being teenagers themselves. The weight
of the new Cuban nation was on their shoulders.

Explorations of the doble cara of the

Cuban Revolution are limited in the existing literature, and this study sheds light on
alternative perspectives to that which we find currently, a mostly monolithic story of the
Campaign romanticizing revolution and self-sacrifice for the nation. This study includes
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these perspectives but allows critiques as well based on the complicated stories of the
participants experiences and reflections sixty years later.
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III. CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
Chapter Three describes the methodological choices made in order to take into
account the cultural components of the Cuban Literacy Campaign. Oral history is the main
method of data collection since the original information taken from participants comes
from their histories themselves. The oral histories are informed by the paradigm of personal
testimonies, which enrich the knowledge we have of a phenomenon and serve to allow
unheard voices to create counter-narratives. (Thomson, 2007). This approach is based on
Yow’s (2014) definition of oral history as “The recording of personal testimony delivered
in oral form with purposes beyond the recording itself.” (p. 4). These purposes would
include archiving the history, which is unique to oral history to allow personal history to
provide a larger understanding or social history and an event such as the Cuban Literacy
Campaign.
Rationale for Oral History
Oral history has seen a resurgence as a method in qualitative research compared to
other methods, such as written records (Yow, 2014). Some scientists today continue with
traditional ideas that the only way to acquire certain evidence is through quantitative
research being suspect themselves of the subjectivity oral history has to offer. This
‘weakness” is one of the strengths of oral history as it allows the power dynamics of the
interviewer and interviewee to occur organically in the questioning process and new
information is exposed, that would not occur in a more sterile environment of quantitative
research (Yow, 2014).
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This study focused on teachers’ experiences, which included the pedagogical
processes they used during the Cuban Literacy Campaign. Clandinin, Connelly, and Elbaz
(1987) believed that teachers possess a personal practical knowledge. Clandinin called this
personal practical knowledge conscious or unconscious that has arisen from the
experiences expressed in a person’s actions (Clandinin & Connelly, 1985).
Narratives are how the young teachers of the Cuban Literacy Campaign reflect on
the educational experience of the Campaign based on what the practices were in the
classroom at the time and later in their professional careers. Telling their stories through
interviews make these oral histories rich in content as well as organized through narrative
components, having a beginning, middle, and end. These narratives, collected through oral
histories, are first-person tellings of events related to the personal or social experiences of
an individual (Ollenrenshaw & Creswell, 2002).

Structuring the Narrative Portrait
Yow (2015) points out some of the characteristics that make oral history unique
including the ability of the participants’ “inner life” to be part of the interview process.
Inner life meaning the previous experiences of the participants and their motivations. Inner
life also encompasses how these previous experiences shape each individual case and set
them apart from other participants (p. 326). The influences of the inner life were seen in
the structure given to the interview influenced by events, moments, or values important to
the participant that create a timeline in their mind as to when something shifted or was of
significant importance. Smith and Watson (2001) ask the oral historian to probe into
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multiple situations, including if the participant has an audience in mind when partaking in
the interview (Yow, 2015; Smith & Watson, 2001). They are trying to find a justification
or validation for their experiences, understanding the audience they are trying to convince.
In my research, participating women either appealed to me as a fellow teacher or sought
my acknowledgement by saying “you know, you are a teacher”, or they made sure to
explain they did not support the current Cuban government, knowing I was from Miami
and of Cuban descent. The interview transcripts in the subsequent sections will address the
issue of audience and validation.
Research Questions
This study aimed to answer four main research question while conducting the
process of oral history interviews. The research questions asked were the following:
1) What pedagogical practices did the teachers/students report using during the campaign?
2) What were the participants’ goals and motivations after signing up for the campaign?
3) How did the teachers perceptions of the Campaign compare with Cuban media
representations?
4) What do the participants currently think of the Cuban Literacy Campaign now years
later?
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Design of the Study
This study focused on the lived experiences and pedagogical practices of teenagers
who were teachers and participated in the Cuban Literacy Campaign of 1961. The research
highlighted the experiences of three youth teachers, who now live outside of Cuba, and the
pedagogical decisions they made during the literacy campaign. After the campaign was
known outside of Cuba, various narratives emerged including those of the exile participants
who deemed the campaign a communist tool of indoctrination. This study used oral history
as its primary source of data collection.
Sampling
The participants for this study included three former youth teachers, who taught the
Cuban population, how to read once enrolled in the Cuban Literacy Campaign of 1961.
The participants are now an elderly population over seventy, for which an IRB
(Institutional Review Board) was approved to provide them with support, including social
services for any trauma caused from recalling their experiences, although it is a low risk
study. The participants were all Cuban women living outside of Cuba, who can provide
reflections regarding the campaign, and some have already expressed counter narratives to
that of previous scholarship.
Potential participants were identified through personal recommendations. It was
difficult to find multiple participants who taught in the literacy campaign, lived outside of
Cuba, and were willing to be interviewed. The small sample size did not require sampling
techniques to filter the sample size into a narrow choice of participants to be interviewed
(Yow, 2014, p. 89).
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Once potential participants were identified, they were contacted through face-toface interactions, phone calls, or email correspondence. After the participant agreed to
participate, a time and date was set up to conduct the first interview. Before being
interviewed, the participants received the informed consent documents and had time to read
and ask questions about the information. After signing the forms, the interview began and
was tape-recorded. The three participants’ part-took in three interviews each, in order to
gather sufficient data for the study. Participants belonged to a demographic that exceeded
the age of sixty. No other criteria was used for participant selection such as gender, current
profession, place of birth, or political affiliation.
I needed support in accessing a larger number of participants, and I branched out to
Miami’s larger Cuban-American community to do so. Members of the Cuban-American
community often do not share their experience with participation in this campaign, as a
social stigma against participating in revolutionary activities exists in Miami and other
Cuban communities around the world. One of my participants revealed for the first time to
her fifteen-year-old grandson that she was involved in the literacy campaign as a result of
my inquiry to find participants and his subsequent conversation with his grandmother to
find out if she could be part of my study. I discovered that none of my three participants
had discussed their participation in the Campaign with their families in the years after this
event took place, partly because it ties them to the Cuban government that is highly
criticized by the exile community, especially in Miami.
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Data Collection
Oral history is the methodological approach to collect data of the lived experiences
of these participants (Abrams, 2016). Oral historians, like qualitative researchers, find data
alone suspect. British historian Paul Thompson explains that basic sources of statisticians
are suspect because the person answering may not take the topic seriously or the
participants whose data is being gathered chooses to hide the truth. If we study humans,
we cannot have absolute information and oral history allows a discussion to occur with
open topics of the participants choosing with may allow us to learn new things about the
participant (Yow, 2015).

Interviews
The first step in the interview process was to contact the referred persons. The next
step was to have a preliminary meeting or phone call with the participants so that they
understand why I visited them and the purpose of the study. This is greatly encouraged by
Yow (2014) and other scholars (p. 103). After the initial phone call or meeting, an official
meeting was set-up. Finally I transcribed the information recorded as well as inserted my
comments made through analytical memo writing (Yow, 2014).

Photo and Text for Elicitation
Photos and texts from the grammar book Venceremos! (We Shall Conquer!), which
was used to teach students during the Campaign were used to elicit memories. The
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grammar book was shown to participants to facilitate their memories of the lessons they
gave and how they were conducted. It was used as an elicitation tool to prompt specific
pedagogical memories (I chose politically charged lessons within the ones they were shown
to answer interview questions such as understanding the political component of the
curriculum as a youth-teacher). Photo elicitation is “the use of photographs to generate
verbal discussion” (Thomson, 2009; Glaw, X., Inder, K., Kable, A., & Hazelton, M. , 2017,
p. 2 ). The book Venceremos! was filled with images, which affected the way interviewees
responded to the interview questions. Using the book while reflecting added richness to the
information being collected in addition to the traditional interview process of asking
questions. Moreover, the transcription process contained observer comments that included
the attitudes, tone, and overall visage of the participants when discussing uncomfortable
and comfortable topics during my interviews.
Interview Questions
Phase I
Can you tell me about yourself? (background, family, occupation, hobbies, etc.)
¿Puedes hablarme un poco sobre quien tu eres…como persona, tu trabajo, tu familia?
How did you get involved with the literacy campaign?
¿Como fue que te envolucrastes en la campaña de alfabetismo?
How did being part of the alphabetizadores make you feel?
¿Que emociones o sentimientos salió de tu experiencia en esta campaña?
Why did you join this cause?
¿Porque te envlucrastes en la campaña?
Follow up questions (Did you join out of your own initial willingness)
¿Te apuntaste por tu propia voluntad en la campaña?
Did you feel there was a political component to the campaign? How would you describe the
political climate of the time? What impact do you think it had on your motivation? Why do you
think that stands out to you or important to you?
¿Sientes que la política Cubana fue una parte integral de esta campaña?
Follow up: How did this political element in educating people make you feel?
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¿Cómo te sentiste al realizar que había un elemento político en esta campaña?
Follow up: Did it align with your own personal views?
¿El elemento político que tu entendiste alinea con tus creencias personales?
Were you provided with guidelines and specific materials to teach with?
¿En algún momento, Te dieron materia o guía para ayudarte para implementar la
enseñanza?

Phase II
Were you provided with guidelines and specific materials to teach with?
¿En algún momento, Te dieron materia o guía para ayudarte para implementar la
enseñanza?

Looking at the book Venceremos!, what memories come about?
¿Que memorias surgen después de haber visto el libro Venceremos! de nuevo?
Which was you most difficult lesson?
¿Cual lección fue la mas difícil?
If you identify as an exile, do you look back at the literacy campaign the same or differently
after leaving Cuba?
¿Si se identifica como exiliado, refleja de manera diferente sobre la campana después
de irse de Cuba?
What were the most important pedagogical practices?
¿Cuales fueron las practicas pedagógicas mas importantes?
Were these pedagogical practices taught to you?
¿Que practicas pedagógicas te enseñaron?

Phase III
Follow Up: Questions including final reflections.
Estas preguntas son reservadas para reflejar si es necesario.
Analytical Memo Writing
Analytical memos are similar to field notes but Saldaña (2009) is careful to
distinguish between the two. Field notes include people’s behaviors and other observations,
while analytical memos include more personal reflection of how are researcher relates to
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the research, their code choices, or their research questions. He described memos as a place
to “dump your brain” (Saldaña, 2009, p. 32).
In my field notes, I included observer comments such as participants’ behavior
while also examining and jotting down my reactions when the interviewees gave specific
political responses. I did so to ensure that I reflected on those attitudes and feelings later
during the process of data interpretation. This way my coding would have limited bias if I
saw these personal attitudes reflected in how I categorized, using my feelings instead of
the participants’ words, which is how I did code.
Coding
Charmaz (2001) explains that coding is a “critical link” between data collection and
their explanation of meaning. The process of refining and re-categorizing is necessary to
classify the raw data, but it is not necessary to subcategorize each category if there are no
further levels of concerns for which we must further subcategorize (Dey, 2003). Dey (2003)
acknowledges that categories can first be created through early stages of the research and
evolved into fuller, more detailed categories. This process is what Dey refers to when
mentioning preliminary analysis leading to splitter coding (Saldaña, 2009, p.48) that used
the participants own words.
Coding the Raw data
Coding the raw data from these interviews involved several steps. According to
Saldaña, it is beneficial to do holistic coding, often called lumped coding and to then
proceed with additional splitter coding such as In Vivo coding, which uses the participant’s
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direct words (Saldaña, 2009, 20, p. 48). Lumping, which piles themes together, is useful to
categorize, while splitter coding allows enhanced scrutiny and analysis of the text to crossreference the raw data found in the transcripts (Saldaña, 2009). I began by taking the
phrases participants said and wrote them down as a way of coding holistically. It helped
find larger themes such as “leaving Cuba.” Then I noticed specific words that were similar
in character to lump ideas and pile them into categories that became things like “I am not
an exile.” Finally, these words and expressions helped create the codes in the splitter
coding.
Data Considerations
Qualitative researchers struggle to agree on criteria that makes their research
credible. One of the ways of doing this is to provide trustworthiness in research. Tracy
(2010) informs us that qualitative research is marked by research that is a worthy topic,
rich in rigor, sincere, credible, and ethical. To conduct research, we must have criteria to
practice, learn, and perfect our research (Tracy, 2010). This creates a comprehensive and
trustworthy research project. The Cuban Literacy Campaign of 1961 is one of the most
successful literacy campaigns ever established. Tracy points to a worthy topic as a sign of
a trustworthy study. These topics include “little known phenomena,” most people have not
heard of the Cuba Literacy Campaign although it is popular among critical pedagogies or
those that are inspired by the strategies used in Cuba (Tracy, 2010, p.841). These topics
are interesting and compelling. The Cuban Literacy Campaign satisfies both of these
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requirements as it has and continues to spark controversy anytime it appears in the media
(Tracy, 2010, p. 841).

Rigor and Trustworthiness
Worthy studies, include both rigor and trustworthiness. Tracy explains that rigor
informs the reader if the researcher used multiple forms of data collection and devoted time
to interview or develop or choose an accurate paradigm for their study (Tracy, 2010).
Additionally, the number of participants and interview numbers following Seidman’s indepth interviewing changed methodologically as well as the number of participants
available as the study evolved. Since a large number of participants was not possible here,
because of the specificity of the phenomenon and the years since the phenomenon
occurred, multiple interviews necessary to have more accurate and consistent information.
Many scholars agree trustworthiness involves making plausible social and cultural
assumptions that are dependable when interpreting data (Tracy, 2010). Member checking,
or checking with the participant that your interpretation and understanding is accurate,
allows the study to be trustworthy, as well as the extensive research conducted to establish
a literature review, which analyzes Cuban education to provide context about the literacy
campaign itself. Since the researcher is also a member of the same ethnic community as
the participants, certain cultural understandings are made more credible and allow insight
when interpreting the data.
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Transparency
According to Tracy, transparency includes exposing the biases and goals of the
study (Tracy, 2010). The way I have chosen to disclose my bias is by revealing the purpose
of the study in wanting to record the voices of those in the community. I have also disclosed
to my participants that I am a Cuban American who identifies as part of the Miami exile
community, much like two of the three participants I have interviewed. Additionally, I have
carefully written down my thoughts and inferences in the memo analysis to ensure that I
am aware of my own biases, and that my biases did not influence interpretations of the raw
data collected. Disclosing my personal connection to the study allows me to be vulnerable
to the reader and the research, which allows the element that Tracy (2010) calls sincerity
to be present in the study. Credibility for quality means that the study is reliable in
representing accurate information, such as relying on local experts and accuracy among
other means (Tracy, 2010). Additionally, the portions of the transcript are included in the
results chapter that allow readers to make their own interpretations according to the details
of the interview being disclosed.
This study involved member checking to accurately interpret the responses of the
participants as well as aligning the findings with a conceptual framework to allow
meaningful coherence to occur. The personal data of the participants were protected
through pseudonyms as well as providing them with appropriate disclosures before
participating in the study.
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Many people participated in the literacy campaign, but finding them in Miami’s
exile community proved to be difficult because of the age group being interviewed.
Because of their advanced age, there is urgency to record their histories for the next
generation of children, grandchildren, and those interested in Cuban history. Several U.S.
universities have archives filled with influential people who have reached fame or notoriety
in the Cuban-American community, but I believe that interviewing ordinary participants in
major historical events is essential for a complete description, interpretation, and archival
record of such a prominent campaign. The most valuable information I hoped to gather was
the pedagogical practices of the participants.

Reciprocity
One of my goals, was to establish a sense of reciprocity to improve trust and
collaboration between the individuals in the research and myself (Lincoln & Guba, 2003).
Giving back included donating the interviews to the FIU Cuban Exile Archive, found in
the Special Collections Department of the Green Library that includes material for Cuban
and Cuban-American Studies. The participants were interviewed either at FIU or in the
comfort of their own homes, since they are an elderly population. One woman was
interviewed once via Skype because she currently lives in London.
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Researcher Positionality
Memo analysis is essential to my study because I was raised in Miami’s Cuban
community, and I recognize the biases I have towards Castro’s government. I made sure to
include any parts of an interview where I was biased towards participants’ answers,
meaning if I had an emotional reaction to the answers. I then carefully considered if that
bias was present in my interpretation of the section. I sometimes referred to the current
Cuban government as a regime. This is due to the oral histories passed down from family
members as well as historical literature describing this government as one that has
repeatedly violated human rights (Human Rights Watch-Cuba Events of 2018) which is
critical one of the many narratives present regarding the Cuban Revolution. Therefore, I
have self-reported in my notes where I display bias towards comments and statements made
by participants, so that I consider these when interpreting the data.
My interpretation and interest in the subject were conditioned through national
pride while living in the exile community and embracing the United States as my home
through naturalization. The cultural context of being both Cuban and raised in Miami
creates a hyphenated identity of Cuban-American, which has created a dichotomy within
my ideological loyalties. Being part of the exile community requires an ability to reconcile
being both a proud Cuban, American, and Cuban American. I must grapple with all these
identities and feelings while interviewing youth teachers who worked for the revolutionary
state, making my own interpretation subject to be scrutinized by critical cultural studies.
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This study used oral history methods to convey the lived experiences of the three
youth teachers of the Cuban Literacy Campaign. The perspectives of people living outside
of Cuba were transcribed and recorded using lumping and splitter codes derived from their
own words though In-Vivo methodology. Their words are available verbatim in the next
chapter.
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IV. CHAPTER FOUR: PORTRAITS

Oral history does not seek to judge the participants of this study nor is it inclined
towards one narrative more so than another (Abrams, 2016). Instead, it allows the existing
narrative on the Cuban Literacy Campaign to be questioned more critically and the answers
from the participants are understood in a more humane and compassionate way. It takes
into account the participants humanity because of their complex feelings about their
involvement in the campaign, much like the rest of us in real life events. It creates a richer
history and a better understanding revealing that labeling this campaign as all good or all
evil is a generalized statement that does not reflect the lived experiences of those that
participated.
Oral History authority, Michael Frisch (1990) points to the early work of Stud
Terkel, a radio personality, that in Frisch’s words “conducted, edited, and arranged” a
“compilation of 150 self-portraits of Americans lives…centered around the 1930s.”
(Frisch, 1990, p. 5). These narratives about lived experiences are called portraits by Frisch
himself and allow the characteristics of oral history to create a more intricate story (Frisch,
1990). These complex images can be influenced by many external factors including,
“shared authority.” Shared authority complicates the power structure of the interview
process and interpretive work of creating history. This shared authority negotiates the
power of the scholar versus the public being interviewed and between the actors narrating
oral history interviews and those interviewing.
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Portraits
In order to understand each participants’ experience as an individual and understand
the “inner life” that affects the way they think and answered the studies a portrait was
create, much like a profile of each participants (Yow, 2015). In this chapter the readers are
introduced to the participants’ basic profile such as place of birth, recruitment story, and
their professional and family life after the campaign. All these components are relevant in
their reflections sixty years later.
Table 1: Demographics of Interview’s Participants.

Cuban Literacy Campaign Participant Demographics Chart
Participant Place of
Data
Birth

Age

Race
*Participants
self-identified
racial category

Luisa

Havana,
Cuba

(Born
1947)

Gender

Occupation
as an adult.

*Participants selfidentified
gender

White

Female

Teacher

White

Female

Homemaker

White

Female

74
years
old
Victoria

Havana,
Cuba

(Born
1946)

75
years
old
Maria

Cuba

(Born
1947)
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Teacher

/professor

74
years
old

Portrait One: Victoria
Victoria was a participant of the literacy campaign in 1961. She was born in Cuba
in 1946. She was 74 years old at the time of the interview. She comes from a family of 14
brothers and sisters. Victoria was recruited to participate as a sixth grader in the campaign.
After finishing this program, she subsequently married and went on to have four children
and 8 grandchildren (12 if you count those from previous marriages of her daughter- inlaw). Her highest level of education was the 6th grade.
Victoria migrated to the United States in the 1980s. This information is significant
because it reveals that she lived under revolutionary ideals for over twenty years and came
in one of the latest waves of Cuban immigration. In the 1960s Cubans were seen as exiles
fleeing Communism and therefore victims of the U.S.’s ideological rival, the Soviet Union.
In 1980, Castro allowed dissidents and anyone else who wanted, to leave the island in what
is now known as the Mariel boatlift. At this time their relatives in the U.S. scrambled to
pick them up in boats along the Florida Keys to be rescued. The U.S. media heavily focused
on the criminals that had left the island during the Mariel boatlift when only 4 percent had
committed serious crimes (Capó, 2010). The American public feared this new wave of
Cuban immigration since media displayed mostly criminal refugees, very different from
the perceptions of them during the first wave in the 1960s (Capó, 2010). Victoria came to
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the U.S. at a time that Cuban immigration was not completely welcome, yet she feels very
appreciative and patriotic towards the United States.
Victoria structured her interviews around her family and family experience. She
began her first interview by identifying herself as a grandmother. I asked her to paint a
picture of who she was in whichever way she wanted. She began by saying the following,
“Soy una mujer tranquila, trabajadora, amante de darle comida a mi familia. A cualquiera
que llegue, me gusta mucho la cocina. Y así soy yo.” (I am a calm, hardworking woman,
lover of giving food to my family. To anyone who comes, I really like cooking. That is
how I am.
The second and third interview dealt with the literacy campaign, her family life and
journey, and how they affected her. She mentioned that “mi hermano aprendió a leer de la
campaña” (my brother learned to read from the campaign). “Fue difícil para él” (It was
difficult for him). She explains how her brother learned to read and write with the campaign
and how it was difficult for him but portrayed it as a positive experience.
In the last interview she was adamant about discussing how grateful she was to live
in the United States and that her family had the opportunity to migrate for a better quality
of life. She arranged her interviews around her nostalgia for Cuba, constantly repeating
how long ago it was and that she could not remember certain details. She mentions how
things in Cuba eventually got worse and she came to the United States. Her interviews
were structured around defining moments in her personal and family life, amid my specific
questions. The narrative she was explaining made sense to her in terms of family history
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and important moments of migration that affected her family’s well-being as well as her
own. This will be shown later in the chapter through the transcript of our conversations.
Victoria also mentions that her memory is hazy, stating she would not write lesson
plans. Instead she would walk to people’s homes and just used the book as instruction tools.
“Yo no estudiaba nada antes, Yo iba a sus casas, y ahí les enseñaba con la cartilla (I didn’t
study anything before, I went to their house, and there I taught them with the primer). She
barely mentions pedagogy and describes how many people wanted to learn and she really
enjoyed giving them the opportunity. She mostly expresses human connection with
students and family, leaving the pedagogical component in the background of the narrative.
She will later discuss how her brother and father benefitted from the campaign in
subsequent years.
Victoria does not seem to have an audience in mind besides the moments she
explains she wants to be clear on anything that makes her sound pro-Castro. Her
interviews begin with her discussing her most important role, that of a mother and wife.
Although in all three interviews she states that the campaign was impactful, she mostly
asks forgiveness because she could not remember specific pedagogical details. She states,
“Perdón, es que han pasado tantos años. No me acuerdo.” (I am sorry; it is that so many
years have passed. I do not remember). Victoria also discussed how she felt to be part of
it and the experience of her family while in Cuba and after they left the country. She is
consistent in emphasizing the family’s role in her life in all three interviews. Her
interview responses characterize the campaign as a moment that allowed her to see the
humanity and good will in teaching but did not affect her career choices (she became a
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homemaker and currently does not engage in any employment outside the home) later in
life. She explains her motivations for joining the Campaign by saying “Me gustaba ense
ñar. Me gustaba enseñarle a esos que no sabían. Esa era mi motivación.” (I liked to
teach. I liked to teach those who didn’t know. That was my motivation).
Portrait Two: Luisa
Luisa was a participant from Havana, Cuba, recruited for the campaign in her same
neighborhood. She was born in 1947, and was 14 years old at the time of her involvement
in the campaign. She was currently 73 years old at the time of the interview. After partaking
in the campaign, she finished high school and taught 5th and 6th grade from 1966-1970. In
1968, she got married and had her first child in 1970. She had two daughters and three
grandchildren. Years later Luisa worked as a secretary for the principal of a technical
school, ending her career in the teaching field. She is currently retired and resides in Miami.
Unlike Victoria, Luisa structured her interviews in a very formal way. In our first
interview she explained how her campaign work influenced her to become a teacher later
in life. Luisa quickly narrated her story in a way that expressed her professional
capabilities and she made me aware she knew she was being interviewed by a peer in
education. Luisa made statements that included “Tu sabes, tu eres maestra”, (You know,
you are a teacher) or “No eran lecciones exactamente como las que tu haces aquí”, (They
weren’t quite lesson plans like what you do here as a teacher). This is an example of what
what Michael Frisch calls “intersubjectivity” (Frisch, 1990, p. 10), which explains the
power dynamic in the interview process between the interviewee and the interviewer, in
which both share power to create the record. Luisa knew that I am a teacher and came
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from an institution of higher learning in order to conduct an interview. That relationship
influenced how she chose her diction and the direction of her narration in order to fit in to
the answers I was seeking. Additionally, Luisa used more educational jargon than any
other interviewer She explained she saw this interview as an opportunity to deal with her
personal experience but also the professional perspective she could contribute. Unlike
Victoria, she briefly spoke about family in relation to the campaign, only mentioning that
her mother also participated in teaching during 1961.
Before the interview, Luisa stated she was not afraid to talk about the Cuban
Literacy Campaign. Although Miami has many anti-Castro Cuban exiles, she believes they
cannot judge her for participating in the campaign because she was only fourteen. Once
she began the first interview she immediately dove into the motivations for her
participation and teaching, with rare mention of family life. Luisa rapidly started discussing
the campaign stating:
“Bueno, ya sabes mi nombre, te lo dije, durante ese tiempo yo tenía catorce años. Una
reunión fue hecha, ahí donde yo vivía, en Marianao, así que las personas pudieran acudir
hacia el movimiento de alfabetización. Mi madre y yo nos involucramos en eso para que
las personas que no sabían leer y escribir, bueno les podíamos enseñar” (Well, my name
you already know it. I told you it, and at that time, I was fourteen years old). A meeting
was conducted, where I used to live, in Mariano, so that the people could turn towards the
literacy movement. My mother and I got involved in that thing so that people that did not
know how to read and write, well...we could teach them).
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In the interview, I asked her to tell me about her family and occupation or any other
sort of details that could possibly define her identity. In response, she skipped family
history and current history and gets to the point, discussing the campaign and her work.
She quickly identifies the campaign and her participation as part of a larger legacy which
influenced her future work as a teacher.
Luisa continued to explain the recruitment process in her interviews all conducted
in Spanish. She did not discuss her feelings or other relevant topics apart from education
and she continued to state the following:
Yo tenía dos estudiantes en ese tiempo. Lo hice en la ciudad donde yo vivía,
específicamente porque mi mamá no me permitía ir a las montañas. Así que, bueno, para
me eso fue una bella experiencia para me porque vi como le podía enseñar a una persona
mayor como escribir su nombre, poder leer, una carta un periódico y de verdad disfruté
la experiencia (I had two students at that time. I did it in the city where I lived, specifically
because with my age my mother did not allow me to go to the mountains. So then, well for
me that was a beautiful experience for me because I saw how I could teach an older person
to be able to write their name, be able to read, a letter or a newspaper and I really enjoyed
that experience).
Luisa’s interviews heavily relied on her audience. She spoke in a way that suggests
she had the interviewer in mind because of her choice of words. Her answers sounded like
she is trying to convince the interviewer she had the knowledge of an expert pedagogist
due to her choice of words. She used words such as “pedagogy, “phonics” and “lesson
plans”. She also went into detail about her strategy for teaching, much more than other
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participants whose narratives balanced the campaign and its pedagogy with personal life.
On our second interview she stated,
“Nosotros (vocalizaríamos) (aquí, ella quiere decir, fonética, es decir sonar) la
letra. Después, les diríamos ‘¿Que pueden agregar a esas letras para formar una
palabra?’...Les preguntaríamos esto después de que aprendieran todas las letras y
todas la vocales. ‘¿Que palabra crees que podrías unir a la letra “A” para poder
crear una palabra?’. Entonces de esa manera me dirían…un ejemplo.” (We would
(vocalize)8 the letter. After, we would tell them, ‘What can you add to those letters
to make a word?’…We would ask this after they learned all the letters and all the
vowels. ‘What word do you think you could put together to the letter A so that you
could create a word?’ So that way they would tell me…an example.) In the third
interview, she made sure I understood her information and that she had given as
much pedagogical detail as possible.”
Portrait Three: María
María was involved in the campaign when she was fourteen years old; she now
resides in London. She went on to get married and have a daughter and has one grandson.
She became a psychology professor in Cuba and after remarrying left Cuba in 2003 to
move to London. She actively speaks about her work in the Campaign and presents to the
public about it in London.
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When Luisa mentions that they would vocalize the letter, she is referring to the phonetics, meaning
sounding out of the letters.
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María was the participant with the most politicized interviews. This is possibly due
to her family’s close revolutionary ties and the external pressures she explained influenced
her decision to partake in the campaign. Her participation in revolutionary activity at the
time in Cuba had a lifelong impact on Luisa’s identity and current reflections of her
experience during this research study. The first interview she spent mostly explaining the
campaign mostly due to my questions but she tied it to family. She states, “Estábamos
fascinados” (We were fascinated). “No pudimos conseguir suficiente de Fidel” (We
couldn’t get enough of Fidel). She also explains the political fervor at the time and how it
had penetrated the youth saying, “Yo era tan fanática y no podia encontrar nada malo con
eso” (I was so fanatic I could not find anything wrong with it). As Mara reflected, she
makes a connection between politics and family relationships. In a subsequent interview,
she stated:
Spanish
Cuestiono a mis padres, y cómo me dejaron ir a esa edad. Ahora que lo pienso, me
pone triste. Fuimos cuatro de nosotros que fuimos. Éramos muy jóvenes y la idea de que
fuéramos en grupos familiares, lo cual no era una mala idea. Fuimos a Santa Lucía, pero
mi hermano siguió a su novia a la siguiente ciudad y me pregunto ¿Por qué no me llevó?
Y: ¿Entonces te quedaste sola?
María: ¡Por supuesto que sí! Mientras que estaba en las montañas, mi madre no me visitó
ni una vez. Mi padre me visitó una vez. Me pregunto, ¿porque me dejaron ir? Era
revolucionario, así que seguí sus ideas.
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English
“I question my parents and how they could let me go at that age. Now that I think about
it, it makes me sad”. There were four of us that went. We were so young and the idea of us
going in family groups, which was not a bad idea. We went to St. Lucia but my brother
followed his girlfriend to the next town. Now I wonder why he didn’t take me”.
Y: So, you were left alone?
C: Of, course I was! While I was in the mountains, my mother did not visit me once. My
father did visit me one time. I question why they let me go. I was my father’s daughter. He
was a revolutionary so I followed his ideas.”
Unlike Victoria, the family relationships and information she deemed relevant were
tied to the campaign. The other participate enjoyed talking about their family apart from
the campaign. María did this as well but stayed within the context of my questions and
organized her thoughts and reflections about the campaign in a way that elicited emotions.
In hindsight, Victoria expressed that her actions to join the campaign were based on family
influence as well as her own personal beliefs at the time. Participating in the campaign was
a very personal experience that affected her life, as was recorded through the interview
process.
Finally, María seems to be conscious of the political implications of her words and
takes them into account. All her interviews begin by her mentioning her parents’ political
affiliations and the political situation in the country during 1959, the year of the triumph
of the revolution. Although she discussed pedagogy, she gave the most information about
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the political leanings of people and how they were treated because of those beliefs during
that time. In our first interview, she stated “O eras de la revolución of no lo eras” (Either
you were of the revolution, or you were not). The other two interviews are of the same vein
of information, where she heavily emphasizes her patriotic feelings as well as how she
looks back at the personal sacrifices made for the greater good in 1961.
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V. CHAPTER FIVE: PEDAGOGICAL FINDINGS
Data Collection
The interviews collected in this oral history were completed by implementing three indepth interviews per participant using In vivo coding. Participants who taught in the Cuban
Literacy Campaign as youth teachers were called and recruited to participate in three forty
minute to one-hour long interviews. Their exact words were used in the coding process of
this study. All participants’ words were used verbatim in order to formulate codes and
subgroups that answer the research questions. The research questions are the following:
1

What pedagogical practices were used?

2

What were the goals and motivations for participating in the Campaign?

3

How did the teachers’ perceptions of the campaign compare with Cuban media
representations?

4

What do the participants think of the Cuban Literacy Campaign now, sixty years
after being a part of it?

Coding
The study identified multiple themes during the coding process. The themes include
Identity, Involuntary Volunteerism, Fervor, Passion for Teaching, and Varied Pedagogical
Practices. Within themes, some of the sub codes from transcript content divulged the
complicated label of “volunteering” for the Campaign and “using sources outside the
government issued booklet”. Other themes were the cultural fervor felt by both the
participants and distributed by Cuban media during the Campaign and subsequently within
the island and the international community. The final reflections of the participants
complicate the history as many called themselves revolutionaries yet became disillusioned
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with the country and any government-mandated programs like the Campaign in the decades
following the Cuban revolution.
The organization of this chapter separates the main findings into Pedagogical
Findings, Political Findings, and Merging of Politics and Pedagogy from the claim that the
Campaign is not apolitical. The attempt to research the campaign mostly for the
pedagogical content that could be extracted from participants was null as they always
reverted to identify and political statements.
Table 2: Coding Method’s Chart
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Table 3: Coding Table: Labels of Interview Codes.

Coding Table
Codes
Identity


“Person living outside
of Cuba”



“Exile”



“Cuban-American”



“Revolutionary”



“Modeling”



“Going outside the
book”



“Using

Pedagogical Practices

basic techniques”


“ Chalkboards”



“Manipulations”



“You had to”



“Family influence”



“Government
expectation to enroll”



“Liked teaching”



“Loved to teach”



“I always wanted to
teach”

Pressured Volunteerism

Passion for Teaching
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“Fulfillment
in helping other”

Fervor


“Everyone was talking
about it”



“Mass mobilization”



“We knew something
was happening”

Background of the Literacy Campaign: Meet the Participants
The youth teachers that taught in the campaign were recruited and trained in
Varadero, Cuba. Some were sent to the most remote rural parts of Cuba or taught in urban
areas after training. Recruited student teachers received seven days of intensive instruction
on government issued books titled Venceremos and Alfabeticemos and lived in hotels, and
homes, while being trained (Fagen, 1969). Some of the topics studied in training were
“revolutionary politics, personal comportment, rural nutrition, and hygiene (Fagen, p. 43).
On January 28th 1961, an announcement was made that an “army” of teachers had been
recruited. Recruitment came from students who were at least 13 years of age and completed
the sixth grade (Fagen, p. 42). The revolutionary government sought to ideologically
reeducate the population on a massive scale, using the campaign and its curricular tools
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such as the grammar books, to create the erasure of anything related to the influence of the
United States in former curriculum.
An important consideration when looking over the words of the participants is the
dichotomy of the historical moment they were living, specifically as youth. In the words
of historian Anita Bradford Casavantes (2014), “Cuban school-children were caught
between opposing political camps that struggled to control the content of their education
and their loyalties” (p. 42). On the eve of revolution, the former Batista government,
backed by the United States, was heavily unpopular amongst parents, “Even elite families
began to question their blind loyalties for all things Northern” (p. 42). This sentiment made
the ideas of the revolutionary government appealing to sectors of Cuban society.
Historian, Louis Pérez called this “The Cuban Question” (Pérez, 2011, p. xv). The
complicated relations between the United States and Cuba due to mere proximity of
geography and cultural exchanges created a false sense of Cuban sovereignty for Cuba
while the United States was still very much involved in its financial dependence and
culturally influenced the island within its sphere of influence. North American hegemony
was present on the island and both countries were so economically intertwined that the
separation between them brought about by revolution seemed impossible at the turn of the
twentieth century, much less pre-revolutionary Cuba in the 1950s (Perez, 2011). Cuba’s
relationship with the United States was paternalistic and the revolutionary government
would help spread a nationalistic sentiment that would use programs like the campaign to
improve Cuba.
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Education, for instance, was a prime example of United States hegemony on the
island. Because private schools were considered to be the best avenue for upward social
mobility, students were exposed to many aspects of North American culture present in their
curriculum. U.S. songs and a variety of cultural elements permeated the Cuban elite and
middle-class (Bradford Casavantes, 2014). Ultimately, even middle-class Cubans, urban
workers and the poor included, began to question America’s influence on Cuba as
nationalistic sentiment grew. Questions of how much influence should be in schools
explains the radical changes to the curriculum after the 1959 revolution and the subsequent
1961 Literacy Campaign (Bradford Casavantes, 2014). The volunteers featured in this
study were told the Campaign would reform Cuba and bring about equity in education for
all social classes.
Figure 1: María’s photograph circa 1961, as she prepared to continue her studies via scholarship, since Fidel
had asked the children to continue their education.

Transcript Transparency
The participants of this study, much like the children Bradford Casavantes (2014)
studies, were dealing with a dual identity, tied to the duality of the telling of Cuban history.
The public international narrative of Cuban history is deeply opposed to the sentiments of
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the exile community regarding the mobilization programs established by Fidel Castro’s
regime. Because of this controversy, I have opted to include larger sections of the transcript
for context, instead of merely including quotes. This is so that readers can interpret the
feelings and statements of the participants just as they told them. Sometimes these accounts
are complicated stories made richer because of the openness of oral history to express ideas
and create meaning based on personal testimony.
While researching the methods portion of my study I came across a dissertation by
Vaneessa Sims Tossie (2011) named Their Story, My Story, Our Story: Oral Histories of
African American Women Educators Paradoxical Navigation of Culturally Relevant
Pedagogy. In this work, Tossie did something rather interesting. She chose to show long
transcript excerpts from the interviews she conducted. As a reader, it made me feel there
was a sense of transparency in her study. Tossie’s work showed a willingness to make me,
the reader, a participant in the study along with those who so graciously provided their
experiences to her through oral history. This method of exhibiting the results made sense
to me so that readers can make up their own minds about the findings, and avoid the same
fate of Cuban history, whose contradictory narratives create confusion and binary views. I
hope the long transcription section provides the transparency and authenticity to the
participants’ words allowing readers to consume this history and interpret it for themselves,
apart from my academic interpretation.
Pedagogical Findings
Pedagogical practices varied among participants and provided the teachers a sense
of autonomy in how they executed their lessons. Although the guidebook, Venceremos!
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existed, there was no official manual instructing them how to use the pedagogical tools at
their disposal. For example, the youth teachers had the content knowledge but did not know
how to present it to the masses in a prescriptive way that guided them systematically but
were trained in a way that gave a vague guidance for teaching. Pedagogy was the major
change in the new Cuban curriculum, but logistical changes needed to be made, which the
participants allude to in this section. This means that each youth teacher learned to adapt
their teaching style to the needs of the students. The youth teachers were assigned the new
curriculum changed by the government, as seen in the new teaching books used.
The youth teachers found their own methods of teaching, which included gathering
student data to improve future lessons. Luisa explains that she would take notes about the
students’ progress and write notes on the side to explain it to the professional teacher who
was overseeing her work. She says:
Luisa: Spanish
¡Libros, habían libros! ¡Yo me acuerdo que uno de los libros era Venceremos!
Había otro que no me acuerdo. No me acuerdo cómo se llamaba. A lo mejor si lo veo me
acuerdo. Nos daban libros, actualmente, había un libro cuando ellos (los estudiantes)
escribían. Actualmente, había uno donde escribíamos observaciones. ¡Es una pena que los
boté! Pero, de todas maneras, nosotros hacíamos observaciones de cómo, oh cómo las
maestras hacían sus planes. No llegaba a ser un plan de instrucción, pero de todas maneras
hacíamos nuestras observaciones de todas las lecciones ahí, y cómo aprendían.
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Luisa: English
Booklets, there were booklets! I can remember one of the booklets was Venceremos! There
was another one that I can’t remember. I can’t remember what it was called. Maybe if I see
it I can remember. They would give us the books, actually, there was a booklet where they
(students) would write. Actually, there was one where we would write observations. It’s a
shame that I threw them away! But anyway we would make observations of how, or how
teachers would do their planning, lesson planning. It doesn’t get to be a lesson plan but
anyway we did do observations of all the lessons there, and how they learned. Subsequently
we would take…..they didn’t have to buy anything. We would take them a pencil, the
booklet, and a notebook. And the manual where we would have examples on how to go
about alphabetizing.
Luisa’s comments are significant in that she explains the lack of prescriptive
nature of the teaching material versus the content, which was more prescriptive in nature
with specific examples. In her experience, the teacher guidebooks and training helped and
guided her. However, they did not delve deep into pedagogy. She details her day in the
classroom with me and explains how the lessons and training were given but the way
they were prepared did not reach the level of formal lesson plans, like those we have in
the United States. The teacher did not officially submit the lessons to department heads in
the same way schoolteachers send formal lesson plans with standards and objectives or
basic outlines to someone that oversees their curricular content and choices. It was a
learning process for all involved in the campaign, especially the youth teachers who by
necessity became creative. They used non-government sources, to teach the lesson and
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reach the expected objective for student achievement. María, like Luisa, explains how she
used magazines and books to supplement her lessons. “Yo buscaba cualquier cósa que
podia, incluyendo revistas, y use recortes “, (I would find anything I could get my hands
on, including magazines, and used cutouts). It is important to remember this campaign
only lasted a few months, and training was limited for youth. They had to figure out how
to be pedagogically effective.
Figure 2: Source: Cuban Literacy Campaign book issued by revolutionary government circa 1961:
Imprenta Nacional de Cuba. Courtesy of the Florida International University Special Collections.

Using Texts Outside of the Official Government-Issued Books
All participants explained that pedagogically, some level of autonomy was
afforded to the youth teachers. Victoria explains, “I did my lessons” and prepared them
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herself. María said she would use booklets or cutouts to supplement lessons and Luisa used
elementary schoolbooks to teach basic phonetics. Although professional teachers as
mentors oversaw them, they explain that they used modeling and created their own
methods in order to teach their students. The literature never mentions youth teachers using
other sources besides the government-issued booklet Venceremos!. This finding is
significant and signals that the youth’s motivation, at least for the participants in my study,
was less political than the government and they were willing to use any method at their
disposal to teach basic literacy to their fellow citizens. An example of this is Luisa’s
comment about her mentor teacher Ofelia. Luisa states that she had a student (a much older
woman) who was not revolutionary and asked Ofelia, the mentor teacher what she should
say to her. Luisa comments that Ofelia told her to say “Mira, le explicas y le dices que lo
único que te importa es que ella aprenda a leer y a escribir.” (Look, you explain and you
tell her that the only thing that interests you is that you learn how to read.)
In a way, this was a form of subversion (stepping outside the government-mandated
book) that youth teachers thought necessary to reach their goal: literacy. This brings up
many questions, including how politicized the lessons were, and how students handled their
content. It also suggests the youth teachers cared about teaching more than being zealous
followers of rules placed by the new revolutionary government, including which book to
use.
Although the political nature of the grammar books have been acknowledged by
those who took part in creating them, like Abel Prieto (1981), the youth teachers did not
always grasp the depth of political content. The youth teachers in this study all used an
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outside source. They did not express any reservations in using an outside source because
they were clear about their motivations of promoting literacy in their students, using
whatever pedagogical tool available. When asked what materials she used to teach literacy,
Luisa says “revistas y periódicos, todo lo que caería en mis manos” (magazines and
newspapers. Anything I could get my hands on.)
Moreover, the political content was secondary to the skills necessary to learn, as
seen through their use of outside references such as magazines or the newspapers. These
younger teachers taught older pupils daily lessons, using use whichever pedagogical
methods that worked best for that day’s objective.
Luisa: Spanish
Les enseñamos fácilmente usando letras no cursivas. En la impresión. Así se les
enseñó, al menos en la ciudad. No estoy segura de las zonas rurales. Pero al menos allí, se
les enseñó con letra impresa. Y para leer, escribíamos las letras y ellos los haríamos leer
junto con nosotros las vocales y luego unir las sílabas, por ejemplo, “mamá” (madre). “Ma”
primero y luego “má”.
Luisa: English
We easily taught them using non-cursive letters. In print. That’s how they were
taught, at least in the city. I’m not sure about the rural areas. But at least there, they were
taught with print. And to read we would write the letters and they…we would make them
read out along with us the vowels and then joining together the syllables for example “mama” (mother). ‘Ma” first and then “ma”.
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The youth teachers modeled after their professional teachers first using basic skills learned
such as teaching the vowels and then scaffolding to conjugate them and build words. Luisa
expressed this was an effective method she learned from her teachers. She said: “Hice lo
mismo que hacían mis maestros” (I did the same thing as my teachers). The youth teachers
were creative and willing to use all sorts of resources to have their pupils learn the basic
skills required.
Luisa: Spanish
Yuleisy: Eh, entonces usar la pizarra no era algo que tuvieras que usar. ¿Fue algo que tú
como joven pensaste usar?
Luisa: Si, sí.
Yuleisy: ¿Fue una forma de enseñar no solo con papel y lápiz, sino también con la pizarra?
Luisa: Exactamente…También…
Yuleisy: ¿Fue con tiza?
Luisa: Fue con tiza. También obtendríamos pequeñas figuras de diferentes lugares y
podríamos palabras que vendrían aquí y les diríamos “El v de vaca” (vaca). Deberíamos
mostrarles una vaca. Cortaríamos una vaca, y luego diríamos “la v” (uve) que en ese
momento no llamarías (uve) sino v de vaca (v de vaca) la v, y la b de burro, y así…por
ejemplo, de esa manera también usaríamos anécdotas sobre muchas cosas. Para que se
emocionara de cierta manera, como decirte la palabra…para que se entusiasmaran con
el aprendizaje.
Yuleisy: Si. Déjame hacerte una pregunta sobre las imágenes y las palabras. Cuando me
dijiste que lo sacaste de diferentes cosas ¿estás hablando de una revista o periódico? ¿O
que más puedes decirme que sabes?
Luisa: Revistas y periódicos…todo lo que caería en mis manos.
Yuleisy: Entonces, esto me parece muy interesante en el sentido de que el gobierno le daría
ciertas herramientas para usar, pero como niña, como educadora, se lo tomó muy en serio,
ya que usted creo…practico la pedagogía...
Luisa: Si
Yuleisy: Entonces, si entiendo correctamente, me estás diciendo que practicó tácticas al
aire libre o que agregó a lo que le enseñaron (con esto me refiero a la capacitación que
recibió en la Campana de Alfabetización). ¿Entonces estoy correcta en entender esto?
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Luisa: Sí. Por ejemplo, me gustó mucho…lo hice más vieja, me convertí en maestra, pero
realmente me gustaba ensenar en ese momento. Muy bien, vi cómo nos enseñaron nuestros
profesores, así que hice las mismas tácticas para hacerlo.
Yuleisy: Entonces, tomaste lo que aprendiste en la escuela.
Luisa: Sí.
Yuleisy: ¿Y algunos de sus maestros también fueron alfabetizadores?
Luisa: Sí.
Yuleisy: ¿En la escuela? Porque, recuerdo bien, creo que me dijiste que más o menos, no
sé si lo digo bien…te reclutaron. Me dijiste que pasaron por el barrio.
Luisa: No, no, eso fue…fue el maestro quien trabajó…viví en el vecindario. Fue un
maestro que nos reclutó como usted bien dijo a una serie de personas que tenían un poco
más de conocimiento para ayudar en esta campaña.
Yuleisy: Entonces…
Luisa: Ese maestro, disculpe, ese maestro tenía al mismo, como el jefe, jefe superior, quien
era el que los evaluaría, para que al mismo tiempo pudieron evaluarnos.
Yuleisy: Como usaste tu pizarra con tu tiza, encontraste formas, como cualquier maestro,
de la mayoría de los maestros, para, para que los estudiantes se entusiasmaran y trataran
de aprender…así que lo que entiendo es que desde que tuviste un guía, pero tenía
flexibilidad como cualquier otro maestro en su clase que puede discutir el tema, el tema,
el plan de estudios, pero tiene flexibilidad.
Luisa: Si.

Luisa: English
Yuleisy: Ok. And….let me ask you another question. Eh...when you were doing these
tests….eh...since these were final exams, did you try to find other ways to assess the
learning? From the pedagogical tactics that you used and I am interested, since you told
me the state taught you tactics, but also did you come up with anything as a girl or already
having experience? Teaching more than one person, did you come up with anything that
you could have used for learning?
Luisa: I had a small chalkboard. Like those that kids used. It was like a toy...and I would
write there the letters….for example, I would write the letters in cursive, we would write
the letter I print and then in cursive again. For example, the letter “A”, as an example….so
we would write it and we would put the letter that they said. A, we would (vocalize) (O.C.
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here she means phonetics, meaning sounding it out) the letter. After, we would tell them,
“What can you add to those letters to make a word?” We would ask this after they learned
all the letters and all the vowels. “What word do you think you could put together to the
letter A so that you could create a word?” So that way they would tell me…..an
example…Her, the one I told you didn’t want to study anymore because she was
embarrassed told me… Well…..“Ana” and Ana was her name. Well is her name, because
she has not died...Ana. So I told her, well Ana, tell me. How would you put the other letters?
Talk to me about the letter that goes after the A that I taught you. Then she, because of the
alphabet, would tell me “N” because when we taught her the alphabet we would say “The
N of Nana”. The M of “mama”. You understand, and that’s how we did it. We would help
her and then she would say “the N of Nana” and I would ask, and next? “For you to write
Ana, what letter could we?” So then she…sometimes she would get confused. I’m not
going to tell you that they did it…they achieved being able to create the word. So in that
way I would write in the little chalkboard and then she was looking at it and that was what
I came up with. Using a little chalkboard….
Yuleisy: Eh, so using the chalkboard was not something you had to use. It was something
that you as a young girl thought.
Luisa: Yes, yes.
Yuleisy: Was it a way to teach not just with paper and pen but also with the chalkboard?
Luisa: Exactly….Also….
Yuleisy: Was it with chalk?
Luisa: It was with chalk. Also we would get small figurines (images from magazines) from
different places and we could words that would come here and we would tell them “The v
of vaca” (cow). We should show them a cow. We would cut out a cow, and then we would
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say “the v” (uve) that at that time you wouldn’t call (uve) but v de vaca (v of cow) la v, y
la b de burro, and like that….for example, that way also we would use anecdotes also about
many things. So that they would get excited (she said the word emocionaran), how to tell
you the word…..so that they would be enthusiastic about learning.
Yuleisy: Yes. Let me ask you a question about the images and the words. When you told
me that you took it out from different things, are you talking about a magazine or the
newspaper? Or what else can you tell me that you know?_
Luisa: Magazines and newspapers...everything that would fall in my hands.
Yuleisy: So, I find this very interesting in the sense that the government would give you
certain tools to use but as a girl, an educator, that you took this very seriously, since you
yourself created...practiced pedagogy…
Luisa: Yes
Yuleisy: So, if I am understanding correctly you are telling me that you practiced tactics
outside or you added to what you were taught (by this I mean the training she received to
teach in the literacy campaign). So am I correct in understanding this?
Luisa: Yes
For example I really liked….I did it older, I became a teacher but I really liked teaching at
that time. So well I saw how our professors they would teach us so then I did the same
tactics to do it.
Yuleisy: So, you took what you had learned in school
Luisa: Yes.
Yuleisy: And were some of your teachers also alphabetizers?
Luisa: Yes.
Yuleisy: In the school? Because I remember correctly, I think you told me they kind of, I
don’t if I am saying it right...they recruited you. You told me they went through the
neighborhood.
Luisa: No, no that was...it was a teacher who worked….lived in the neighborhood. It was
a teacher who recruited us like you well said to a series of people that had a bit more
knowledge to help this campaign.
Yuleisy: So…
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Luisa: That teacher….excuse me, that teacher had at the same time, as the superior head
chief, who was the one that would assess them, so that they at the same time could assess
us.
Yuleisy: Since you used your board with your chalk, did you find ways to, like any teacher,
like the majority of teachers, so that the students would get excited and try to learn….so
what I am understanding is that since you had a guide but you had flexibility like any other
teacher in their class that can that discusses the theme, topic, the curriculum but you have
flexibility.
Luisa: Yes.

María explained below how she used the booklets and dealt with her memories that are
more political in nature:
María Spanish
Yuleisy: Bueno, quería preguntarte, um… Te mostré un poco del libro “La Cartilla,”
cartilla Venceremos!.
María: Sí.
Yuleisy: ¿Y cuáles son algunos de los primeros recuerdos que vienen de usar el libro, o
tal vez de estar con un estudiante…?
María: Fue como sabes, volver a prescolar. Estaba volviendo a prescolar. La nuestra era
una persona a la que le gustaba enseñar. Estaba, estaba en mi sangre. Debido a mis tías
y vínculos familiares. Y fue como volver a prescolar, pero la cuestión es que desde el
principio no lo analizas, lo analizas más tarde, un poco más. Todo estaba relacionado con
la revolución. Así que fue en todas las cartillas, en todos los folletos, que les diste a los
granjeros de donde sacaste esto…a ti, tu estudiante. Y todo esto es contar constantemente
lo que significa la revolución y transformar su forma de pensar. Entonces, no pensé en eso
en ese momento. Es más tarde cuando lo miras de nuevo y dices: “Dios, todo lo que ensené
estaba relacionado con la revolución”, ya sabes.
Yuleisy: Entonces como…
María: No había otra opción que leer de esto que estaba relacionado con la revolución.
Yuleisy: ¿Tú cuando tenías esa edad, ¿lo experimentaste más como pedagógia, no podías
entender sobre el contexto político de eso? ¿Es eso lo que estás diciendo?
María: Si, fue muy político.
Yuleisy: Podrías decir que como una niña de 12 años simplemente no en el nivel…
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María: No…no solo al nivel que puedes ahora.
Yuleisy: Eso es interesante. Eso me lleva a una pregunta. ¿Crees que fue intencional usar
niños…o quizás más práctico?
María: Uhh, no sé si fue intencional o no, pero no hay duda de que siempre he pensado
que Fidel era un tipo único de líder. Un líder extraordinario. Siempre dije, sabes que
sigues a Fidel, incluso si él dijo que tienes que saltar sobre un acantilado y te suicidas. Lo
dijo de tal manera y manipuló sus palabras, de tal manera que hizo posible que creas en
lo que estabas haciendo y creas exactamente en todo eso. Pero…eso es todo. Una cosa es
positiva, estabas enseñando, estabas aprendiendo, estabas mezclando.

English
Yuleisy: Well I wanted to ask you; um….I showed you a bit of the book “La Cartilla”,
Venceremos!.
María: Yes.
Yuleisy: And what are some of, of the first memories that come from using the book, or
maybe being with a student …umm….
María: It was like you know, going back to pre-school.
It was going back to pre-school. Ours (the student) was a person that liked to teach. It
was, It was in my blood. Because of my aunties and family links. And it was like going
back to pre-school, but the thing is, from the beginning you don’t analyze it, you analyze
it later, a little bit more into it. It was all related to the revolution. So it was in all the
cartillas, in all the booklets, that you gave the farmers where you get this…your, your
student.
And all this is constantly telling of what the revolution means and transforming their way
of thinking. So, I didn’t think about that at that time. It’s later when you look at it again,
and you say “ God, everything I taught was related to the revolution”, you know.
Yuleisy: So, as a…
María: There wasn’t any other option but to read from this that was related to the
revolution.
Yuleisy: Did you…When you were that age, did you experience it more as just
pedagogy, you couldn’t read more into the political context of it was much? Is that what
you are saying?
María: Yes, it was very political.
Yuleisy: Could you tell that as a 12 year old just not at the level….
María: No….just not at the level that you do now.
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Yuleisy: That’s interesting. That brings me to a question. Do you think, um, that was
intentional to use children? ………or maybe more practical?
María: Ugh, I don’t know if it was intentional, or not, but there is no doubt that I have
always thought that Fidel was a unique kind of leader. An extraordinary leader. I always
said, you know you follow Fidel even if he said you have to jump on a cliff and you kill
yourself. He said it in such a way and manipulated his words, in such a way that he made
it possible for you to believe in what you were doing and believe in exactly in all that.
But...that is it. One thing is positive, you were teaching, you were learning, you were
mixing.

María also taught using the booklets and stating she too would cut figures from magazines
and referenced other items to help the students learn. Her account however was more
political in that she reveals how she saw the politics as a young girl and sort of understood
the power of such a specific message, which some would call propaganda, yet she also
veered off in pedagogy from the book to teach her students. She understood the
revolutionary nature of the grammar book but did not question why that was the main
content of the book. As young people, the youth teachers could not fully understand the
complexities of the pedagogical content and the reason it was being used and taught in the
campaign. María never questioned any of the chapters or lessons.
Assessments
Youth teachers performed formative assessments to gauge the pupils’ progress
during lessons. They did this by using instructional material in the booklet and
checking if the students were able to perform these tasks. For their final assessment;
however, student letters were sent to the Municipality, which made the evaluation
of assessments uniform. The youth teachers themselves would not do a final
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evaluation of the assessments. An overseer would look them over during their final
evaluation process. Two participants agreed that the official assessment they were asked to
complete by the new revolutionary government was writing a letter to Fidel Castro. Both
women discuss how the pupils had to write Castro a letter and they had to administer this
exam. After sixty years, the third participant could not recall implementing a final exam,
but this does not mean she never administered one. Luisa discusses this in the following
excerpt:
Luisa: Spanish
Yuleisy: Habías mencionado algo ahora mismo sobre un certificado. Había algo que ellos
tenían que tomar o algo que determinaba qua habían aprendido lo básico de leer y
escribir.
Luisa: Ellos tenían o debían haber escrito una carta a Castro. Y eso era su prueba.
Escribir una carta en ese momento al presidente de Cuba. A Fidel Castro.
Entonces, ellos escribieron la carta. Fue mandada, y entonces podían ver cómo estaban
aprendiendo durante ese año.

Luisa: English
Yuleisy: You had mentioned something to me right now about a certificate. Was there
something they had to take or test to determine they had learned the basics of reading and
writing?
Luisa: They had to or should have written Castro a letter. And that was their assessment.
Write a letter at that time to Cuba’s president. To Fidel Castro.9
So then they wrote the letter, it was sent, and then they could see how the learning they did
during that year.
(During another interview, Luisa explains the assessment again…)
Luisa Spanish

9

Technically Castro was the new leader but never declared himself president of Cuba until
1976).
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Yuleisy: ¿Déjame hacerte una pregunta…la carta…mandaste una parte…escribiste la
carta y la entregaste o era a la discreción de…?
Luisa: No, la entregabas al Centro de Alfabetización para que pudieran mandarlo al
consejo del estado. El comandante en jefe la leería.
Yuleisy: Ok ¿hubo algún otro tipo de prueba? Sí, ¿como una final o una forma de
demostrar que aprobaste el curso?
Luisa: No, la prueba final era una carta.
Yuleisy: Y…ya que estamos hablando, estoy interesada en saber si recuerdas los elementos
(componentes) de la carta.
Luisa: Los elementos de la carta estaban dando gracias (mostrando gratitud) a Fidel
Castro en ese momento el presidente del Consejo de Estado. Que él había hecho la
campaña de alfabetización para que todos ellos pudieran estar libres de analfabetismo.
Entonces, allí le dieron las gracias. Escribirían la carta como una forma de decir gracias.

Luisa: English
Yuleisy: Let me ask you a question….the letter….did you send one part, did you write a
letter and turn it in or was it at the discretion of…?
Luisa: No, you turned it in to the center of Alphabetization, so they could send it to the
state council. The commander in chief would read it.
Yuleisy: Ok, was there some other type of test? Yes, like a final or a way to prove you
passed the course.
Luisa: No, the final assessment was a letter.
Yuleisy: And…..since we are speaking I am interested in knowing if you remember the
elements (components) of the letter.
Luisa: The elements of the letter were giving thanks (showing gratitude) to Fidel Castro
in that time the president of the state council. That he had made the literacy campaign so
that all of them could be free from illiteracy. So then, there they gave him thanks. They
would write the letter as a way to say thanks.

Luisa explains that the formal assessment expected of the participants to implement
was a formal letter to Fidel Castro. The academic literature on the Literature Campaign
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supports her statement. A twentieth-anniversary article written by an advisor to the
Ministry of education.
Figure 3: Outline of final exam letter written to Fidel Castro published in Abel Prieto’s article, “Cuba’s
national literacy campaign." Journal of Reading 25, no. 3 (1981): 215-221.

explains the campaign had three assessments. The first one measured the students’ level of
literacy, much like a diagnostic test used today. The second test was to measure progress
and the final required test was the letter to Castro (Supko, 1998). Victoria and María also
confirm that the final assessment was to write a letter to Castro, sent to the Municipal
organizations.
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The importance of this letter is its use to thank Castro for the revolution and its
reform movements like the Campaign, incorporating ideology into the curriculum. The
literacy campaign included agrarian reform and other revolutionary ideology. It is
inaccurate to call the campaign apolitical, with the benign goal of teaching the populace
how to read and write, strictly altruistic purposes. Unlike exercises completed by United
States students, who write letters to their senators regarding issues and grievances they may
have, Cuban students had to thank Fidel and give him accolades in order to “pass” the test
and legally be recognized as literate. An American student could thank Obama or Trump
for being president but they are not forced to do so, much less to validate their status as
educated citizens. This distinction is what makes the campaign controversial and suspect
by many in the Miami exile community. A discrepancy exists between the campaign as a
propaganda tactic by exiles or claims of the campaign as an altruistic mobilization program
to better the lives of the populace who could later read and write what they pleased without
government censorship. This was seen in the news in 2020 following senator Sanders’
comments that the Campaign was a positive effort and the reaction from some in the Miami
Cuban community.
The components of the assessment letter are simple yet youth teachers like Victoria
explain the complexity of teaching the elderly, how to write a letter within the time-span
of the Campaign. Basic literacy skills like writing one’s name took a long time. The
participants struggled even to reach this basic level of literacy which, included a few
sentences and the signing of the students’ name.
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Victoria: Spanish
Victoria: Es bien difícil. Es difícil porque tú le enseñas...Ahí dice “Camilo” (referring to
the booklet Venceremos!). Cuando llegas a “I” y “O” ya se le olvidó “C”. Hay que ir
diciéndole las letras, como suenan y todo eso…Imagínate, es como enseñarle a un niño.
Es enseñar las letras hasta que uno lo escribe.
Yuleisy: So I see we are discussing page five, did you go in order of the book in your
lessons?
Victoria: Yes, we started with the vowels.
Yuleisy: ¿Te acuerdas enseñando la parte más política? It says I.N.R.A. here. La reforma
agraria.
Victoria: De eso no sé decirte mucho. No me hacían muchas preguntas. En realidad, no
me hacían a mí preguntas porque a ellos les daba pena que uno les enseñara. Mi hermano
sudaba, pero aprendió y aprendió bien y una maestra lo cogió para que lo ayudara.
Yuleisy: Era un libro pequeño. ¿Te decían este mes estamos haciendo este capítulo o esta
sección?
Victoria: No, no me acuerdo. Les enseñábamos las páginas y después otra y así…

English
Victoria: It is very difficult, it is hard because you teach them…There they say “Camilo”
(referring to the booklet Venceremos!). When you reach “I” and “O” they already forgot
“C”. You have to go telling them the letters, and how they sound and all of that…Imagine,
it’s like teaching a child. It is teaching letters until someone writes it.
Yuleisy: So I see we are discussing page five, did you go in order when teaching the
lessons?
Victoria: Yes, we started with the vowels.
Yuleisy: Do you remember teaching the most political parts in the content? It says I.N.R.A.
10
here for the agrarian reform.
Victoria: I don’t know much about that. They didn’t ask me many questions. Actually,
they didn’t ask me questions because they were embarrassed that you were teaching them.
My brother was sweating, but he learned and learned that one teacher took him later to help
her teach.

10

I.N.R.A. stands for the National Institute for Agrarian Reform (Carnoy and Wertheim, 1975).
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Yuleisy: It was a small book right? Did they guide you by telling you this month we will
cover this topic or for each lesson?
Victoria: No, I don’t remember. I would show them one page and then another and so
on….

Local Organization
The organization of the Cuban Literacy Campaign is multifaceted as it worked on
a national level (Prieto, 1981, p. 216). A rural literacy campaign had been attempted in the
1950s but did not succeed and take on the national mobilization that the 1961 Literacy
Campaign did in numbers and time. According to the idea was created by Fidel Castro and
announced before the U.N. Assembly in 1960. In Prieto’s words, it was a “National epic
character” (Prieto, 1981, p.216).
Two participants had veteran teachers guide them and report to them while another
participant did not. Luisa had explained that a professional teacher would oversee her work.
María also states the same pedagogical oversight by a professional teacher before they
taught their lessons. This can be attributed to the fact that the campaign was organized at
both the national and local levels. Because of this, the way the municipalities ran them
differed (Fagen 1969; Supko, 1998). If Luisa did receive guidance, she does not remember.
I asked Luisa about the literacy curriculum and how it was she was trained. Her response
was the following:
Luisa: Spanish
Luisa: Bueno, nos involucramos con la tarea que fue puesta en lugar por la revolución.
En la misma cuadra había or improvisaron. ¿Cómo se llama? Un lugar donde la persona
que aprueba la campaña asiste. Esa persona venía y hacía reuniones con los
alfabetizadores de esa área. Y nos orientaban cómo debíamos trabajar y nos daban libros,
los libros que eran dados. En este momento no me acuerdo cómo se llamaban.
Yuleisy: ¿Eran a lo mejor Venceremos y A Aprender a Leer y a Escribir?
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Luisa: ¡Sí, eran esos mismos!
Yuleisy: No te preocupes, solo dime de lo que te acuerdas o a lo mejor te puedo traer los
libros y podemos discutir más.
Luisa: Sí, exacto……
Yuleisy: No te preocupes, han pasado muchos años.
Luisa: Sí, muchos años, era en el año 1961, y ya tengo setenta.
Yuleisy: Sí.
Luisa: Entonces les enseñamos através de los libros y todos los días nos juntamos con una
maestra que nos instruía, que era en una casa, ella vivía ahí, y ese mismo lugar era donde nos reuníamos.

Luisa: English
Luisa: Well we got involved with that task that was put in place by the revolution. In my
same block there was or they improvised a…what can you call it? A place where the person
who assessed the campaign assisted. That person would come and would do reunions with
the alphabetizers of that area. And they would orient how we should work and they gave
books, the books that were given. At this time I don’t remember what they were called.
Yuleisy: Were they perhaps Venceremos! and A Aprender a Leer y a Escribir?
Luisa: Yes, those same ones!
Yuleisy: But don’t worry just tell me what you remember or maybe when I can bring you
some of the books we can discuss it further.
Luisa: Yes, exactly…
Yuleisy: Don’t worr,y it’s been many years.
Luisa: Yes, many years and it was in the year 1961 and I am already 70.
Yuleisy: Yes.
Luisa: So then through the books we taught them and every day we would get together
with a teacher who instructed us, which was in a house, she lived there and that same place
was where we gathered daily.

Participants were monitored and had daily or weekly meetings with the educators
or volunteers who were assigned to their region and local areas. The professional teachers
played the role of facilitators to these young educators as they went into people’s homes to
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teach. Checking-in was important, as the participant states she asked questions after lessons
to the professional teacher.

Passion for Teaching
All participants explained how they were passionate about teaching. The
motivations of the youth teachers seem both humanitarian and having an affinity for
teaching, prior to Cuba’s revolutionary transformation. The youth teachers’ goals were also
similar in that they all expressed in their interviews a desire to have their students learn
basic literacy in order to improve their quality of life, such as writing a letter, reading the
newspaper, and other commonplace skills existing in better-developed and literate
societies.
Luisa: Spanish
Luisa: Por ejemplo, me gustó mucho…Lo hice más mayor, me convertí en maestra, pero
realmente me gustaba enseñar en ese momento. Muy bien, vi cómo nos ensenaban nuestros
profesores, así que hice las mismas cosas.
Yuleisy: ¿Entonces tomaste lo que aprendiste en la escuela?
Luisa: Sí.

Luisa: English
Luisa: For example I really liked….I did it older, I became a teacher but I really liked
teaching at that time. So well I saw how our professors they would teach us so then I did
the same tactics to do it.
Yuleisy: So, you took what you had learned in school.
Luisa: Yes.

Luisa would later embrace teaching as her profession but explained that the love of
teaching was already an innate desire that the literacy campaign allowed her to exert prior
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to starting a professional career. Although she would go on to study pedagogy and be
trained as an adult, enjoying the teaching process and becoming a teacher was an
opportunity the campaign offered and provided the motivation for her to join. The end goal
was to have the students, regardless of age, learn to read and write.
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VI. CHAPTER SIX: POLITICAL FINDINGS
Political Influences and Political Fervor
María, the second participant, shared similar motivations and goals for joining the
campaign to Luisa. Her motivation to join was a love of teaching. She eventually became
a professional teacher herself and the Campaign played a role in her continuing to teach
into adulthood. Although one of María’s motivations to join the Campaign was the love of
teaching, she was also influenced by the political circumstances surrounding her family.
The fervent attitudes for change present in 1959 Cuba, after the triumph of the revolution,
affected her and her family. These external forces influenced her decision to join the
Campaign as much as her already cemented love of teaching as a child. This made the lived
experience of the youth teachers a complicated one, which challenges any simplification
of the history of this campaign and its participants.
María explains that her goal in the campaign was very clear. At one of the many
manifestations held by the revolutionary regime, she explains how she held on to Fidel’s
every word to guide them as individuals and as a nation: “I would cry for Fidel.” The leader
had reached her emotionally through his rhetoric. Along with her family influence, this
created multiple avenues to influence her decision. María’s motivations to join the
campaign were not only to help the illiterate Cuban population but also to perform her civic
duty and continue studying, which was part of the new revolutionary character. In the
following lines, she refers to the dialogue between Fidel and the children. Cuban children
loved to ask questions and respond. Fidel turns it into a dialogue with the people. María
alludes to this concept in her interview. She says they would yell at him, “¡Fidel, Fidel
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dinos otra cosa, tenemos que hacer, Fidel, Fidel! …and then he answered “Estudia,
estudia, estudia.” (Translated it means “Fidel, Fidel, Fidel, tell us what else we have to do,
Fidel, Fidel! …and then he answered study, study, study!) (Jiménez, 1962).
María: Spanish
María: “¡Fidel, Fidel, Fidel, dinos otra cosa tenemos que hacer!” Todavía lo siento. ¡Yo
me acuerdo el último día que estábamos en una manifestación y todos estábamos en
uniforme! Yo tenía catorce, llegando a quince porque iba a ser enero del próximo año.
Empecé cuando tenía trece, con el entrenamiento, catorce en agosto, con la campaña al
final, y yo soy un enero aso que yo cumpliría quince el próximo año y él os dijo…“¡Fidel,
Fidel, dinos qué haremos, Fidel, Fidel!”, y el respondió “estudien, estudien, estudien.”
Así que sabíamos que teníamos que seguir.

María: English
María: “Fidel, Fidel, Fidel, dinos que otra cosa, tenemos que hacer”, I still feel it. I
remember the last day we were at a manifestation and we were all in uniforms! I was
fourteen, counting fifteen because I was going to be fifteen in January of the following
year. I started when I was thirteen, with the training, fourteen in August, with the literature
campaign all the way to the end, and I am a January so I would become 15 the following
year and he said to us…“¡Fidel, Fidel dinos otra cosa, tenemos que hacer, Fidel, Fidel!,
and then he answered “Study, study, study!” (Translated it means “Fidel, Fidel, Fidel, tell
us something else!”) So, we knew we had to keep on.

María wanted to point out in this section that her goals and motivations were such that she
did understand the possible risks that came with being involved with the campaign and it
could become dangerous for her. Even though this danger was present, her motivations to
participate had her undergo those risks willingly. In her last statement, “So we knew we
had to keep on”, she is alluding to her being part of that generation that believed in the new
leadership and the reform that depended on the work of the volunteers as true patriots and
revolutionaries. Here she explains her motivations in depth. This means she loved to teach
and believed in the importance of teaching to advance the nation. María was asking their
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leader to tell her what to do. She was answering the call to teach and be part of the
Campaign and the work needed after 1961 in Cuba.
During 1960, anti-revolutionary terrorism took place against the youth teachers,
including the assasination of Conrado Benitez in 1961 (Fagen, 1969). In the following
excerpt, Maria explains how she felt about the risks associated with being a youth teacher
for the literacy campaign.
The following excerpt from María´s interview was originally given in English so there is
no Spanish translation.
María
In 1960 was the death of the first volunteer teacher Conrado Benitez. When this
happened, then Fidel thought of another way of intensifying the Literature Campaign that
would go to all the country. That would take the name of the martyr…the martyr Conrado
Benitez Dominich. So we were the brigade of Conrado Benitez, but once….I think it was
about in June, I don’t remember the exact date…but once Manuel Asconce Dominich
died as a consequence of being in the Sierra del Escambray (insurgency was occurring in
that sector) he was taken by the Bandidos, the Cubans that went to fight, and they umm
killed him and murdered also the farmer with fencewire and they hanged him. Then what
happened is that all of us…(starts crying)…..it’s emotional…All of us swore that we
would fulfill the campaign. That we would finish the campaign. It doesn’t matter if we
had to die. So that’s the way it was.
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And finishing the campaign we moved in December to the square of the
revolution and they got us out of Santa Lucia, first in buses. But in Pinar Del Río we had
to take trains. But those trains were cattle trains. Meant that they put some little benches
for us to sit and make the trip from Pinar del Rio to Havana, sitting to be in the
concentration of the plaza of the revolution.
During the Candelaria…There were really two places that had Bandidos. It was
the Sierra del Escambray, where Manuel Ascunce died and it was the Candelarias areas
and mountains, where these other bandits were. We had to pass through Candelaria. So
the orders were that once we were past near, we had to all put ourselves in the floor.
Nobody could speak, nobody could move. We all laid on the floor until they gave the
order much, much later that we could get up. But being in Candelaria and stopping at the
station, we saw the bandits (anti-revolutionaries) with the hat. And they were passing
their hands through the benches so that they didn’t find any of us because we were all on
the floor. And we knew the risk. We all knew we were taking a big risk. But we
(cries)…to tell you the truth, at the time we were young, we were adventurous, and you
don’t care about anything much. And you might be afraid but it is not in the back of your
mind and you just go for it.
On the other hand remember, that my family was very much into politics and we
were very much revolutionaries, so we thought it was a duty also. So while others went,
really not voluntarily, we went (her brother also went) pressed by family. I didn’t ask to
come to the United States and migrate from Cuba in exile, I didn’t ask to go back.11 We

11

Maria’s family had come to the United States in 1954 and returned to be part of the revolution in 1959.
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could have stayed here and we could have done much better staying here but we had to
go back. Mom had to go back, mom had to go back”. Participants like María already had
a love of teaching and when Fidel informed the youth that education was a way to
support Cuba’s cause, some joined seeing that their calling for education was a vehicle
for revolutionary action.
The risk María is discussing is the possibility of being harmed by counterrevolutionaries targeting youth teachers. She explains her fears and reservations of
joining the Campaign because of this but her sense of duty was greater than the risk.
Involuntary Volunteerism
Identity continues to play a role in the motivations of the campaign and the
perceptions that linger sixty years later. All three participants shared that, as children, a
parent encouraged them to sign up for the literacy program. Not doing so, was considered
a disappointment. Participants described the social milieu of the time as “euphoric.”
Cubans who believed in societal reform and who were fervently willing to adopt new
cultural norms supported the campaign and believed a new revolutionary government could
achieve a more egalitarian society (Andaya, 2014).
Historians like Louis Pérez Jr (2015), Anita Bradford Casavantes (2014), and
Lillian Guerra (2012) agree that the previous Cuban government led by Fulgencio Batista
during the 1950s, prior to Castro, was a dictatorship. This widespread sentiment made
change appealing to the Cuban populace. Batista’s 1952 coup d’état and new governance
had stripped the island of constitutional freedoms (Bradford Casavantes, 2014). The
disparity between rich and poor evident in the countryside inspired many Cubans,
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particularly students, to protest against such inequalities. The protesters provided economic
support for the July 26th movement, led by Fidel, and they organized strikes in Havana.
(Bradford Casavantes, 2014, p. 41). Many Cubans ached for the reforms promised by the
charismatic leader, Fidel Castro. Many volunteered for the literacy campaign but the
revolutionary changes of the time made volunteering a more complex matter. People felt
pressure to volunteer while others believed in the causes of the new government. María,
who speaks English since she lives outside of Cuba, stated the following regarding
volunteerism:
The word volunteer, since 1959 in Cuba has always been manipulated.
Always…ok. If you didn’t do what the government said or was an idea to do, you
were aside from the government. So you were not a revolutionary. Since the very
beginning, there was this aside. Or you are or you are not! They closed all the
schools besides the primary schools and from there on everybody had to
participate. Now, of course there were people that were not going because they
were against the government already in early 1959 and sixties. But my family
were all revolutionary. We were in Miami from the period of 1954-1959. It was
because my father joined the revolution and he was part of the revolution and the
group of the Moncada that had the training.12 (Castro’s forces storm the Moncada
Barracks of the Batista government in 1953) in the countryside town where we
lived. So this is Artemisa and in Artemisa the revolutionaries did their training to

12

Here Maria is referencing the attacks on the Moncada Barracks by Castro and his men in 1953 (Guerra,
2012), a few years before he acquired political power on the island. Being any part of this attack was
dangerous and Castro himself was put in prison. Maria’s father being part of the training or any association
to this attack, meant that the political convictions of her family were deeply ideological.
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go to the Moncada. If the school closes and the government wants you to enroll
and your family is politically involved then you have to go .
Here María explains how her father, a revolutionary sympathizer, fled the country
after the Moncada assault in 1953 (for which Castro was put in prison and gave his famous
History Will Absolve Me speech). This ties into the importance of identity and external
forces influencing the decisions of “volunteers” considering their young age to join the
campaign. María left the island in 1954 and returned to Cuba with her family in 1960. Her
family then encouraged her to join the literacy campaign. María explains that her family’s
political affiliation pressured her to be part of the revolution. If you were not part of the
campaign, you were against the revolution. She clearly explains this by saying, “You are,
or you are not!” The following excerpt also describes instances that she discusses
recruitment in her interview when I asked her how she got involved:
María: English
María: You did not go out to that (O.C. she means go looking to become a part of the
campaign), it occurred to you! Because we were students. Then they were taking students.
They were taking and registering people from school classrooms, so we didn’t have to go
anywhere, they came to us!
María explains how she was recruited and in previous statements explains the
delicate balance between ideologically wanting to participate but still feeling a compulsory
component of the campaign. Her family loyalties and societal pressures were at play in her
decision to join the campaign.
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Figure 4: María and her friend at a house on 5th Avenue Miramar, Habana, following the campaign while on
scholarship, circa 1962.

Politicized Texts and the Way Youth Teachers Experienced the Content

The participants described an awareness to the level of politicized content found in
the grammar books commissioned by the new revolutionary government; however, all
participants explained they did not understand the political content they were given. They
did not dwell too much on the political content. One participant explains that the first lesson
found in the book, Venceremos! describes the O.E.A. (Organisación de Estados
Americanos) or O.A.S. (Organization of American States). She states that she asked her
teacher about the organization, and what it was in case the students asked her questions.
She was concerned she would not know how to answer her pupils. She asked her teacher
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and mentor “¿Qué es la O.E.A.?” (What is the O.A.S.?). She recalls one woman in
particular who expressed that she was not a sympathizer of the revolution because it was
communist. She reported this back to her teacher, who advised her not to worry so much
about the political component and just to ensure that the students were learning the literacy
skills necessary to read and write.
The former teachers in this study express their superficial knowledge of the content
of the books used for teaching but did not understand the depth of the politics in the
curriculum. It was a strange place to be where they knew what they were teaching, yet did
not fully know what they were teaching when referring to content. Below María explains
how she felt and reflects on her conclusions about how political the text was and her
understanding of it.
María: Spanish
María: Y todo esto es contar constantemente lo que significa la revolución y transformar
su forma de pensar. Entonces, no pensé en eso en ese momento. Es más tarde cuando lo
miras de nuevo y dices “Dios, todo lo que enseñe estaba relacionado con la revolución,”
ya sabes.
Yuleisy: Entonces como…
María: No había otra opción que leer de esto que estaba relacionado con la revolución.
Yuleisy: ¿Y tú… Cuándo tenías esa edad, ¿lo experimentaste más como pedagogía, no
podías leer más sobre el contexto político de eso? ¿Es eso lo que estás diciendo?
María: Sí, fue muy político.
Yuleisy: ¿Podría decir que como niña de 12 años simplemente no en el nivel?
María: No.
Yuleisy: No solo al nivel que haces ahora…
María: No.
Yuleisy: Eso es interesante. ¿Eso me lleva a una pregunta…Crees que fue intencional usar
niños o quizás más practico?
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María: Ugh, no sé si fue intencional o no, pero no hay duda de que siempre he pensado
que Fidel era un tipo único de líder. Un líder extraordinario. Siempre dije, sabes que
sigues a Fidel incluso si él dijo que tienes que saltar sobre un acantilado y te suicidas. Lo
dijo de tal manera y manipulo sus palabras, de tal manera que hizo posible que creas en
lo que estabas haciendo y crees exactamente en todo eso. Pero eso es todo. Una cosa es
positiva, estabas ensenado, estabas aprendiendo, estabas mezclando.

María: English
María: And all this is constantly telling of what the revolution means and transforming
their way of thinking. So, I didn’t think about that at that time. It’s later when you look at
it again, and you say “God, everything I taught was related to the revolution”, you know.
Yuleisy: So, as a…
María: There wasn’t any other option but to read from this that was related to the
revolution.
Yuleisy: Did you…When you were that age, did you experience it more as just pedagogy,
you couldn’t read more into the political context of it was much? Is that what you are
saying?
María: Yes, it was very political.
Yuleisy: Could you tell that as a 12 year old just not at the level…
María: No.
Yuleisy: Just not at the level that you do now.
María: No.
Yuleisy: That is interesting. That brings me to a question. Do you think, um, that was
intentional to use children? …...or maybe more practical?
María: Uhh, I don’t know if it was intentional, or not, but there is no doubt that I have
always thought that Fidel was a unique kind of leader. An extraordinary leader. I always
said, you know you follow Fidel even if he said you have to jump on a cliff (meant from)
and you kill yourself. He said it in such a way and manipulated his words, in such a way
that he made it possible for you to believe in what you were doing and believe in exactly
in all that. But...it, it. One thing is positive, you were teaching, you were learning, you were
mixing.

Luisa Spanish
Yuleisy: ¿Tu entendías el contenido político que había en el libro Venceremos!?
Luisa: Yo sabía que era política, pero de verdad no entendía el contenido y por qué ese
contenido específico estaba en el libro.”
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Luisa English
Yuleisy: Did you understand the political content in the book Venceremos!
Luisa: I knew it was political but I did not really understand the content and why the
specific content was in the book!

Victoria Spanish
Yuleisy: Desde que usaste el libro cubado solo tenías quince años ¿entendiste que el guía
tenía temas políticos?
Victoria: No, no lo recuerdo. No creo.
Yuleisy: Cuando enseñaste pensaste...bien… ¿esto es lo que tengo que enseñar?
Victoria: Sí.

Victoria English
Yuleisy: Since you used the book at only fifteen years of age, did you understand that the
guidebook has political themes?
Victoria: No, I don’t remember that, I don’t think so.
Yuleisy: When you taught did you think…well…this is what I have to teach?
Victoria: Yes.
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Figure 5: Forty-year commemoration medal given to Maria by revolutionary government. This was given to
those brigadists who continued in the education sector. The revolutionary government continued to honor
their support and efforts in the years to come remembering the crucial moment in 1961 when this mobilization
was put into effect. There medals represent patriotism to the new revolutionary culture although some
participants have mixed feelings about the government honoring their work due to the politics of the
campaign.

Changing Political Views
All three participants explained that during the initial stages of the revolution and
the years of the campaign, they believed revolutionary leader Fidel Castro sought positive
change for Cuban society at the time. After decades of personal and economic hardships,
all three participants realized that many of their ideological beliefs during their teenage
years were vastly different from their thoughts as adults. One participant understood this
by the time she was in her twenties.
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Victoria: Spanish
Yuleisy: ¿Cómo eras tan joven, entendiste lo que sucedía en el ´59 (el año de la
revolución)?
Victoria: Te diré la verdad como todos los demás. Comprendí que Fidel vino a hacer una
buena obra en Cuba. En Cuba era joven y eso se pude entender. Pero después que pasaron
los años, entendí que nada de eso existía. Después de muchos años.
Victoria: English
Yuleisy: ¿Since you were so young, did you understand what was happening in 59’ (the
year of the revolution)?
Victoria: I’m going to tell you the truth like everyone else. I understood that Fidel came to
do a good deed in Cuba. In Cuba, I was young and that’s what I could understand. But after
the years passed, understood that none of that existed. After many years.

Maria found herself in a unique position to be a teenager. She felt an allegiance to
her family and the country but did not quite understand the scope of the ideology and her
own positionality at such a young age. She believed she was revolutionary but did not
understand why she was called a Communist. At times, she knew her position but it did
not match with what others thought of her decision. Her final reflections are very telling.
She discusses the danger of being involved in the campaign and is perplexed by her father’s
willingness to put her in that position for the sake of ideology.
María: Spanish
María: ¡Sí, no obviamente, tienes que hacerlo y debes hacerlo! Por otro lado, estábamos
enamorados o no sé la palabra exacta. Sabes que éramos revolucionarios, y sentimos la
revolución. ¡Al principio era contra los estadounidenses y habíamos ganado la guerra!
¡Todo iba a estar bien! Lo último que pensábamos en ese periodo es que íbamos a estar a
la izquierda casi de inmediato.
Yuleisy: Bueno, cuando hablamos informalmente, me dijiste…pensé que era importante
que mencionaras que dijiste que eras alguien que lo haría. Llorar por Fidel. ¿Y es porque
fue ideológico? ¿Fue pragmatismo? A lo que intento llegar es la involucración en esto…
¿Fue porque Batista era tan malo o porque creías en Fidel? ¿Ambos?
María: Creí en mis padres. Creí en mi padre. Yo era la hija de mi padre y él era muy
revolucionario. ¡Mi madre era neutral, completamente! Ella realmente no era la persona
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para participar en nada. Ni siquiera quería participar ayudando a otros hacer vestidos o
algo así. Pero no es eso…es, lo sentí, lo sentí durante mucho tiempo y me sentí
revolucionaria. No puedo decirte que no lo estaba. Estuve y hubo discusiones en la
secundaria cuando estuvimos todos, discusiones severas a veces sabes “Oh porque eres
comunista” y yo diría “no, no, no soy comunista, soy verde como la palma’, porque creía
lo que decía Fidel y sí, sí. Durante muchos largos años, más de vente, si iba a la revolución
cuadrada, a una concentración o simplemente marchaba frente a Fidel, siempre lloraba.
Emocionalmente y cuando lo vi a él o al Che Guevara, sentí la emoción de las personas
que estaban haciendo historia.
Yuleisy: ¿De buena gana fuiste a esa, supongo, demonstraciones?
María: Sí, sí, y sí.
Yuleisy: ok.
María: Muchos, muchos, muchos. Prácticamente había que acudir a todos ellos.

María: English
María: Yes, no obviously you have to do it and you have to do it! On the other hand, we
were infatuated or I don’t know the exact word. You know we were revolutionaries, and
we felt the revolution. At the beginning, it was against Americans and we had won the war!
Everything was going to be ok. The last thing that we were thinking in that period is that
we were going to be to the left almost immediately.
Yuleisy: Well when we spoke informally, you told me…I thought it was important you
mentioned that you said you were somebody who would. cry for Fidel. And is it
because…was it just ideological? Was it pragmatism? What I am trying to get at is, being
involved in this….was it because Batista was so bad or you believed in Fidel? Both uh?
Maria: I believed in my parents. I believed in my father. I was very much my father’s
daughter and he was very revolutionary. My mother was neutral, completely! She really
wasn’t the person to participate in anything. She didn’t even want to participate in helping
others make dresses or anything. But it’s not that…it’s, I felt it, I felt it for a very long time
and I felt revolutionary. I cannot say to you I wasn’t. I was and there were discussions in
secondary school when we were there, discussions, severe sometimes you know “oh
because you are a communist” and I would say “no, no, I’m not a communist. I’m green
as the palm”, because I believed what Fidel was saying and yes, yes. For many long years,
over 20 years, if I went to the square revolution, a concentration or just marching in front
of Fidel. I would always cry. Emotionally and when I saw him or Che Guevara, you felt
the emotion of people that were doing history.
Yuleisy: Did you willingly go to those, I guess, demonstrations?
Maria: Yes, yes, yes.
Yuleisy: Ok.
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María: Many, many, many. Practically you had to go to every one of them.

Figure 6: María’s identification as a “Brigadista” during the Cuban Literacy Campaign.

Although all participants believed in the humanistic motivations of the campaign, such as
its intent to better the lives of the population and at its core considered it benign, some
questions remain that will further be explored in chapter seven. Luisa explained: “Para
mí lá campaña de Alfabetización fue muy fructífera. Porque leer y escribir se le enseno a
muchas personas. ¡Y nosotros ayudamos a muchas personas que de verdad les
interesaba aprender a leer y a escribir!” (For me the literacy campaign at that time was
very productive. Because reading and writing was taught to many people! And we helped
many people that were truly interested in learning how to read and write). Victoria said
that the campaign “Le ayudó a muchas personas incluyendo mi familia “(It helped many
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people including my family). She taught her father and brother to read during the
Campaign.
Rethinking Identity Formation
The themes most evident throughout the transcripts have to do with identity and
how it ties into every other theme and sub-topic. Although pedagogy is the main reason for
conducting this research, the identity formation13 of the participants were evident in their
responses and was part of the thinking process and retelling of their experiences, which
eventually became evident as responses were noted. This refers back to my position that
the politics is embedded in education and that the literacy campaign was not apolitical,
regardless of the skills and pedagogy being used and taught.
Besides the pedagogically technical responses used by teachers to describe the
campaign and their practices, most responses to any question about the campaign had
participants reflecting on their motivations tied to identity. For example, I asked simple
questions such as “tell me your pedagogical practices” and their responses ranged from
“we used chalkboards” (Luisa) and “Magazines and newspapers to everything that would
fall in my hand” to Maria´s response “ I used elementary school books to supplement the
grammar book.” However, when participants were asked questions about why they
accepted using resources outside the government-issued ones, they shared that it tied back
to their motivation, the theme of Passion for Teaching. In the same vein, the participants

13

I use the term identity formation to refer to the participant’s early moments of self-identification of being
revolutionary or not revolutionary and other identities that stem from Erickson’s concept of identity
formation. This concept has humans find identity and form it as a self-concept that comes through
experiences and crisis in life stemming from childhood, and formative years to adult-hood. It delves into
concept of self-representation and the ego. See Erickson’s 1968 work Identity: Youth and Crisis.
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stated how “I always wanted to teach” or “I always liked it” multiple times throughout the
interviews. The motivations for their participation were part of their identity as a
revolutionary or non-revolutionary, who just thought it good to teach those that didn’t have
the skill. Regardless, their answers always tied to how they identify their beliefs, which
included political leanings or morality.
All participants in this study were over the age of sixty. They all identified
ethnically as Cuban. However, the pilot interviews showed the complicated issues
surrounding identity. Surprisingly, two participants expressed their desire not to be called
exiles. Being an exile feeds into the connotation that one is a dissident of the existing Cuban
government, and it also means one takes a side in the Cuban narrative. These participants
overall preferred to be called simply Cuban and persons living outside of Cuba to
depoliticize their status and said identity. In the section focused on identity, Luisa and
María both expressed their desire to not be labeled exiles, but rather people living outside
of Cuba.
Identity continued to play a role in the responses given by participants in how they
classified themselves and their pupils. Some participants in the transcript explain how they
taught people who were not revolutionary. During the interview process participants called
themselves revolutionaries or described why they were not revolutionaries. Those that said
they were revolutionaries meant that they wanted to participate in the changes coming to
Cuba promised by Castro during that period of political transformation in Cuba. These
terms and how participants used them explain the importance of what it meant to partake
in the campaign and how society viewed you as well as how you viewed yourself.
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Additionally, reflecting on the campaign almost sixty years later raises questions regarding
how these participants identify themselves now using this binary terminology of being an
exile or a revolutionary.
Participants in the Campaign expressed their identity as revolutionaries for specific
reasons. Being revolutionaries however, did not have the Socialist/Communist
connotations we associate with Cuba today. Instead, the term reflected optimism and
willingness to change the country through radical reform. It was an exciting time for them
and the Revolution allowed them to realize their dreams of teaching and to take part in the
mass mobilization occurring in the country at that time. The youth teachers were proud of
their work yet explain they were not aware of the heavy politicization of the curriculum
and could not grasp what was happening in the country in its entirety.
Political Enthusiasm and Fervor
Other themes such as Fervor also reveal that either you were a revolutionary or
anti-revolutionary. When María says “either you were or you were not,” she is reflecting
on the pressure she felt and how she was viewed by classmates and people in general.
Because some of the participants’ families were revolutionaries and believed the changes
Castro promised were better than the situation with former dictator Batista, they supported
Castro’s new regime. This sub code of volunteering, which I call Involuntary Volunteerism,
is a complicated concept, rarely present in the existing literature about the campaign. Home
environment, public opinion, and constant buzz about Fidel and his radical new measures
prompted youth teachers to volunteer, or involuntarily volunteer, for the campaign.
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The final reflections of these participants reveal conflicting emotions. They all
expressed a sense of fervor during the early years of the Revolution, later replaced by
disillusionment of a utopian state, which became economically stagnant and less civically
free than the regime of Fulgencio Batitsta that many of them had originally disagreed
with.14 However, as they reflected on the disappointment of the country in the past six
decades and the trauma of living conditions and political and human rights violations, they
hold on to the notion that the Cuban Literacy Campaign was humanistic, as Fidel
promulgated it to be. Victoria said, “I would like to believe his intentions were good at the
beginning of the Campaign and the reason for creating it.” Victoria continues saying “
Having bad intentions with the campaign didn’t make sense because if you are going to
alphabetize, it’s so that people learn and that’s a good thing...Yes, the campaign was an
exception.” Ultimately, they are proud of the public service they rendered and their place
in Cuban history. Luisa explains how she could not believe someone would ask her for her
teacher’s notes or would care about her experience sixty years after the revolution, much
less the work of a child.
Merging of Politics and Pedagogy
One of the most important contributions of this study is despite my attempt to
formulate research on the campaign that had limited politics and focused mostly on
pedagogy, the findings revealed the opposite. Participation in the campaign was ingrained
in the identity formation and the beliefs of the participants beyond their desire to help aid

14

Batista removed many of the rights from the Cuban Constitution of 1940. His rule was called a
dictatorship where censorship of the press in the 1950s and violence ran rampant (Guerra, 2012, p. 26,
101).
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fellow Cubans in their desires to learn basic literacy. The most glaring examples of this
merging of politics and pedagogy were seen in the local organization of the campaign,
the final exam letter to Fidel Castro, and finally identity influencing motivations and
participation in the campaign.
The Cuban Literacy Campaign was a national effort that was organized on both a
national and local municipal level (Fagen, 1969). The youth teachers corroborated this
and explained how their schoolteachers or other certified teachers oversaw their teaching.
The design and bureaucracy of the Campaign show us that it mobilized teaching as a tool
to reeducate the population, expanding the new government’s agenda to create a new type
of citizenry. As Castro told the United Nations, in 1960, the Campaign would have an
“epic national character” (Prieto, 2018, p. 216).
Once the Campaign was planned out, recruitment took place and the participants
all signed up for external reasons beyond their love of teaching and the opportunity to
help others through education. This included their parents’ political affiliations, their own
beliefs pertaining to the political climate at the time in 1959, as well as their teachers.
Finally, the content of the literacy campaign found in the guided grammar
booklets was highly political. The F for example was for Fidel or fusil (rifle)
(Venceremos!, 1961). The women had a surface level knowledge of the political content
while they prepared their lessons but it still did affect their thinking to some degree
because they believed it was to improve the country or at least that that was the goal of
the content.
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Fear? I am Not an Exile
When speaking to Luisa about sending me her 1961 Venceremos! Book that was in
Cuba, she mentioned how she was also going to bring back her literacy campaign medal
after she returned to Miami from her visit to Cuba. On that visit she found the original
document stating she had been a participant in the literacy campaign. She told me she was
afraid to bring the document in case government officials thought she was a “spy or
something” and chuckled. She thought it was ridiculous they would think that, but she was
afraid nevertheless. She said she hid the medal inside money. She did in fact give it to me
when she returned to Miami. Luisa still travels to Cuba and felt she would be at risk
bringing any documentation, which was associated with political topics especially from
that period.
Victoria, who recently became a U.S. citizen, requested that her name not be used.
She requested a pseudonym because she “didn’t want to get in trouble” and have her
participation in the literacy campaign affect her in any way. She made sure to emphasize
that she loved this country (U.S.), and that her family eventually disagreed with Cuba’s
government and decided to leave in the Mariel boatlift. She was excited to have finally
become a citizen and was noticeably concerned her words might deny her her new status
as a citizen and come back to haunt her.
Luisa feared that she would be labeled as counter-revolutionary for taking papers
out of the country while Victoria, living in Miami, is afraid she will be labeled a Communist
and thinks about her new status as an American citizen. These identities are further
explored in the next section about the complexities of identity faced by these youth teachers
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in 1961 and today. As noted before, Luisa and Maria both expressed their desire to not be
labeled exiles, but rather people living outside of Cuba. Victoria did consider herself an
exile.
Childhood Experiences as Adult Memory
This study focused on the experiences of youth teachers in 1961. The interviews
reveal that all three participants’ motivations were to be able to teach and help others.
However, at the time, they were not fully aware of the political implications of participating
in the campaign and how non-revolutionary Cubans would perceive them as individuals.
Maria did not expect fights to break out in school because of it, Participants were concerned
about how the exile community would view them if their names were revealed and if the
Cuban government found out they tried to get any revolutionary documents, even just
booklets, outside of the country. As adults, they have engaged in a reflection process and
can grasp the enormity of participating in the campaign and the implications of how that
experience has impacted their adult lives. This participation gave them the label of
revolutionary or revolutionary sympathizer to outsiders. Participation in the Campaign is
frowned upon in the Miami Cuban exile community. Two of them have purposefully
removed themselves from the revolutionary identity and, as adults, have stated they are
against the current government. Maria chose to identify herself, because although she is
proud of her work educating others to read and write, she lives outside of Cuba and
discusses the campaign with others in addition to explaining how she “turned” years after
the campaign. All three women made similar statements, yet Maria was the most vocal
while the others did not want to delve too much into specifics. They explain that Cuba’s
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current infrastructure and quality of life for its citizenry is enough to warrant their rejection
of the revolution and its ideals. The promises made about reform and a higher quality of
life after the revolution did not happen in the way all three women expected.
Maria was very detailed in explaining her change in positionality that occurred in
1977 with an incident that involved her son. Maria explains she felt revolutionary until her
son went to school. “My son went to a school for the gifted talented students after 6th grade
(1977). They mixed 7th grade gifted students from good homes with students with
behavioral issues, and students in 8th and 9th grade”. Maria was teaching at an institution
as a psychology professor.
Maria had a contact to reach the Minister of Education. “We wrote to the minister
what was happening in the scholarship program” (she wrote to the minister of education
how they were mixing all the students at her son’s school). She did this because she felt
her son was in danger and she pedagogically disagreed with mixing all grade levels. From
1978-1979, all the other students were at the Vladimir Ilich Lenin School in Havana. Both
her sons after 1978 studied there. This started to turn her because she noticed that education
was having many problems. Then she wrote a report with her colleagues and since her
children were not placed in the programs the government wanted, she was not given
mention. She felt it was retribution for her decision to educate her children in a way that
challenged the government. She finished recounting this story stating “that was when I
turned”.
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The Double Face of Cuban History
The international community recognizes the Cuban Literacy Campaign of 1961 as
one of the world’s most successful literacy programs ever implemented (Abendroth, 2014;
MacDonald, 1969). The popular narrative on the subject has been limited to international
voices that support the Campaign as well as Cubans within the island. The experiences of
Cubans outside of Cuba and their involvement in the campaign have not been documented.
This study allowed Cubans living outside of Cuba to reflect on their experience as partakers
of this controversial yet well-respected campaign. The interview questions focused on
pedagogy, an aspect missing in the previous literature written about the Campaign. Other
themes emerged within the pedagogical focus on the study including identity,
volunteerism, and political fervor.
Conclusion
The findings of this study support the earlier work of Denise Blum and Luis
Fernandez explaining the unreconciled interpretations of the history of Cuba. The Doble
Cara (Double Face) is seen throughout the experiences of the now elderly youth teachers.
The participants themselves felt trapped between ideology and reality as the decades
progressed. My original approach and depoliticized approach to this study ultimately
failed. Participants emphasized the inextricable ties between politics and identity that
fueled this campaign time and time again. In essence, the new revolutionary government
saw illiteracy as a political effort tied to revolutionary transformation, not merely a
“pedagogical and technical problem” (Fagen, 1969, p. 35).
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VII.

CHAPTER SEVEN: DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

This study contributes to the conversation about teacher motivations, practices
and strategies, and oral history research. The interviews conducted shed light on the
possibility of counter-narratives through oral history that help explain controversial
phenomena such as the Cuban Literacy Campaign. Additionally, it contributes to the
pedagogical knowledge of how Cuba achieved the goal of having children teach adults in
a few months basic literacy skills through strategies such as modeling. Finally, its
greatest contribution is that it allows those omitted from the existing literature, be it
through oversight of their possible contribution, as people living outside of Cuba have
been allowed to voice and explain their experience in a way that creates a bottom up
history for this campaign. This study reinforces the idea that education is not neutral and
pedagogy could not be separated from politics in the minds of those that took part in this
even sixty years ago which left an imprint on their adult lives. In its essence, education is
a political act (Freire, 1970).
The appraisal of the Cuban Literacy Campaign cannot be generalized like the
existing monolithic narratives that circulate in academia and popular culture about it. An
intricate portrait is necessary, and this study frames the campaign in a way that multiple
viewpoints can be heard. These complications and contradictions create the optical illusion
that makes for a rich history with multiple perspectives. This study´s participants ended up
disagreeing with the existing government yet can still reflect on the literacy work they
conducted and staunchly defend it, regardless of the negative connotations tied to anything
Castroite in the exile community. They are torn about their feelings pertaining to the regime
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in 1961 versus decades later and question the actions of their parents and others who
influenced their choices at such a young age to join the campaign.
Findings

Oral Histories Create Portraits of Our Histories and a People’s History
In Optical Art, optical illusions are responsible for some of the most famous pieces
known to us, like the young woman and old woman officially titled “My Wife or Mother
in Law” (Hill, 1915). This image (see figure 7), which first appeared in a German postcard,
shows a dichotomy, which leaves us trying to fully understand the depth of the image we
first perceived. We question whether our reality is fixed and if it can be subjective
depending on our personal perceptions. I equate this phenomenon to the same process that
occurs during oral history. Many times, oral history participants create contradictory
portraits that leave us pondering their lived experiences because their interpretations rely
on context that weave a complicated yet rich narrative. This study found that oral history
created contradictory statements that left participants of the Cuban Literacy Campaign
grappling with tension within their own stories that is similar to the “double face” of Cuban
history and the conflict found in the dichotomy of its story-telling.
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Figure 7: Young-old lady illusion. My Wife and My Mother-In-Law, by the cartoonist W. E. Hill, 1915.

Oral history has the power to document complicated answers to the questions we
have regarding lived experiences, that is a testament to the fullness of this methodology.
This image of “My Wife or My Mother-In Law” is an optical illusion that leaves more
questions than answers. Just like the Cuban Literacy Campaign narrative, those who have
an opinion of it usually stand on a polarized spectrum that considers this mass mobilization
movement as mostly bad or mostly good. This image of the young and old woman requires
a double take, and in itself simultaneously show a “double face” like the Cuban story. A
recent study suggests that older women saw the older woman first. This has to do with how
relatable you are to the image because of your stage in life, while younger women saw the
younger woman first. Our own biases determine our assessment of an image. If we look at
the portrait of the Cuban Literacy Campaign, the women of this study help us understand
that seeing the two faces is acceptable and nuanced depiction of what really is happening
in this optical illusion.
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The “Double Face” of Cuban History
This study explains the duplicity of Cuban history regarding the Cuban Literacy
Campaign and highlights the perspective of those living outside of Cuba, about the 1961
campaign and the pedagogical practices of its youth teachers. The broader significance of
this study became evident on a national level when on February 23, 2020, then former
presidential candidate Bernie Sanders, spoke about Cuba with Anderson Cooper on 60
Minutes (Owens, B. [2020, February 23rd ]). Cooper had asked him about comments he
made in 1980 about Fidel Castro Senator Sanders responded by saying, “When Castro
came into office, you know what he did? He had a massive literacy program. Is that a bad
thing?” In response, members of the Miami Cuban exile community protested in the
streets of Miami. A barrage of articles appeared discrediting Sanders’ comments
appeared visible in the local media as well as some in support of his claim that the
campaign was to be commended. The study concludes that the Cuban Literacy
Campaign, through the exact words of the people that lived and experienced it, cannot be
depoliticized because of the responses that included phrases like “you were either a
revolutionary or you were not.”
Protests by the Miami Cuban community further support the reason this study was
conducted. The U.S. media narrative fails to recognize the criticisms of the Cuban Exile
community or of those living outside of Cuba, especially those who call themselves
exiles. Although spaces for these criticisms are recognized locally and in local Miami
papers. The participants thought the campaign was positive yet their reflections 60 years
later also sees the progandist nature of the campaign. The literature review covered what
happened in Cuba post-1959 with articles and books that touted the successful aspects of
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the campaign, such as the mass mobilization program for literacy, yet minimized the
propagandist nature at its core. The related literature usually took a sympathetic stance
and failed to question the established friendly attitudes toward the literacy campaign.
However, the results of this study highlighted the dichotomy of responses found
participants’ identities and how gaps in the literature exist. They mimic some of these
positive responses, but expressed conflicting feelings about their government.
Two Cubas exist in regards to public and academic opinion. One Cuba is praised
by notable scholars and leaders such as former educator Paulo Freire or even Canadian
Prime Minister Justin Tradeau. Cuba’s multiple infrastructure changes brought about by
the 1959 Revolution including its educational system were seen as a model to follow by
these international leaders who represent the attitudes of admiration towards Cuba’s
revolution. But a less favorable viewpoint exists, one whose grim reality is painted by
those forced to leave after 1959. To them, all changes created by the sixty-year-old
Cuban regime are deemed reprehensible.
This study found that 1) identity was embedded in the motivations and goals of
serving in the campaign; 2) participants used pedagogies beyond the textbook that meant
their motivations were not just political; and 3) the participants on an individual level felt
two identities. One was being a revolutionary versus just wanting to teach without
politics, much like the Cuban narrative explained through the “double face”. The main
finding includes that identity formations were embedded into every answer the
participants gave and explains how they viewed their experiences as well as pedagogical
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decision-making. These identities were oftentimes polarized, such as being a
revolutionary, or a counter-revolutionary.
The results of this study show that participants compartmentalized the
pedagogical and humanitarian components of the campaign, separate from the goals and
motivations for why they participated. As they further reflected, they explained that the
political component was evident. That the story cannot be authentically told without
including Castro’s reasons for mobilizing the country and recruiting youth teachers.
These actions were ideological. The implementation of the campaign’s recruitment was
established in order to culturally transform the island into one that exhibited a socialist
character. Eventually the regime would become a dictatorship, disseminating its ideology
through mass programs including the Cuban Literacy Campaign. This study recognizes
the humanitarian and pedagogical component of the campaign as told by participants.
Simultaneously it acknowledges the politicization of the curriculum to transform the
island, overlooked by some influential leaders, sympathetic to the literacy cause in Cuba
in 1961.
The findings show that participants experienced the political fervor and pressure of
the time yet they also deemed the campaign to be altruistic by helping fellow citizens learn
basic literacy. As Maria explained, “If the school closes and the government wants you to
enroll and your family is politically involved, then you have to go.” Every aspect of
volunteering and participating was determined by your political affiliation. She also
reflects on the teaching material: “And all this is constantly telling of what the revolution
means and transforming their way of thinking. So, I did not think about that at that time. It
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is later when you look at it again, and you say, “God, everything I taught was related to
the revolution”, “you know.” This same sentiment is shared by Victoria who explained
that her motivations to join the campaign were related to her contributing to the political
transformation of Cuba and agreeing with it in the early years. She said, “I’m going to tell
you the truth like everyone else. I understood that Fidel came to do a good deed in Cuba.
In Cuba, I was young and that’s what I could understand. But after the years passed, I
understood that none of that existed. After many years.” Luisa, the participant who shared
the most details about pedagogy, explained how “They had to or should have written Castro
a letter. And that was their assessment. Write a letter at that time to Cuba’s president. To
Fidel Castro.” Recruitment, motivation, and pedagogy were all linked to politics.
The findings help explain the response of the Cuban exile community when the
campaign is portrayed as both benign and apolitical. The main findings allude to the
pedagogical strategies used by the youth teachers and their goals and motivations. This
study revealed participants’ sense of identity at the time. Finally, the interviews gave a
glimpse into the national fervor that existed towards the new revolution and the political
and cultural transformation the country was experiencing in the early 1960s.
Researcher Positionality
Living in Miami, just like the participants of this study, I feel a dual sense of identity
that ties me to Cuba’s history despite my naturalized status as an American citizen. My
loyalties are to the United States but a sense of belonging is still tied to Cuba and its cause
of freedom. When reading about the paternalistic relationship between Cuba and the United
States, I struggle to only be American. I consider myself a hyphenated person, one with
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two identities based on U.S. citizenship and the Cuban diaspora that brought my family to
the United States.
In trying to dispel preconceived notions about socialism and communism during
this study, I found that I still had a strong reaction to some of the comments made by
participants especially if they were making claims that the campaign was a positive one.
These reactions were involuntary and eventually disappeared as I further listened and
processed the responses from my participants. I opened myself up for any answers the
participants would give and let them carry the conversation. I wrestled to understand the
family narrative passed down to me, which seemingly contradicted the literature I
encountered about revolutionary programs in Cuba from the academic community and
international media. I knew a missing part of the Cuban Literacy Campaign story existed,
and it took my research to reconcile the disparities I saw between family history and
existing narratives. These disparities prompted my research questions and analysis of the
overall findings.
The attempt to tell a more accurate and balanced story draws up more questions
than answers. The findings serve to validate the Cuban exile narrative and lived
experiences and those of persons living outside of Cuba. This research study provides a
complex view that considers exiles in the academic literature, recognizing what happened
in 1961 was complex and meant different things to people with polarized political views.
Recurring Themes and Interpretations
Multiple themes emerged from the interview process. These results have broader
political and cultural implications. The most important finding from this study is that
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identity was embedded into all themes of the study. Participants stated that their
participation in the Literacy Campaign was controversial since classmates and family
members had conflicting political affiliations. After signing up, classmates in school
often argued about who was or was not communist/socialist. Participants had to grapple
with this identity along with the identities passed down by their families who were either
revolutionary sympathizers or simply supported reform. All of these facets influenced
their willingness to sign up for the campaign. Additionally, the interview confirmed that
the Cuban narrative has a double face; much like the participants answers, oral history
allowed counter-narratives to be produced, and revealed that education is not neutral.
Pedagogical Findings
The youth teachers implemented many pedagogical practices during the campaign
and Pedagogical Practices were one of the major themes found within the participants
responses. The study found that pedagogy was also politicized, which agrees with
Michael Apple’s (1991) claims. These teachers’ practices include the use of basic teacher
skills like scaffolding and available technology during 1961, such as the use of
chalkboards. Many teachers turned to alternative methods when they realized the ones
used were not effective. A major finding was that teachers used magazines and
newspapers outside the government-issued book to teach despite being told not to. Luisa
said she used “magazines and anything I could get my hands on,” to teach the students.
The other youth teachers in the study did the same, which highlights their original intent
in joining the campaign: simply teaching their students. The teachers were interested in
student learning above all else, which motivated them to stray outside the boundaries set
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by the campaign. This direct insubordination further reveals the political nature of the
campaign and the lack of teacher autonomy that could be further explored in another
study. The participants cared more about teaching and learning. The methods used,
including political content, were secondary.
Goals and Motivations
These results shed light on the motivations and goals behind the campaign and
question the authenticity of claims that all participants “volunteered”. Pressured
Volunteerism was a common theme found within all the participants’ responses.
Semantically speaking, volunteering would imply that volunteers made a personal
decision to join the campaign, free from outside pressure and parent interaction.
However, the results revealed that all participants were influenced by a parent to join the
campaign and/or approached by a teacher who encouraged them to do so. These adults,
people who the participants’ sought validation from, directly influenced the participants’
decision-making process during their formative years. These youth were impressionable
by adults in their lives as well as the changing environment within Cuba. Two of the
three youth teachers interviewed, became professional teachers themselves in subsequent
years well into their adulthood.
Agreeing with Cuba’s Image of the Campaign
Another important component that ties into both motivation and identity was
Fervor. Maria explains that what was happening in the early years of the Cuban
Revolution could be compared to “Euphoria.” All participants confirmed that the Cuban
government used mass propaganda to spread information and excitement about the
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Literacy Campaign, calling 1961, “The year of Education” (Blum, 2011, p. 46). Reasons
for signing up for the campaign included family and loyalty. If you were part of a
revolutionary family, you felt outside pressure to volunteer. If you did not volunteer, you
were labeled as someone with a clashing ideology to the revolution. Youth participants
were asked by an adult to volunteer and part of their voluntary participation included
believing the propaganda surrounding the motives of the campaign. For example,
Victoria to this day believes that the campaign is an exception to other movements
created by the Castro government because the campaign was good. Victoria said the
following in our interview: “Having bad intentions with the campaign didn’t make sense
because if you are going to alphabetize, it’s so that people learn and that’s a good
thing...Yes, the campaign was an exception. Yes, I think so because many people learned
from the campaign.” She continued to believe the literacy campaign was benign in
essence.
Castro sold the campaign as a benevolent and humanistic effort to teach basic
literacy to the people. Victoria believed in 1961 this was true, and that is why she joined.
While she currently thinks that Castro turned on his own people later on in the
Revolution, she remained convinced that he held good intentions when he began
governing Cuba and initially wanted to help Cuba’s people. However, politicized
indoctrination became evident in grammar books and other facets of Cuban curriculum
after 1959. In 1961 EIR’S (Escuelas de Instrucción Revolucionaria), or Schools for
Revolutionary Instruction, had the goal of ideological resocialization. This took form
through massive re-education; youth were considered the revolution’s “vanguard” and the
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Communist Party took part in crating Marxist curriculum (Soto, 1964, p.64; Luke 2018,
p. 49).
Scholar Richard Fagen, one of the first scholars to enter Cuba after the revolution
and write about the new government, explains that the focus of Cuban society in 1961
was the literacy campaign for political transformation (Fagen, 1969, p. 33). Abel Prieto
(1981) in his twenty-year commemoration article on the campaign also admits that the
campaign had a propagandist nature: “Some people may call this indoctrination, but we
are proud to use it.” McDonald (1969), along with Fagen, was one of the first people to
be allowed in Cuba to write about the campaign and agrees there was indoctrination
involved in the country’s political and cultural transformation. Although the literature
supports this claim, the participants themselves did not go as far as using the word
indoctrination. Instead, they chose to say that it was a political campaign and the
resources they used such as books were politically motivated. This could be due to the
loaded nature of the word and they chose their words carefully when speaking with me.
Counter-Narratives
Counter-narratives appeared throughout the interview process by the complex
answers of the participants that neither denied the benefits of the campaign nor glorified
it. The oral history humanized the Campaign by putting a face to these people and their
experiences. Pedagogically, counter-narratives can be a powerful tool to use in the
classroom to show multiple perspectives to students, especially those who cannot identify
with the person telling the story based on their own lived experience. Counter-narratives
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humanizes the storyteller and opens up spaces of conversation because new perspectives
are introduced.
Explanations for the Findings
The findings mostly point to the youth teachers’ sense of identity and their
incorporation revolutionary Cuba. As an authoritarian government without free elections,
the teachers did not experience the 1940 constitutional rights restored to their country, as
promised by the revolutionary regime in 1959. Victoria explains this by saying, “I was
disillusioned” or “things were not what I thought.” Maria states that after the 1970s “that
was when I turned.” The young teachers became adults, their loyalties shifted, and their
disillusionment with the Cuban regime grew. This was evident in the interviews where
Luisa, Maria, and Victoria all noted that personal events shifted their once optimistic
views about the work they did and the revolutionary government. Maria explains that
issues with her sons’ schooling finally made her break with the revolutionary regime in
the 1970s. The findings also demonstrate that answers given by the participants were
deeply embedded in the political circumstances in Cuba between 1959 and 1961, or “The
Year of Education.” Maria’s comments express the euphoria and hope for political
change in the island-nation. She mentions how she believed in the new reforms coming to
Cuba and how “I cried for Fidel.”
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Limitations of the Study
The main restriction of this study involved a limited sample of participants who
felt comfortable in sharing their experiences. This resulted in part from the qualifications
needed to be considered youth teacher in the literacy campaign, which provided few
options for participants. The researcher was only able to find three people that fit the
criteria of this study: 1) people who taught in the literacy campaign, 2) lived outside of
Cuba, and 3) were willing to be interviewed. A study with a larger number of
participants, that also includes in-depth interviews could result in different findings. More
participants can expand the scope of the outcomes and possibly create new social and
political implications that can contribute to the existing narratives of this campaign.
Oral history authority Michael Frisch (1994) explains how memory, specifically
collective memory, as in the case of this study, serves as a historical object, which can be
explored and understood, but should not be critiqued and disregarded (Thomson, Frisch,
& Alistair, 1994). Nonetheless, memory can fail and be considered a limitation to the
study. The participants’ recollections on the Cuban Literacy Campaign contributed to the
literature, as argued by Frisch, Thomson, and Alistair (1994) because their personal
memories are part of a larger collective memory.
Memory also played a role in the search for participants. Thomson et al, note the
tension between academics questioning the veracity of memory and time, while
democratizing space for non-academic voices regardless of the time that has passed.
Adding biography and new voices with varying perspectives is of interest in the emerging
field of oral history, especially for those outside of the realms of power in our society
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(Thomson, Frisch, & Alistair, 1994). Additionally, oral history is at the forefront of
revisionist history that delves into social and cultural history. Indigenous history that has
been presented through a gendered lens uses testimonio15 to portray collective memories
as well as using oral history as a way to present those memories (Brabeck, 2003). The
critique is that the past methodology of oral history has excluded these cultural
components and omitted collective histories with limitations on who made the history and
challenges the memory and authenticity of the voices of non-professional historians.
One of the participants, Luisa, answered questions by stating she did not
remember because so many years had gone by. Victoria also consistently referred to the
sixty years that had passed as a limitation to her answers. Memories of specific lessons
given to students and situations that occurred while teaching lessons were difficult to
record from participants that thought no one would ask them about this episode of their
lives sixty years later. Others who were contacted explained that someone tried to recruit
them but did not teach in the campaign. The participants who did speak with me needed
time to look through the grammar books to recall specific vignettes of teaching. Many
compartmentalized this time of their lives, which seemed like a lifetime ago.
Sources were a limitation in that few exile newspapers were found including
comments regarding the campaign. The Miami Herald and other local publications
mainly discussed the political and economic policies on the island and the Miami
community’s response. Very rarely was the campaign named as a specific event, much

15

Testimonio is the Spanish word for testimony. Testimonio is part of oral history methodology but is
distinguished by having the life history purposefully be brought to an audience, a public sphere when
narrating. It is a way to make subaltern voices be placed at the center of their histories and removed from
the marginalized sphere (Beverly, 2008;
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less the community’s reaction towards curriculum changes occurring in Cuba after the
Revolution.
As a new oral historian, I recorded and not video recorded the interviews, since
my experience with this technique is limited. Video recordings are valuable to understand
the participants’ reactions and a less-used medium in interviews to include in Cuban exile
archives. Additionally, interviews were conducted in Spanish since this elderly
population seldom learned English as a second language.
As Cuba transformed its society, gender studies has not been a large component
of historical interpretations of the literacy campaign. Although I interviewed women, my
study did not include a gendered perspective. However, it would benefit future studies to
approach the campaign through a gendered lens because of the possible differences of
lived experiences by men versus women in the campaign.

Agency and Authority in Telling the Story

Oral history methods were used to conduct interviews in this research. The semistructured, open-ended questions allowed participants to build upon their answers and
navigate their own stories through the retelling process. This methodology answered the
research questions but also gave the participants autonomy to explore the memories that
affected them most. The use of In vivo coding gave agency and authority to the
participants of their own stories. Specific themes were developed from their exact words,
which allowed agency and authenticity to be part of the narrative.
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Saldaña explains how a researcher’s involvement in a study “as a peripheral,
active, or complete member during fieldwork” filters how they perceive, document, and,
thus, code their data (Saldaña, 2009 p. 7; Adler & Adler, 1987). So do the types of
questions they ask and the types of responses they receive during interviews (Ivale, 1996;
Rubin & Rubin, 1995). I had to control my preconceived notions on Cuba in order to
interpret the participants’ words, while still using relatable historical context to create
accurate interpretations. A researcher in another field could look at this study however,
and use critical race theory or ethnography to make a valid statement on “social justice
issues.” My research converted the participants’ words into codes and framed my
interpretation through their perspective. I consciously removed aspects of bias from my
positionality in order to allow their words to accurately reflect their experiences
throughout the campaign.
Coding was completed by using the participants’ own words. This means that a
particular lexicon was present at the time, related to the propaganda tactics of 1961, and
the participants revealed this in statements that include famous slogans such as “Patria or
muerte ¡venceremos!” (Homeland or death, we shall overcome!) (Venceremos!, 1961,
inside cover page). The grammar book states inside its cover that the name for the cover
was created for this reason: “Overcome! The title responds to the firm determination in
which we are committed. “Overcome! Not only in defense of our Homeland but also in
the literacy campaign” (Spanish: “Venceremos! El titulo responde a la firme
determinación en que estamos comprometidos. ¡Vencer! No solo en defensa de nuestra
Patria, sino también en la campana de alfabetismo).
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Propaganda was used to reeducate the populace and the revolutionary slogans of
the new government were present in every aspect of society, including the literacy
campaign. While interpreting, I did not code using words like “Communist,” “Socialist,”
“counter-revolutionaries,” or any other political labels for participants. The new
revolutionary citizen had characteristics that included nationalism, self-sacrifice, and
solidarity. The participants reflections on the campaign and that time always included
references to politics, which led be to the creation of codes like “mass mobilization”
because everyone was somehow involved in the politics of the day, and the campaign
itself was political in nature, starting with the teaching content. As Maria states,
“everything was political but we didn’t know.”
The In Vivo coding allowed the participants’ words to explain the social milieu of
the time and those words created the codes. This method was both a limitation, in that
only their words were used for interpretation, and a strength, in respecting their
perspectives to create the narrative. Their statements were not filtered using frameworks
such as cultural studies or critical race theory that can create other forms of analysis.
Their words created a code that revealed the overarching theme of the study, which
became identity. Repetitive words became codes that translated into larger themes. The
codes included “we knew something was going on,” “mass mobilization,” and “everyone
was talking about it.” By repeating communist propaganda, meaning slogans and
terminology in all sectors of society like ¡Venceremos !, to reeducate the population, the
participants articulated the prevailing sentiment of Cubans at the time, which led me to
create the larger theme of “Fervor.”
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In Vivo coding respects the words of the participants and having their words in
their native language creates the ability to capture their feelings and ideas in a way that
can only be done using the Spanish language, where some words cannot easily be
translated into English with the same exact meaning. As a researcher, the fear of
misinterpreting participants´ words was a genuine concern, but member checking was
used to ensure that all their words were understood by the researcher due to the political
nature and implications of their answers within the Cuban exile community. Additionally,
pseudonyms were used to protect their identities. These considerations in the
methodology of the study created an authentic response from participants that created a
strong counter-narrative.
Pedagogical Implications
The Cuban Literacy Campaign occurred in 1961, when no digital technology
existed, much less in the classroom. Nonetheless, it proved successful in achieving basic
literacy that included signing one’s name and learning the alphabet. The information
shared by participants also demonstrates that modeling was essential in the students’
thought process. Students modeled what their teachers did, including starting from basics
like the vowels in the alphabet and using a chalkboard. Then they would move through
the learning process in a way that used scaffolding, pacing the learning for the students.
They had the same basic resources their own teachers used in school and created the
same learning conditions and strategies for their students.
Moreover, the youth teachers copied how their teachers taught and modeled them
by using magazines to have the student learn words. They thought back to how their
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teachers taught and found ways to teach the pupils how to read in any way possible. It
shows that teenagers are capable of using basic pedagogical strategies and implementing
lessons and new content from mere observation and repeat-and practice learned from
their former teachers before they themselves became the teachers to the illiterate
population.
Pedagogical Discussions Beyond the Classroom
Counter-narratives are powerful in creating classroom conversations to question
and complicate our histories. In 2005, James W. Loewen wrote the very successful book
“Lies my Teachers Told Me”, and dispelled many of the historical inaccuracies or myths
we have traditionally learned in U.S. history class. Growing up, I felt this way hearing
information about Cuba in my high school history courses and, more frequently, in the
media as an adult. This study can help us understand the power of counter-narratives,
especially to students who learn world history as immigrants in the United States. My use
of oral history provides counter-narratives to the existing literature of the Cuban Literacy
Campaign of 1961. Our own beliefs as educators impacts the resources we use and the
choices we make pedagogically. These choices include adding counter-narratives to
normative narratives that students can use to deliberate in the classroom.
Practical questions emerge such as “Should we research differently?,” “Think
differently?”, and “Represent people differently?” “Who has agency in telling their
history?” Merely asking these questions can be impactful also for both the teacher and the
students. Additionally, within the same ethnic and demographic group variances in
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experience exist, making it necessary to provide a wide coverage of the topic based on
multiple perspectives.

What Would Oral History and Counter Narratives Look Like in the Classroom?
The Power of (Oral) Storytelling as a Research Tool
The methodology used in this study was oral history. Coming from a
background in history, the decision to use oral history as a way to collect data in
this study was intentional. Counter-narratives provide the counter-perspectives
omitted in the exiting literature on the subjects since the 1960s, and this method
is useful for any form of investigation. Teachers can use opposing viewpoints in
narrative to complicate the history and even have students create oral histories of
their experiences.
Today, teachers have multiple ways to access oral histories and
specifically counter-narrative perspectives from local universities. They can get
in touch with local public universities and research their Special Collections for
oral histories or access online institutions that provide oral histories. One such
institution is the library of Congress, which has many collections such as the
WPA and the Slave Narrative Collection.
If the teacher and students discover oral histories are missing on a topic
that can affect the local community, this is an opportunity to do oral history. The
teacher can ask students to interview local community members including family
and friends that lived through the phenomenon the class is studying.
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When identifying a missing component in research, oral history is a
powerful way to extract primary information to build a possible counternarrative. Moreover, donating the interviews with participant permission to the
Exile Archives of Florida International University is an option to consider. It was
important to conduct these oral histories to challenge normative-narratives about
my community as well as to complicate the history of this campaign.
Thinking this campaign would continue to be relatively obscure and die in
academic archives, a 60 minutes interview shed light on the modern relevance
and controversy still tied to this campaign today. In 2020, Bernie Sanders
publicly mentioned the campaign on 60 Minutes interview and a slew of articles
came out, including some that challenged his perspectives on the campaign. This
public statement came just at the right moment when the results from my
interviews were completed and I had a better grasp on the findings from persons
living outside of Cuba that took part in the campaign. Their answers challenge his
comments.
Yow (2014) explains that “Now the use of oral history recordings is so
widespread in the media that there is a strong possibility of your hearing excerpts from
your interviews on radio or seeing them on the internet” (p. 144). She goes o n to say
that this must be done with the participants’ consent. The use of oral history to go
beyond peer reviewed journals is vital to how we represent communities and provide
richer and more comprehensive histories of past events, that many times like th e
campaign, will resurface in a public space such as a newspaper. This study strives to
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hear the voices of those living outside of Cuba who have not been included in the
literature.
Recent articles that expose counter-narratives about the campaign,
academic literature that celebrates the campaign, can be used to create a dialogue
within the classroom that mitigates multiple perspectives, creating a culturally
diverse environment immersed in critical pedagogy.

Implications for Future Research
Theoretical Implications
This study challenges the complicated dominant celebratory narrative of the
Cuban Literacy Campaign allowing contradictory stories, identities, and feelings, to
create inter-spherical spaces that reclaim what is means to be Cuban in the diaspora and
exile community. It adds multiple counter-narratives that enrich the experience of living
at a time when people were expected and perceived to be either revolutionary or counterrevolutionary. Can exiles have participated in revolutionary activity and not be shamed
for it? Can the Cuban exile community or simply those living outside of Cuba
acknowledge that people within this community participated in the revolutionary
experience and discuss it in public spaces without fear of labeling or reprisal?

Oral history allowed diverse experiences to disrupt the binary narrative of
the Cuban experience and that of the Cuban literacy campaign. It created a
retelling that allowed individual recollections and meaning to become social
history of memory, to then reintroduce, the existing narratives as an intricate
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story (Abrams, 2016). This complex collective history that now also includes
people living outside of Cuba, created a more equitable representation of the
campaign, or at least begins the process of diversifying the archived histories of
this event. In turn, it disrupts stereotypes and biases about people that are part of
the larger Cuban narrative of being either revolutionary or anti-revolutionary.
Going forward, researchers should consider the value of producing counter
narratives stemming from existing narratives of the Cuban diaspora. This
methodology includes spaces for an excluded people’s history to become part of
a new interpretation to revise the histories.
Of equal importance, are the ways in which these interviews reclaimed
what it meant to be Cuban and an educator to the individual participants. It
allowed any marginalized political voices to insert themselves into the discourses
of what type of person would volunteer and why they would volunteer in the
Cuban Literacy Campaign of 1961.
Lastly, when it is part of recording the history of groups that have been
part of a diaspora, oral history is a tool that can be used to include multiple
perspectives included in competing stories of collective memory. It discusses
how memory does not revive the past but reconstructs and how sites of memory
are both individual and collective, belonging to everyone. This study lends itself
to be both individual memory and part of a collective or cultural memory because
these memories will be passed down through generations. The Cuban experience
and narrative, specifically that of Cuban on the island and those outside of Cuba
can use individual memory to expand the perspectives present in collective
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memory. Other diaspora groups involved within controversial political
phenomena such as the literacy campaign can use oral history to make these oral
histories archived to preserve and change the existing collective memory by reexamining individual memories. Future studies should look at race, ethnicity, and
political views when examining the participants of the campaign.
This oral history sought the emergence of memories of lived experiences
that challenged the polarized binaries of Cuban identity in the exile versus
Communist sympathizer story. The study purposely grappled with these
memories through the participants that did the same in their interviews and these
interviews were purposely made to be archived to preserve nuanced perspectives
in the record of the Cuban Literacy Campaign.
Merging Methodologies
In the past few decades, historians have joined the interdisciplinary method of oral
history, as oral historians collect these stories. However, distinctions exist between the oral
historian and a qualitative researcher conducting oral histories. My challenge to researchers
is to continually merge the best practices of multiple fields to produce the most well
rounded story. Using historical skills and qualitative methods allowed me to tell the story
of Cuban Literacy Campaign in a new personalized way to the people in this study and
served to challenge the celebratory narrative and binary views of this historical
phenomenon.
Historians usually will not want to use anonymity in interviews so that their sources
are more credible, while qualitative researchers are more prone to use these methods to
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obtain information in an interview. The qualitative researcher uses methods similar to the
oral historian yet codes and engages with the transcript differently. When the two
disciplines combine, it creates a synergy that was conducive to the process of creating the
counter-narratives that enriched my study. There is a benefit to combining methodologies
based on ones field of expertise. For example, oral historian Fern Ingersoll worked with
anthropologist Jasper Ingersoll and used the field techniques of anthropology and oral
history to enrich the research of their oral history project (Yow, 2015, p.7).
Since the Cuban Literacy Campaign on 1961 was a historical phenomenon, I used
oral history as the main method of data collection. Rubin and Rubin (2011) explain how
interviews can be conducted in multiple ways based on “the purpose of the interview as
well as the stage of your research” (Rubin & Rubin, 1995 p.122). I chose to both use the
historian’s oral history method and combine it with the methodology of qualitative oral
histories that interpret and collect data with variations from the oral historian. Additionally,
the intent of the historian is different from the qualitative researcher where the latter focuses
more on the experience of the event and the former on the event itself.
Oral historians and qualitative researchers bring different strengths to the research
because of their different approaches to the same concept such as conducting oral histories.
As Janesick (2010) mentions referring to the work of Rubin and Rubin (2005), qualitative
research takes the method of the historian, oral history, which has now crossed multiple
disciplines but takes it to another level because the qualitative researcher “hears the data”.
The qualitative researcher has a different use of oral history, distinguishing it from the
historian conducting an interview. The qualitative researcher interprets the transcript using
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a more prescriptive and formulaic analysis. For example, in my oral interviews, I observed
feelings of discomfort or identified excitement for an interview topic and probed more
during the interview while stating this in the observer comments that went into creating the
transcript. Once the transcript was created the observer comments informed the analysis
and final interpretation of the stories being told, I used it in my interpretation. Subjectivities
and awareness of my own bias is more at the forefront of my method than the oral
historian.
The qualitative researcher and historian challenge each other’s methodologies and
have the potential to create unique marriage of methods. The historian uses documentation
that validates the feelings, the understandings and the perspectives of the lived experiences
but still tries to create a more comprehensive, less subjective history to expose to the public
about the history of an event. The qualitative researcher and historians who use oral history
as their method fill in the gaps that are missing in the existing literature and other forms of
data collection. The gaps are found primarily by qualitative researchers who code
documents and consider other subjectivities that the historian, not oral historian, cannot
have access to without the oral history process or other methods that by discipline allow
spaces for subjectivities. The historian seeks to remove the subjectivity from events while
the qualitative researcher chooses methods that bring back the subjectivity to create wellrounded histories that leave fewer questions to be asked of a historical phenomenon. Oral
history is an excellent tool for richer understandings, but because it can be practiced in
multiple ways, I chose to use both the strategies of the historian that respects the value of
objectivity and the qualitative researcher’s use oral historian to form synergistic approach
and methodological choice.
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The historian by nature is traditionalist and observes the existing cannon while the
qualitative research builds on the respectable foundation cemented by the historian, and
uses new creative techniques to interpret and analyze and contextualize the existing history
in nuanced ways. Oral history is reactive in nature and serves to create the counternarratives necessary to reimagine and explore polarized stories.
Critical Curricular and Pedagogical Approaches
The results raise two significant questions for further research. “How are
we being critical about curriculum in the classroom?”, and “How do our
pedagogical approaches influence how and what the students learn?” During the
Cuban Literacy Campaign, the heavy political content of the grammar books
create a dominant narrative but exiles and other critics of the campaign accused
it of being propagandist and indoctrination. Teachers can be critical in how they
present knowledge without forcing an agenda where students or parents won’t
feel a specific way of thinking is being imposed on the students Inquiry should be
at the center of this approach, so we too are not accused of indoctrination.
Secondly, teacher dispositions and paradigms are key to how that information is
presented so that we can see if students learn multiple perspectives and expand
their thinking through these critical approaches, designed by the teacher.

Because the Cuban Literacy Campaign is not well known in the United
States, it can easily be misrepresented. Surface research by those who lack
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knowledge of the island’s history, and those not privy to the idiosyncrasies
created by its politics and larger historical context, often misrepresent the Cuban
migration narrative. Are we passive teachers, do we use inquiry, or take an even
more critical approach?
Critical Pedagogy gets into many concepts and questions curriculum
choices and expands into areas of community, and diversity (Sage, 2008) p. 177;
Apple, 2004, p.6). Michael Apple calls for a “critical stance” on Multicultural
curriculum where questions such as “Whose Knowledge is it?” Who selected it?
Why is it organized and taught this way?” (Apple, 2004).
One way to insert critical curriculum/pedagogy into the classroom would
be to be a culturally competent teacher and to make students more culturally
aware. Most U.S. American students are not familiar with Cubans who mostly
reside in South Florida. Cubans and other Latin American groups have
experienced multiple immigration waves into the United States (Duany, 2017).
Critical pedagogical scholar Erickson states, “Culture can be thought of as
a construction, it constructs us and we construct it.” (Sage, 2008, p.82; Erickson,
2004, p. 39). The classroom teacher will construct the histories of any minority
group they present to students, so they have agency in deciding how the narrative
will be framed in the construction of these narratives by way of curricular
choices. The counter-narrative perspective is important when constructing these
histories, and oral history can provide a research tool for classroom use later
becoming a pedagogical avenue to disseminate information that allows students
to construct their own meaning of the Cuba’s story.
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Diversifying Representation in School Districts
In order to teach about groups that vary from our own cultural background
and experience, the teacher work force must have culturally competent educators
as well as other culturally competent staff, which includes administrators, office
staff, and other employees to create an inclusive school culture and community.
Culturally responsive teachers understand their students and include them all in
the construction of knowledge in their classroom (Villegas & Lucas, 2002, p. 27).
A culturally responsive teacher also allows for multiple perspectives in the
classroom that tie into counter-narratives and the identities they create about a
cultural group. However, this study focuses more on what one individual teacher
can do to transform their own classroom in order to meet the needs of their
culturally diverse student population and properly represent them in the
curriculum. If the students’ native culture is omitted within the curriculum, how
can this culturally responsive teacher integrate them in order to achieve respectful
representation?
Counter-narratives are merely tools that the teacher has, but how the teacher
chooses to implement their pedagogical arsenal is the more important point. Counter
narratives are sources of information that allows the curriculum to reflect a culturally
responsive classroom teacher, who properly tackles identity and representation for
his/her diverse student population. Systematic changes to ready culturally diverse
teachers for the classroom is best done at the pre-service level. The way to achieve this
culturally responsive pedagogue (teacher) is by:
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“building a social cultural consciousness, having affirming views of students
from diverse backgrounds, see themselves as responsible for and capable of
bringing about change to make schools more equitable, (d) understand how
learners construct knowledge and are capable of promoting knowledge
construction, (e) know about the lives of their students, and (f) design instruction
that builds on what their students already know while stretching them beyond the
familiar” (Villegas & Lucas, 2002, p.21).
Students can experience two very different narratives from home than from what
they are being taught, much like the “double face” narrative of the literacy campaign.
Pedagogically, we can remedy this by having students’ research counter-narratives before
we get into a topic and also becoming more culturally responsive as teachers.
When making political claims, such as the Cuban revolution was good or bad,
teachers should not assume all students from that immigrant population view what
happened in their homeland in the same way. Their reason to partake in exile vary socioeconomically as well as ideologically. Always allow a space for the students’ counternarrative to be told and a way to do this is to ask them if they would like to share publicly
or in private to the teacher their perspective on these histories. Students can give a private
reflection to the teacher or speak in class. When conflicting histories that stereotype
immigrant groups and experiences are present, and allowing public and private spaces for
representation is important.
Scholars such as Gay (2000), Bajaj and Bartlett (2017) and Bajaj, Argenal, and
Canlas (2017) recently designated specific curriculum to be culturally responsive to teach
refugee children.. I challenge those of us who teach immigrant populations to consider
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these issues and sensibility when teaching immigrant, first and second generation,
schoolchildren of people who identify as political refugees, identify themselves as
members of an exile community, or both. The United Nations Refugee Agency UNHCR
on its USA website explains the difficulties of teaching primary and secondary school
children about refugees and having refugees in their classrooms. Some of their
recommendation includes concepts such as “words” matter and distinctions between
migrant, refugee, and internally displaced persons within their own country. This is
important because one cannot assume a person’s immigrant status or experience. In the
Miami community, anytime communism is mentioned in relation to countries such as
Cuba, Venezuela, and Nicaragua, and other countries, these words matter if students
identify as exiles that are also part of the definition of refugee.
One strategy is to allow students contribute to the curriculum and be represented
is through personal experiences that possibly could be counter-narratives. Bajaj and
Bartlett’s (2017) explain how the refugee student’s “socio-political relevance should be
recognized.” In 2021, most Cuban students are not from the Mariel exodus or rafters and
no longer carry the trauma of displaced people but intergenerational attitudes and
perspectives are still present and could misrepresent our students, creating feelings of
omitted voices in the classroom. They explain that critical transnational curriculum
should be used which in part “culturally and socio-politically responsive approaches
(Gay, 2000) to schooling for immigrants and refugees must recognize that students
“identities and their sense of belonging may extend beyond or across national
boundaries.” In the Cuban case, this can include being “Cuban-American” and exiles, and
how both Cuba and the United states are discussed and what reactions the students might
have to these teacher perspectives.
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Non-Academic Coverage
Because the Cuban Literacy Campaign became a topic of conversation in
February 2020 and subsequently during the primary 2020 election season, the hidden
nature of the participants’ identities does not allow the public to properly humanize and
empathize with the participants. This is because they are written about as a group and
personal histories are not commonly read about in the mainstream media. Although I
chose pseudonyms, not using their real names removes legitimacy from their stories,
unlike a newspaper that gives credence to events and quickly humanizes them by using
their names. Future researchers including myself should consider making the research
more accessible and turning it into a book or article that is more available to a larger
segment of the population. However, using pseudonyms allows them to be more open
and truthful about their story if they fear being judged or mischaracterized by those
within and outside their communities.
Topics of identification and creating narratives brings about relevant questions in
the field of history and education. Who creates history? Moreover, who should consume
this information once written? Very much like the Current Covid-19 crisis, we rely on
medical experts and studies to explain the findings that make life-altering decisions;
however, without the media giving us a more informal interpretation, this information is
not understood by the public. Although this study does not provide life altering
information during a crisis, making professional work available is important, since the
campaign recently made it to the public sphere. This research is created not just for the
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sake of fostering academia, but, rather, to include the academic and professional
historical narrative while allowing it to be consumed by as many people as possible and
pave the way to better informed decisions. This study is an example of how our academic
work will be used by other professionals such as reporters to gather information and give
it to the public during a crucial moment of public opinion.
Conclusion
This study found that those who took part in the Cuban Literacy Campaign had
multiple motivations for joining the campaign, which included curiosity for teaching as
well as outside influences their recruitment and participation. During the study, themes
like identity were present in the participants’ responses, which explain their complicated
experience in grappling with the changes in Cuba after 1959 and being part of this mass
mobilization movement to eradicate illiteracy on the island.
Pedagogically, the study found strategies that teachers used such as basic
modeling as well as using teaching tools outside of those provided by the Cuban regime.
These data help us understand how young students can take the roles of teachers and help
peers of those much older than them to reach basic literacy skills.
Finally, the Cuban Literacy Campaign is a controversial topic with implications
for both practice and research. In the classroom, teachers must be culturally responsive
and research ethnic groups within their own classroom that properly represent the
experiences of their students. As in the case of the Cuban Literacy Campaign, the
dominant narrative in our textbooks and the public sphere does not always represent the
experiences of students living outside of their home country, who read about it and learn
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about their nations within our classroom. It speaks to teacher preparation and providing
counter-narratives to humanize those outside of the United States and allow spaces in the
classroom for students, whose lived experiences are different those privileged by our own
knowledge and textbooks.
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Appendix: Interview Questions: The Cuban Literacy Campaign

**Spanish translation of questions are at the bottom of each questions**
Phase I
Can you tell me about yourself? (Background, family, occupation, hobbies, etc.)
¿Puedes hablarme un poco sobre quien tu eres…como persona, tu trabajo, tu familia?
How did you get involved with the literacy campaign?
¿Como fue que te envolucrastes en la campaña de alfabetismo?
How did being part of the alphabetizadores make you feel?
¿Que emociones o sentimientos salió de tu experiencia en esta campaña?
Why did you join this cause?
¿Porque te envlucrastes en la campaña?
Follow up questions (Did you join out of your own initial willingness)
¿Te apuntaste por tu propia voluntad en la campaña?
Did you feel there was a political component to the campaign? How would you describe the
political climate of the time? What impact do you think it had on your motivation? Why do you
think that stands out to you or important to you?
¿Sientes que la política Cubana fue una parte integral de esta campaña?
Follow up: How did this political element in educating people make you feel?
¿Cómo te sentiste al realizar que había un elemento político en esta campaña?
Follow up: Did it align with your own personal views?
¿El elemento político que tu entendiste alinea con tus creencias personales?
Were you provided with guidelines and specific materials to teach with?
¿En algún momento, Te dieron materia o guía para ayudarte para implementar la
enseñanza?

Phase II
Were you provided with guidelines and specific materials to teach with?
¿En algún momento, Te dieron materia o guía para ayudarte para implementar la
enseñanza?

Looking at the book Venceremos!, what memories come about?
¿Que memorias surgen después de haber visto el libro Venceremos! de nuevo?
Which was you most difficult lesson?
¿Cual lección fue la mas difícil?
If you identify as an exile, do you look back at the literacy campaign the same or differently
after leaving Cuba?
¿Si se identifica como exiliado, refleja de manera diferente sobre la campana después
de irse de Cuba?
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What were the most important pedagogical practices?
¿Cuales fueron las practicas pedagógicas mas importantes?
Were these pedagogical practices taught to you?
¿Que practicas pedagógicas te enseñaron?

Phase III
Follow Up: Questions including final reflections.
Estas preguntas son reservadas para reflejar si es necesario.
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